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Abstract 
The regulation of gene expression plays a crucial role in development and disease. Regulation 

at the level of transcription is intimately linked with the positions of genes within the nucleus, 

both in terms of their association with structural components such as the nuclear lamina and 

in terms of their proximity to genomic elements such as enhancers or other genes. 

Methods based on Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) have begun to disentangle the 

complicated relationship between chromatin folding and gene expression. However, 3C-

based techniques have important limitations that restrict their ability to address important 

biological questions. Crucially, they struggle to detect interactions involving three or more 

genomic features because they rely on ligation of DNA fragment ends. To address these 

limitations, I implemented and optimized Genome Architecture Mapping (GAM), a ligation-

free approach for determining genome topology. GAM infers the spatial proximity between 

genomic elements by measuring their co-segregation in thin nuclear slices, and places no 

upper limit on the number of regions that can be detected in a simultaneous interaction. 

I apply GAM to mouse embryonic stem cells and develop a computational pipeline to analyse 

the resulting dataset. GAM independently verifies key features of chromosome folding 

identified by 3C-based methods, including topologically associating domains (TADs). Using 

a statistical model, we find many non-random interactions spanning tens of megabases, which 

preferentially involve interactions between active genes and enhancers, between pairs of 

active genes and between pairs of enhancers at 30 kb resolution. We also explore 

simultaneous, three-way contacts between TADs and identify super-enhancers and highly-

transcribed TADs as the most likely to interact at higher multiplicity. Strikingly, we uncover 

an antagonistic relationship between lamina association and TAD triplet formation. Finally, 

we show that GAM can be used to measure chromatin compaction and radial positioning. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Gene expression in mammalian cells 

The human body is composed of around 30-50 trillion cells divided into hundreds of different 

cell types and each performing highly specialised functions (Bianconi et al., 2013). The 

majority of these cell types contain a complete copy of the human genome and a full 

complement of human genes. The specification of different cell types is therefore determined 

not by the genes a cell possesses but by the activation or repression of different subsets of 

genes. 

Each cell is thought to actively transcribe thousands of genes and the ribonucleic acid (RNA) 

produced can either function autonomously or be translated into proteins. The RNA and 

protein complement of a cell can be controlled at many different levels: for example by 

modulating transcription rates, alternative splicing, RNA stability, efficiency of export of the 

RNA to the cytosol, efficiency of translation into protein and/or stability of the protein 

product. The packing of linear deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) into a chromatin fibre, and the 

higher-order folding of chromatin inside the three-dimensional (3D) space of the nucleus are 

important determinants of gene transcription in all eukaryotic cells, and may also contribute 

to the alternative splicing and differential export of transcribed RNAs. The mechanisms by 

which nuclear architecture and chromatin folding regulate gene expression are poorly 

understood, so increasing our understanding of this layer of control will be essential for 

improving the treatment of developmental and degenerative disease. 

1.1.1 RNA Polymerases 

Eukaryotes possess at least three nuclear RNA polymerases, multi-subunit protein complexes 

responsible for the transcription of DNA genes into RNA copies. RNA polymerase I (RNA 
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pol I) is located in the nucleolus and is responsible for transcribing the 45S pre-ribosomal 

RNA, which is processed into the 5.8S, 18S and 25S ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs). Due to the 

high cellular demand for ribosome synthesis, RNA pol I is the most active RNA polymerase, 

accounting for 60% of all cellular transcription (Viktorovskaya & Schneider, 2015). RNA 

polymerases II (RNA pol II) and III (RNA pol III) are located outside of the nucleolus. RNA 

pol II is responsible for the transcription of all protein coding genes and several major classes 

of non-coding RNAs. RNA pol III transcribes the 5S rRNA, transfer RNAs (tRNAs) and a 

small number of other non-coding transcripts as well as short interspersed nuclear elements 

(SINEs; Carrière et al., 2012). 

RNA polymerase II 

The coding transcripts produced by RNA pol II are known as messenger RNAs (mRNAs). 

They are first produced as pre-mRNAs and undergo substantial post-transcriptional 

processing in order to stabilise them and prepare them for cytosolic export and translation. 

Major processing steps include addition of a 7-methyl-guanosine cap to the 3’ end of the 

RNA, splicing together of exons, degradation of intervening intronic RNA, cleavage of the 

RNA product at the 5’ end and addition of a poly(A) (poly-adenosine) tail. RNA pol II also 

transcribes the majority of non-coding RNA transcripts including diverse species such as 

micro RNAs (miRNAs) and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) as well as certain small 

nucleolar and small nuclear RNAs (snoRNAs and snRNAs). These non-coding transcripts 

can be subject to some or all of the post-transcriptional processing undergone by pre-mRNAs. 

RNA pol II is therefore responsible for most of the differential transcription that distinguishes 

different cell types and allows cells to respond to stimuli. 

RNA pol II not only functions as an enzyme that catalyses the formation of RNA using a 

DNA template, but also serves to co-ordinate many of the post-transcriptional processing 

steps. RPB1, the largest subunit of RNA pol II, possesses a carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) 
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consisting of a variable number of repeats of the heptapeptide Tyrosine1-Serine2-Proline3-

Threonine4-Serine5-Proline6-Serine7 (Y1S2P3T4S5P6S7; Corden et al., 1985); all mammalian 

cells have 52 such repeats. The CTD is dispensable for transcription of naked DNA templates 

in vitro (Serizawa et al., 1993) but required for transcription in vivo (Meininghaus et al., 

2000). The CTD is subject to a number of post-translational modifications, the best studied of 

these being the phosphorylation of the three consensus serine residues S2, S5 and S7.  

Phosphorylation of CTD residues occurs sequentially throughout the transcription cycle: 

RNA pol II binds to gene promoters with a hypophosphorylated CTD and is phosphorylated 

at S5 residues by the CDK7 subunit of TFIIH during transcription initiation (Rickert et al., 

1999) or by Erk1/2 kinases at Polycomb repressed genes in mESCs (Tee et al., 2014). Initial 

transcription by RNA pol II is not processive, and phosphorylation of the CTD on S2 residues 

by the CDK9 subunit of P-TEFb is associated with the transition to productive elongation 

(Komarnitsky, 2000). Phosphorylation of S7 is less well understood but appears to be 

catalysed by CDK7 and occur after phosphorylation of S5, enhancing the phosphorylation of 

S2 residues by CDK9 (Czudnochowski et al., 2012). This sequential series of CTD 

modifications has been shown to co-ordinate the timely recruitment of factors involved in 

RNA capping, splicing, cleavage and polyadenylation (Hsin & Manley, 2012). 

Transcription initiation by RNA polymerase II 

RNA pol II alone transcribes naked DNA in vitro in an essentially random manner, and 

requires the presence of other co-factors for directed and specific initiation at promoter 

regions (Weil et al., 1979). These additional protein complexes are the general transcription 

factors (GTFs) TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH. The GTFs, together with 

RNA pol II, form a pre-initiation complex (PIC) which is capable of locating and binding to 

promoters (Thomas & Chiang, 2006). After formation of the PIC, DNA is unwound by the 

helicase activity of TFIIH. RNA pol II then undergoes several rounds of abortive initiation, 
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producing short 8-10 nucleotide transcripts, before escaping from the promoter, breaking 

most of its contacts with the GTFs, and transitioning to elongation. 

Transcription is regulated not only by the activity of promoter-bound GTFs but also by DNA 

binding developmental, lineage-specific or stimulus-responsive transactivating factors. These 

factors stimulate RNA pol II transcription above basal levels, which requires the presence of 

the Mediator complex. Mediator was originally isolated from yeast and was shown to be 

required for activation of an in vitro transcription system by GCN4 and GAL4 transcription 

factors (TFs; Kim et al., 1994). Subsequent work has extended the range of Mediator’s 

known activities, which now include stabilising TFIID binding to DNA, recruiting TFIIE and 

TFIIF to the pre-initiation complex, stimulating TFIIH mediated phosphorylation of the RNA 

pol II CTD and promoting processive elongation (Conaway & Conaway, 2011). Mediator is 

thought to be the primary integrator of activating signals from promoter-distal genomic 

regions called enhancers (Allen & Taatjes, 2015). 

1.1.2 Role of enhancers in transcriptional regulation 

Enhancers are short DNA sequences capable of activating transcription when linked in cis 

(i.e. on the same DNA molecule) to an RNA polymerase II promoter, and which do so 

independently of their orientation with respect to the gene (Figure 1.1). First identified by the 

ability of an SV40 (Simian vacuolating virus 40) DNA fragment to activate expression from a 

rabbit β-globin promoter, enhancers are now thought to be widespread in mammalian 

genomes, with estimates of total human enhancers ranging from 50 thousand to 500 thousand 

(Pennacchio et al., 2013; Andersson et al., 2014). Enhancers may be highly conserved across 

large evolutionary distances and enhancer sequences identified in one vertebrate will often 

function to drive similar patterns of gene expression in another (e.g. between humans and 

zebrafish; Ishibashi et al., 2013). 
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In recent years, it has become increasingly clear that many of the sequence and structural 

genomic variants linked to complex human traits such as predisposition to disease do not 

result in changes to protein coding sequences. Changes to the DNA sequence and the activity 

of as yet unidentified enhancers may well explain the effects of many of these variants 

(Figure 1.1; Hindorff et al., 2009; Andersson et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 1.1 Sequence variants in enhancers can affect gene expression. a, An active enhancer loops to contact 

its target gene, accompanied by the binding of RNA polymerase II and Mediator complex. b, A single 

nucleotide polymorphism at the enhancer abolishes transcription factor binding and is accompanied by loss of 

contact with the gene promoter and loss of RNA polymerase II. Figure reprinted with modifications from Heyn, 

(2014). 

1.1.3 Characteristics of mammalian enhancers 

Much research over the past 30 years has been devoted to identifying the characteristics of 

enhancers in eukaryotic cells. A great deal of our knowledge comes from focused studies that 

dissected the characteristics of single enhancers, but recent advances in sequencing and 

microarray technology have allowed genome-wide characterisation of chromatin occupancy 

at putative enhancer regions. Although a clearer picture of the molecular characteristics of 
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mammalian enhancers is emerging, the relative importance of these features and their causal 

role in activating gene expression are far from understood. 

Transcription factor binding 

Enhancer regions are bound by many different lineage-specific transcription factors (TFs) 

that have either activating or repressive effects on promoter function. The combinatorial 

binding of activating and repressive factors at a single enhancer is thought to specify that 

enhancer’s spatial and temporal pattern of activity, as exemplified by the even-skipped (eve) 

gene in D. melanogaster (Small et al., 1992). eve is expressed in seven stripes in the 

developing fly embryo and controls segmentation of the fly’s body plan. eve expression is 

regulated by a complex series of 200-500 bp enhancers that work independently to activate 

transcription of eve in different stripes. The enhancer regulating eve expression in the second 

stripe is the best studied and is made up of six binding sites for the activating transcription 

factors bicoid and hunchback, plus six binding sites for the repressive TFs Kruppel and giant. 

The enhancer is active only in stripe two because this is the sole area of the developing 

embryo where the concentration of the two activating TFs is high enough and the two 

repressive TFs low enough to yield a net activating effect (Small et al., 1992). 

Whilst the combination of TF binding sites in an enhancer is important, genome sequencing 

has made it clear that TF consensus motifs are widespread and genome-wide approaches for 

localizing TF binding consistently show that TFs occupy only a subset of their genomic target 

sites. This can be clearly observed in time course experiments where a TF is present 

throughout lineage differentiation but binds to different sites at different times. For example, 

the muscle-specific transcription factor MyoD has been found to behave this way during 

differentiation of myoblasts to myotubes (Cao et al., 2010). In other words, the presence of 

transcription factor binding sites alone is not sufficient to specify an enhancer. It has also 

been suggested that TFs can be recruited to chromatin in the absence of their normal DNA 
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binding motif, possibly through protein-protein interactions with other factors (Moorman et 

al., 2006), further reducing the predictive power of their sequence motifs. 

Work on a virus-inducible enhancer of the human Interferon-β gene suggested that 

combinatorial binding of multiple TFs requires strict cooperativity, which guides the 

selection of specific subsets of motifs. This is termed the enhanceosome model (Thanos & 

Maniatis, 1995). The enhanceosome model predicts the existence of TF binding “grammars”, 

where groups of transcription factors exclusively bind in a given order and with a specific 

spacing so as to maintain their positions relative to one another on the DNA helix. The 

proliferation of genome-wide datasets for many different transcription factors across a wide 

variety of organisms has revealed little to no organisation of the relative position of TF 

binding sites within enhancers, thus leading to the development of a “billboard model” where 

the specific combinations of TFs at each enhancer are important for enhancer activity, but not 

for specification (Spitz & Furlong, 2012). The billboard model implies that only a subset of 

TF binding motifs are actually accessible in any given cell and that accessibility might 

determine which sequences will function as enhancers when integrated into chromatin. 

Chromatin accessibility 

Regions of chromatin are differentially occupied by nucleosomes and compacted in cellular 

nuclei. Certain regions are highly nucleosome depleted, leaving mostly free DNA that is 

“hypersensitive” to enzymatic digestion by deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I). DNase 

hypersensitivity is known to mark functional genomic regions including gene promoters and 

enhancers. High-throughput approaches can now identify DNase I hypersensitive sites on a 

genome-wide basis (Boyle et al., 2008) and have been applied to a wide range of cell types. 

Such experiments have shown that hypersensitivity often precedes transcription factor 

binding (John et al., 2011), supporting a model in which chromatin accessibility defines 
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enhancer position, whilst TF binding to pre-established open chromatin defines enhancer 

identity and function. 

The question of enhancer specification may therefore ultimately be that of “open chromatin 

specification”. Experiments in yeast had suggested that the genome sequence itself might act 

to place nucleosomes around functional genomic regions (Segal et al., 2006), thereby 

opening up the possibility that the accessibility of enhancer regions might be pre-specified. 

However, more recent work has suggested that such intrinsic mechanisms are not major 

determinants of nucleosome positioning (Zhang et al., 2009). This and the presence of cell 

type specificity in mammalian DNase cleavage patterns argues against intrinsic accessibility 

specified by sequence alone. 

The remaining possibility is that chromatin accessibility is determined by the action of 

sequence-specific factors, which either displace nucleosomes themselves or recruit chromatin 

remodelling complexes to establish regions of open chromatin. Transcription factors which 

are able to locate and bind their target motifs even when those motifs are occluded by 

nucleosomes have been dubbed “pioneer” transcription factors. FOXA1 is an archetypal 

pioneer factor which is able to bind to target sites on compacted nucleosome arrays in vitro. 

FoxA1 motifs in an enhancer of the liver-specific gene Alb1 are the first to be found in an 

open state in developing mouse endoderm (i.e. before the gene or enhancer become fully 

active; Zaret & Carroll, 2011), consistent with FoxA1 being involved in chromatin opening at 

the region. However, human FOXA1 does not bind to 100% of its target sites in vivo and 

FOXA1 binding shows cell type specificity (Hurtado et al., 2011), so some cooperativity with 

other factors is also likely. In short, the mechanisms that establish chromatin accessibility at 

mammalian enhancers are largely unknown. 
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Histone modifications and variants 

Alongside removal of nucleosomes from enhancer regions, enhancers can also be 

characterised by their close association with certain histone variants and/or post-translational 

modifications. Chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq) identifies regions 

with characteristic patterns of histone marks genome-wide, which has been useful for 

identifying putative enhancers in different cell types. The most common features currently 

used are monomethylation of histone 3 lysine 4 (H3K4me1), acetylation of histone 3 lysine 

27 (H3K27ac) and binding of the histone acetyl transferase p300. H3K4me1 was first 

recognised as a specific marker of enhancers by the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements 

(ENCODE) pilot project, which mapped both mono and tri-methylation of H3K4 over 30 Mb 

of the human genome (Heintzman et al., 2007). Later work in mouse (Creyghton et al., 2010) 

and human (Rada-Iglesias et al., 2011) embryonic stem cells (ESCs) found that H3K27ac 

marks can distinguish between active enhancers and enhancers “poised” for future activation, 

whereas H3K4me1 alone cannot.  

Correlative studies like those mentioned above do not distinguish whether these histone 

modifications are downstream of enhancer activation or whether they have a causal effect. 

For example, they might decompact chromatin by reducing the affinity between 

nucleosomes, or they might provide a platform for coactivator binding. A direct role for 

histone modifications in enhancer activity is suggested by recent studies which target 

epigenetic modifications to specific enhancer regions by fusing histone modifying enzymes 

to DNA binding proteins. One of the first such studies fused LSD1 (which demethylates 

H3K4) to TALE (transcription activator–like effector repeat) proteins which were each 

custom designed to bind to one of 40 different enhancers. Enhancers targeted by LSD1 

showed reductions in both H3K4me2 and H3K27ac, accompanied by transcriptional 

repression of nearby genes (Mendenhall et al., 2013). More recent work has shown that 
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targeted H3K27 acetylation can be achieved by fusion of the histone acetyltransferase p300 

to a nuclease-dead Cas9 (dCas9). Acetylation of enhancers was accompanied by 

transcriptional up-regulation of nearby genes (Hilton et al., 2015). Such experiments cannot 

exclude the possibility that repression or activation of nearby genes is caused by 

demethylation or acetylation of some target other than the histone tail, but they do strengthen 

the case for a causal role of H3K4me1/2 and H3K27ac in enhancer activity. 

Recently, the histone variants H3.3 and H2A.Z have also been shown to be enriched at 

enhancers (Jin & Felsenfeld, 2007). They are suggested to bind more weakly to chromatin 

and provide easier access to TF binding sites, but their exact function is so far unclear. 

RNA polymerase at enhancers 

Since enhancers are genomic foci for open chromatin, activating histone marks and 

transcription factor binding, it is not surprising that they are also able to recruit RNA pol II 

and other components of the pre-initiation complex in a manner that is independent of 

polymerase binding at target promoters. For example, this phenomenon has been observed at 

the PSA gene in a human prostate cancer cell line, where it was demonstrated that the 

androgen receptor and RNA pol II are recruited to both the PSA promoter and the distal 

enhancer after treatment with dihydrotestosterone (Shang et al., 2002). RNA pol II binding 

has been identified at a number of other well-characterised enhancers, including the human β-

globin enhancers (Johnson et al., 2001). RNA pol II binding is detectable at β-globin 

enhancers in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs), well before the activation of the β-globin 

genes (Vieira et al., 2004). Genome-wide ChIP-seq experiments have confirmed RNA pol II 

presence at a large number of enhancers in mouse cortical neurons, macrophages and 

thymocytes, and demonstrated that recruitment can occur prior to activation of target genes 

(Kim et al., 2010; De Santa et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011). 
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Enhancer transcription and enhancer RNAs 

Some enhancer regions are divergently transcribed to produce enhancer RNAs (eRNAs; Kim 

et al., 2010). Enhancers can also be found within introns, even those of actively transcribed 

genes, and transcriptional initiation from these intragenic enhancer regions allows them to 

function as alternative promoters (Kowalczyk et al., 2012).  

Global run-on and sequencing (GRO-seq) is a technique for capturing unstable transcripts in 

which stalled RNA pol II is restarted in nuclear extracts in vitro in the presence of nucleotide 

analogues, which are then immunoprecipitated to enrich for nascent RNAs. GRO-seq has 

become a popular method for identification of putative active enhancers as it can identify 

divergent, unstable transcripts genome-wide (Core et al., 2014; Danko et al., 2015). The 

FANTOM consortium has also produced an atlas of active enhancers across human and 

mouse tissues using CAGE (cap analysis gene expression, which captures the 7-methyl-

guanosine cap present at most RNA pol II transcripts to find exact transcript start sites; 

Andersson et al., 2014). Both GRO-seq and CAGE approaches produce much lower 

estimates of the total number of active enhancers than the use of DNase-seq or 

H3K4me1/H3K27ac ChIP-seq for a given tissue type. This has been interpreted as 

demonstrating a greater specificity of the transcriptional methods, but all current methods of 

high-throughput enhancer identification in mammalian cells produce high false positive rates 

when activity of identified regions is assayed in vivo, and no direct comparison of the false 

discovery rates of different methods has yet been attempted.  

It therefore remains possible that some mammalian enhancers are not independently bound 

by RNA pol II, or that not all RNA pol II bound enhancers are actively transcribed, or that 

not all transcribed enhancers are efficiently capped. Even for strongly transcribed enhancers, 

the causality of transcription can be difficult to dissect. The presence of RNA pol II may be 

crucial for the function of the enhancer, or it may be a by-product of open chromatin 
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combined with physical proximity to RNA pol II at the target promoter. The transcripts 

produced from enhancers may have a direct functional role in cis or in trans. Alternatively, 

the transcription of the enhancer may be important to maintain an open chromatin state but 

the transcripts themselves dispensable, or both transcription and transcript may be non-

essential by-products of the presence of RNA pol II. Some of these possibilities may not be 

mutually exclusive. For example, an eRNA might not be required for activation of the target 

gene in cis whilst still having some other role as a non-coding RNA in trans. 

As a consequence of these contradictory data, more attention is now being focused on the 

functional differences between enhancer and promoter elements. Enhancers can replace 

promoters to drive stable transcription of a promoterless luciferase gene (Louie et al., 2003), 

and weak promoters can act as enhancers by activating transcription of luciferase in cis in an 

orientation-independent fashion (Li et al., 2012). This has led to suggestions that enhancers 

and promoters should be thought of as a single class of regulatory element with the activity of 

any given region determined by its local context (Andersson et al., 2015). 

1.1.4 Mechanisms of enhancer action 

Alongside the elucidation of chromatin features specific to enhancer elements, work has also 

been carried out to unravel the molecular mechanisms by which enhancers activate their 

target genes. A number of models have been proposed, most supported by experimental data 

from only a handful of genes. Unlike ongoing efforts to identify active enhancers, 

experiments to investigate mechanisms of enhancer action are difficult to scale up to genome-

wide assays. We therefore lack a clear picture of which (if any) of the proposed models is the 

dominant mechanism of enhancer function in mammalian cells. 
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Transactivation of promoters by enhancer bound TFs 

Transactivation is one of the oldest models of enhancer function. In this model, transcription 

factors bind to the distal enhancer and subsequent looping facilitates a direct interaction of 

enhancer-bound TFs with a promoter-bound pre-initiation complex. Direct interactions 

between TF effector/transactivator domains and the pre-initiation complex can then activate 

transcriptional output of the target gene by stabilising the pre-initiation complex at the 

promoter, increasing the rate of transcription initiation by RNA pol II and/or by enhancing 

the rate of transcriptional elongation.  

This model is supported by a large number of in vitro studies defining interactions between 

TF transactivator domains and various components of the pre-initiation complex, as well as 

careful analysis of the mechanisms by which these domains activate transcription (Frietze & 

Farnham, 2011). The efficiency of transactivation from distal enhancers in live cells is less 

clear, since the in vivo research that has been done has generally focussed on TFs binding 

directly to target promoters. As an example, the E2F1 transactivation domain stimulates 

transcription from the mouse dihydrofolate reductase promoter in vivo but the effect is 

completely abrogated by relocation of the E2F binding site from 66 to 441 bp upstream of the 

promoter (Fry et al., 1997). A comprehensive analysis to compare the ratio of promoter 

proximal vs. distal binding sites for transcription factors with or without well characterised 

transactivation domains would be a useful first step towards establishing transactivation as a 

general mechanism of distal enhancer function. 

Hit-and-run mechanisms 

Early work on enhancer mechanisms also proposed a “hit-and-run” model, where enhancers 

are necessary for establishing an active state at the promoter, but not for the continued 

maintenance of transcription. The initial evidence for such a mechanism has since been 

discounted (Schaffner, 1988). However, whilst most models of enhancer mechanism depend 
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on enhancer-promoter looping, the hit-and-run model makes different predictions about the 

stability and relative timing of looping events. The transactivation model postulates that a 

direct interaction between the TF transactivation domain and RNA pol II bound at the 

promoter is required during at least one part of the transcription cycle. This implies that 

looping interactions between enhancers and promoters might be relatively stable, and at the 

very least demands that looping be concurrent with ongoing transcription. In contrast, hit-

and-run activation permits transient enhancer-promoter pairing that occurs prior to promoter 

activation and is completely uncoupled from transcription. 

The recent focus on histone acetyltransferase activity at distal enhancers (as evidenced by 

presence of H3K27ac and binding of p300; Rada-Iglesias et al., 2011), combined with 

evidence for a causal role of H3K27ac in gene activation (Hilton et al., 2015) has re-opened 

the possibility of a hit-and-run mechanism for transcriptional activation by enhancers. In this 

model enhancers may contact the promoter transiently, deposit activating histone marks to 

establish a transcriptionally permissive state at the promoter and then move away before 

transcription is actually initiated. The presence at distal enhancer elements of chromatin 

remodelling enzymes capable of destabilising nucleosomes (Yu et al., 2013) also allows for a 

model in which transient enhancer-promoter interaction allows remodelers to create 

nucleosome free regions at target promoters. Recent improvements in live-cell imaging of 

both transcription (Martin et al., 2013) and the positions of specific DNA loci (Saad et al., 

2014) may provide the temporal resolution necessary to distinguish hit-and-run enhancers. 

Anti-pause enhancers 

Along similar lines to a transactivation mechanism, one recent paper has suggested the 

existence of “anti-pause” enhancers in HEK293 cells. The authors identify a protein-protein 

interaction between jumonji C domain-containing protein 6 (JMJD6) and bromodomain-

containing protein 4 (BRD4, a known regulator of RNA pol II pausing via P-TEFb). They 
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show that knockdown of either interacting partner increases RNA pol II promoter-proximal 

pausing and decreases transcription of a subset of genes. JMJD6 and BRD4 are co-bound at 

enhancer elements close to pause-regulated genes, so these sites were termed anti-pause 

enhancers. Several tested anti-pause enhancers were found to contact nearby promoters, 

raising the intriguing possibility that JMJD6 and BRD4-bound enhancers function by 

releasing RNA pol II from pause sites at target promoters (Liu et al., 2013). 

Pause-release as a mechanism for distal enhancer function has little other support in the 

literature, but there are a few hints that regulation of RNA pol II pausing might be a more 

general way to distally activate target gene expression. For example, elongin 3 (Ell3), another 

known interacting partner of the pausing complex P-TEFb, has been shown to bind both 

active and poised enhancers in mESCs and to affect RNA pol II occupancy and transcription 

of nearby genes, although this was not directly linked to a pause-release mechanism (Lin et 

al., 2013). 

Direct RNA pol II transfer from enhancers to promoters 

Activation of target promoters by direct transfer of enhancer-bound RNA pol II was 

suggested in some of the first papers to identify RNA pol II binding at enhancer elements 

(Louie et al., 2003). Treatment with the transcriptional inhibitor flavopiridol decreases 

occupancy of RNA pol II at the PSA gene, but increases occupancy at the upstream enhancer. 

This has been interpreted as evidence that blocking transcriptional initiation prevents transfer 

of the polymerase from enhancer to promoter. Similarly, placement of an insulator element (a 

sequence capable of blocking enhancer activation) between an enhancer and its target 

promoter (Zhao & Dean, 2004), or binding of a zinc-finger binding domain to the promoter 

(thus blocking RNA pol II elongation; Barrow et al., 2014), can also increase RNA pol II 

occupancy at an enhancer whilst decreasing promoter occupancy. RNA pol II transfer has 

also been observed between the β-globin enhancers and β-globin gene in vitro (Vieira et al., 
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2004). RNA pol II transfer is certainly consistent with the genome-wide presence of RNA pol 

II at distal enhancer elements, but so far lacks support as a general mechanism of enhancer 

function. 

Activation of target promoters by eRNAs 

It has recently been suggested that RNAs transcribed from enhancer loci (eRNAs) may play a 

direct role in activation of target genes (Melo et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2013; 

Lam et al., 2013). These studies have used small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and other 

methods to demonstrate that targeting specific eRNAs for degradation reduces the 

transcription of nearby genes. Levels of repressive histone marks (e.g. H3K9me3 or 

H3K27me3) and/or total histone levels did not increase after siRNA treatment, suggesting 

that the observed effect on transcription at nearby genes was not a consequence of reduced 

transcription or decreased accessibility of chromatin at the enhancer element, but was instead 

an indication of direct functional roles for the eRNA transcripts themselves. 

Knock-down experiments alone cannot distinguish between cis and trans functions, however 

in some cases independently transcribed eRNAs can activate transcription when artificially 

tethered to target promoters (Melo et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013). Expression of these eRNAs in 

the absence of a tethering protein is insufficient for activation, supporting a cis-regulatory 

role. The relationship between eRNA function and chromatin folding remains unclear, as in 

some cases reduced enhancer-promoter looping follows eRNA knockdown (Li et al., 2013; 

Lai et al., 2013). Separate experiments therefore suggest functional roles for the same RNA 

molecules both upstream and downstream of the formation of an enhancer-promoter loop.  

The requirement of tethering proteins for function in transfection experiments implies that 

eRNAs are retained at their sites of transcription and/or at target promoters, but this has not 

been demonstrated, and no mechanism for eRNA localization on chromatin has yet been 
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tested. Higher-throughput approaches for tethering of RNAs to specific DNA loci in vivo 

(Shechner et al., 2015) will help to address the generality of direct eRNA functions, as well 

as to separate cis from trans effects. 

Polycomb eviction by distal enhancers 

Distal enhancer elements might also act by removing repressive Polycomb protein complexes 

from promoters of developmental genes. Human α-globin is expressed and regulated 

normally in mouse erythroid cells where the mouse locus is replaced by its human 

counterpart at one allele, but human globin expression is dramatically reduced when the locus 

lacks the key α-globin enhancer MCS-R2 (Vernimmen et al., 2011). Polycomb repressive 

complexes (PRC1 and PRC2) are present at the α-globin gene in early development and are 

normally cleared from the promoter prior to transcriptional activation in mature erythroid 

cells. Mouse cells lacking MCS-R2 display elevated Polycomb occupancy at the α-globin 

gene even in mature cells, indicating that the enhancer element could be involved in removal 

of Polycomb proteins from the gene during normal development. 

A study of the neural gene Meis2 in the developing mouse embryo provides further support 

for a Polycomb eviction mechanism. In the midbrain of 8.5 dpc embryos the inactive 

RING1B-bound Meis2 promoter interacts with a distal RING1B binding site. The authors 

conduct a triple labelling fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiment to show that a 

tissue specific enhancer necessary for midbrain expression of Meis2 forms a simultaneous, 

three-way interaction with the Meis2 promoter and the distal RING1B binding site at the later 

18 somite stage. Meis2 only becomes expressed at the 22 somite stage when RING1B no 

longer binds to the promoter. Interestingly, at this 22 somite stage the Meis2 enhancer-

promoter interaction is maintained, but contacts with the distal RING1B binding site are lost. 

This suggests that the enhancer-promoter loop might actively clear PRC complexes from the 

Meis2 promoter (Kondo et al., 2014). 
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Tracking model for enhancer function 

One model of enhancer action does not invoke physical looping between enhancer and 

promoter. In the tracking model, RNA pol II binds to the enhancer and traverses intervening 

DNA until it reaches the promoter, producing unstable RNA transcripts as it moves. This 

mechanism has been proposed for activation of the embryonic ε-globin gene at the human β-

globin locus (Zhu et al., 2007). It is currently disfavoured as a general model due to the large 

genomic separations that have been observed between many enhancers and their target 

promoters (Lettice et al., 2002) and the ability of some enhancer elements to act in trans 

(Noordermeer et al., 2011).  

1.1.5 Locus control regions and super-enhancers 

At the human β-globin locus the expression of a group of globin genes is controlled in a 

developmentally regulated manner by the action of five highly conserved enhancer elements, 

which are clustered together at the 5’ end of the region. The globin gene promoters alone are 

not sufficient to drive physiological expression at ectopic locations in transgenic mice, and 

efficient transcription is only achieved when the enhancer elements are linked in cis. This 

phenomenon led to the designation of the clustered enhancer elements as the β-globin locus 

control region (LCR). LCRs are defined as DNA sequences capable of driving the expression 

of reporter genes independent of their genomic position, and have since been found in a wide 

variety of species and tissue types (Li et al., 2002). 

Recent work from the Young laboratory has proposed the existence of super-enhancers: 

regions of around 10 kb containing multiple constituent enhancer elements and exhibiting 

especially high occupancy of lineage determining transcription factors (e.g. Sox2, Nanog and 

Oct4 in mESCs) and Mediator complex (Whyte et al., 2013; Hnisz et al., 2013). Super-

enhancers bear a superficial resemblance to locus control regions, and indeed the β-globin 
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LCR is identified as a super-enhancer in K562 cells. Due to the fact that LCRs are defined by 

function and super-enhancers by occupancy, there is currently some debate as to whether they 

are in fact the same entity (Pott & Lieb, 2014). Nevertheless, the super-enhancer concept has 

proven useful for identifying the regulatory regions most likely to direct cell fate and lineage 

specification in a number of systems (Vahedi et al., 2015; Achour et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 

2015). The relationship of super-enhancers to LCRs is likely to remain unresolved until there 

is a high-throughput effort to determine whether super-enhancers are generally capable of 

activating transcription in a position-independent manner. 

1.2  Nuclear architecture of mammalian cells 

1.2.1 Structural components of mammalian nuclear architecture 

The regulation of transcription in mammalian genomes takes place in the context of the 

nucleus, which is an extremely complex organelle. The nucleus is not only responsible for 

ensuring proper regulation of gene expression at multiple levels (RNA transcription, 

processing and export to the cytoplasm), but also for co-ordinating DNA synthesis, DNA 

damage repair and cellular replication, all whilst compacting 1-2 metres of linear DNA into a 

space with a diameter of 5-10 µm. As such, it has been the subject of intensive research over 

many years, leading to the identification of many different nuclear components and 

compartments (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2 Mammalian nuclei are complex and highly organized, with many distinguishable 

compartments. Chromosomes occupy distinct territories during interphase, which intermingle with one another 

to different extents. Chromatin may be peripherally positioned at the nuclear lamina or may interact with one of 

the more central structural components of the nucleus. These include splicing speckles, chromocentres, 

Polycomb (PcG) bodies, PML bodies, Cajal bodies and RNA pol II (RNAPII) transcription factories. Figure 

reprinted from Ferrai et al. (2010a). 
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The nucleolus 

Nucleoli were first identified as dense ellipsoid nuclear bodies by the Italian physiologist 

Felice Fontana in the late 1700s, but properly documented accounts were only published in 

the mid-1830s (Pederson, 2011). Interest in the nucleolus was muted until the discovery of 

nucleolus organizer regions, specific chromosomal locations involved in the formation of 

nucleoli (McClintock, 1934). The function of the nucleolus as the site of ribosome synthesis 

was finally uncovered in the mid-1960s, when the nucleolus was found to contain ribosomal 

RNA (rRNA), ribosomal DNA (rDNA) and ribosomal particles (McConkey & Hopkins, 

1964). The nucleolus organizer regions consist of tandem arrays of the 45S pre-ribosomal 

rRNA gene transcribed by RNA pol I. The nucleolus is divided into three structural 

compartments (Raška, 2003): fibrillar centres (containing little RNA and considered the 

likely structural counterpart of McClintock’s nucleolus organizer regions), dense fibrillary 

components (with high RNA content and the likely site of rDNA transcription) and granular 

centres (thought to be involved in rRNA processing and ribosome assembly). 

Besides the genes encoding the pre-ribosomal rRNA, a number of other genomic regions are 

localized at or close to the nucleolus. 5S rDNA, encoding a small ribosomal RNA transcribed 

by RNA pol III, is found in many copies at a single cluster on mouse chromosome 8. This 

rDNA array localizes to the nucleolus in around 40% of mouse embryonic stem cells 

(mESCs) and ectopic 5S rDNA can increase the association of its host site with the nucleolus, 

leading to transcriptional silencing (Fedoriw et al., 2012). tRNA genes are dispersed 

throughout the yeast, mouse and human genomes, and are also transcribed by RNA pol III. 

They have been described to associate with the nucleolus in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae 

(Thompson et al., 2003). 

Several studies have reported the presence of a perinucleolar compartment which is enriched 

for many different RNA pol III transcribed RNAs and which is sensitive to the inhibition of 
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RNA pol III transcription by selective inhibitors (Pollock & Huang, 2010). The genes 

encoding these RNA pol III transcripts also appear to be recruited to the perinucleolar 

compartment (Németh et al., 2010). However, the perinucleolar compartment is 

predominantly found in transformed cell lines or ex vivo tumour samples and is rarely 

observed in primary cell lines or human tissues in vivo. Its role in normal nuclear function 

remains unclear (Pollock & Huang, 2010). 

Chromocentres 

Mammalian cells contain regions of constitutive heterochromatin adjacent to their 

centromeres. The DNA in these pericentromeric regions is highly repetitive and contains 

many tandem repeats known as satellites, although precise repeat sequences vary between 

species. Centromeric and pericentromeric heterochromatin is generally associated with the 

nuclear periphery, associated with the nucleolar periphery, or found in large central structures 

called chromocentres, which are visible as dense 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 

stained bodies when visualised under the light microscope (Guenatri et al., 2004). Their 

organization can vary considerably between cell types, the most dramatic example of this 

being found in the nuclei of rod photoreceptor cells, where all centromeric heterochromatin is 

found in the centre of the nucleus and the more open euchromatin is associated with the 

periphery (Solovei et al., 2009). 

Nuclear lamina 

The eukaryotic nucleus is enclosed within the nuclear envelope, a double membrane structure 

whose lumen is contiguous with that of the endoplasmic reticulum. The nuclear lamina (NL) 

is a network of filamentous proteins formed on the inside of the nuclear envelope. In 

mammals, it is mainly made up of the four lamin variants (A, B1, B2 and C), but the relative 

abundance of each lamin varies between cell types and during differentiation. 

Transmembrane proteins embedded in the inner nuclear membrane also form a structural 
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component of the nuclear lamina, for example the lamin B receptor (Wilson & Foisner, 2010; 

Amendola & van Steensel, 2014). 

Genomic association with the NL occurs in large domains termed lamina-associated domains 

(LADs), which have a median size of around 550 kb in human fibroblasts. LADs tend to be 

gene poor, lowly transcribed, and depleted of active histone marks and RNA pol II (Guelen et 

al., 2008). LAD positions are relatively stable during differentiation, and correlate strongly 

between different cell types (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010). Single-cell tracking experiments 

have shown that positioning at the lamina is not strictly inherited from mother to daughter 

cells (Kind et al., 2013). Instead, chromatin associated with the NL may be reshuffled to 

contact the nucleoli after mitosis. The mechanisms by which chromatin is recruited to the 

lamina remain unclear. Although some specific DNA sequences have been identified, LADs 

are not enriched for these sequences compared to the genome-wide background abundance. 

Protein partners that might mediate sequence-specific interactions also remain an open 

question as all four lamins appear to be dispensable for LAD organization in mESCs 

(Amendola & van Steensel, 2014, 2015). 

One additional feature of the nuclear envelope is the presence of nuclear pores, large multi-

protein complexes that facilitate transport between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm. Work 

in C. elegans, D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae has uncovered some evidence that active 

genes may be relocated to nuclear pore complexes in order to facilitate efficient mRNA 

export to the cytoplasm. Interpretation of these experiments can be complicated by the fact 

that many components of the nuclear pore (nucleoporins) can also diffuse freely through the 

nucleoplasm, along with a body of evidence that points to a transcriptionally activating role 

for these nucleoplasmic nucleoporins. To date, work in mammalian cells does not support 

positioning of actively transcribed genes at nuclear pores (Burns & Wente, 2014). 
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Transcription factories 

Sites of ongoing transcription can be labelled by treating cells with a pulse of the nucleotide 

analogue Bromouridine-5’-triphosphate (Br-UTP). Br-UTP is incorporated into nascent RNA 

and can then be visualised, usually by immunofluorescence using an antibody that 

specifically recognises Br-labelled RNA. Such experiments have found nascent transcription 

to be confined to discrete foci within the nucleus, leading to the concept of transcription 

factories – specialised nuclear sites that contain multiple active RNA pol II molecules and 

that organize the transcription of active genes (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993). 

Subsequent experiments using electron microscopy have demonstrated that RNA pol II is 

distributed in two modes in the nucleus; firstly as lone particles that do not co-localize with 

nascent RNA, and secondly as clusters of RNA pol II molecules which overlap with clusters 

of nascent transcripts (Iborra et al., 1996). Experiments utilising the differential sensitivity of 

RNA pol II and RNA pol III to the transcriptional inhibitor α-amanitin have estimated there 

to be around 8000 RNA pol II transcription factories per HeLa cell, with an average of 8 

transcripts per factory and 1800 RNA pol III factories per cell with an average of 5 transcripts 

per factory (Pombo et al., 1999). RNA pol II factories have a radius of 40-60 nm, and this 

measurement is conserved during differentiation and between human and salamander cells 

(Pombo et al., 1999; Faro-Trindade & Cook, 2006). 

Work in our laboratory has identified that RNA pol II transcription factories can be classified 

based on the phosphorylation state of the RNA pol II CTD. Active factories contain RNA pol 

II phosphorylated on both the S5 and S2 CTD residues, indicative of the presence of 

elongating RNA pol II, whereas poised factories contain only S5 phosphorylated RNA pol II 

and lack detectable phosphorylation at S2. The urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) 

gene is normally inactive in HepG2 cells and was found to be associated with poised (S5 

phosphorylation only) factories prior to activation. On stimulation with Tetradecanoyl 
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phorbol acetate (TPA), the uPA gene becomes transcriptionally active and associates with 

active factories containing S2 phosphorylated RNA pol II (Ferrai et al., 2010b). Polycomb-

repressed genes are simultaneously occupied by Polycomb complexes and S5 phosphorylated 

RNA pol II in mESCs, and also associate with poised (S5 phosphorylation only) factories 

(Brookes et al., 2012). 

Most work on transcription factories has been carried out on fixed cells, which has driven 

considerable interest in visualising the activity and localization of RNA pol II by live cell 

imaging. Conflicting studies have been published examining the live-cell distribution of 

either RNA pol II itself or of CDK9, the kinase responsible for phosphorylation of S2 

residues in the RNA pol II CTD. For example, one study reported temporally stable foci of 

CDK9, interpreting this as support for the existence of pre-assembled factories (Ghamari et 

al., 2013). A second found that tagged RNA pol II exhibited transient nuclear clustering, 

consistent with the assembly of factories in situ upon transcriptional activation (Cisse et al., 

2013). Further work will be required to visualise the distribution and dynamics of 

transcriptionally engaged RNA pol II concurrent with nascent transcript production in live 

cells. 

Splicing speckles 

Splicing speckles are nucleoplasmic domains enriched for splicing factors involved in pre-

mRNA processing and for poly(A)+ RNA, but depleted of genes. They have been variously 

referred to as splicing factor compartments, SC35 domains, nuclear speckles and 

interchromatin granule clusters. Their exact role in gene processing is unclear, though it is 

unlikely that they are the major location of active splicing since most splicing is co-

transcriptional and speckles are not enriched for elongating RNA pol II (Xie et al., 2006). 

Splicing speckles have been hypothesised to be storage or assembly compartments for 

splicing factors which can then be delivered to sites of transcription as needed (Spector & 
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Lamond, 2011) or to be specialised domains for post-transcriptional processing of especially 

complex transcripts (Johnson et al., 2000). 

Polycomb bodies 

In D. melanogaster, Polycomb proteins form discrete nuclear foci which are associated with 

gene repression, known as Polycomb bodies or PcG bodies (Pirrotta & Li, 2012). The nuclear 

organization of Polycomb proteins in mammalian cells is less clear, though there is some 

suggestion that Polycomb may also aggregate into discrete foci in mammalian cells (Saurin et 

al., 1998; Hernández-Muñoz et al., 2005). In Drosophila, multiple Polycomb repressed loci 

can associate in the nuclear space by recruitment to a shared Polycomb body (Bantignies et 

al., 2011). Spatial association of Polycomb regulated genes is well supported in mammalian 

systems (Denholtz et al., 2013; Vieux-Rochas et al., 2015), but whether or not these 

interactions occur in the context of a Polycomb body remains an open question. 

PML bodies 

PML bodies are nuclear structures defined by enrichment for a particular set of proteins. 

They are organized by PML protein and are absent from the nuclei of Pml knock-out mice, 

which are otherwise developmentally unaffected. PML bodies have been found to contain a 

wide array of other proteins with no defining characteristics other than a general preference 

towards targets for covalent attachment of small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) proteins. 

PML bodies have also been associated with a variety of functions including viral response, 

telomere maintenance, apoptosis, senescence and cell proliferation, although their exact role 

in each of these pathways is currently unclear (Lallemand-Breitenbach & de The, 2010). 

Cajal bodies 

Cajal bodies are nuclear sub-organelles marked by the presence of coilin protein and a 

number of small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) involved in splicing. Splicing itself 
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does not appear to occur at Cajal bodies, so they are instead suggested to be assembly sites 

for the splicing machinery. Kinetic studies have suggested that snRNPs pass through Cajal 

bodies before moving to splicing speckles and finally to the sites of active transcription 

(Nizami et al., 2010). 

1.2.2 Folding and organization of the chromatin fibre 

Along with the myriad of sub-organelles that provide structural landmarks within the 

mammalian nucleus, much effort has been devoted to understanding the packaging of DNA 

into a chromatin fibre, and the conformation of chromatin within the nucleus. 

Chromosome territories 

Eukaryotic nuclei generally contain many different pairs of chromosomes, each composed of 

a single DNA molecule and its associated proteins. At the turn of the 19th century it was 

proposed that chromosomes do not mix during interphase, but instead occupy discrete areas 

of the nucleus called chromosome territories (Cremer & Cremer, 2010). The chromosome 

territory concept then fell out of favour until strong experimental evidence started to be 

produced in the late 1970s. In these early experiments, small areas of the nucleus were 

irradiated with a UV laser to induce DNA damage, and the sites of DNA repair were labelled 

by incorporation of 3H-thymidine. The genomic locations of the original UV damage were 

assayed by autoradiography or immunostaining of metaphase spreads. Damaged sites were 

found to be highly clustered over a small number of chromosomes, indicating that DNA from 

different chromosomes was not well mixed during interphase. Later, development of 

fluorescence in situ hybridization using specific DNA probes (DNA FISH) allowed for 

visualisation of the positions of individual chromosomes in fixed cells, confirming that each 

chromosome occupies its own discrete volume of the interphase nucleus.  
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Chromosome territories are not randomly positioned during interphase. Instead, they have 

been shown to have preferred neighbours in a number of different cell types, and it has been 

suggested that this predisposes cells towards particular translocation events during oncogenic 

transformation (Roix et al., 2003; Khalil et al., 2007; Brianna Caddle et al., 2007). Indeed, 

although chromosomes occupy their own territories, chromatin from different chromosomes 

can undergo substantial mixing at the boundary between two territories – known as 

intermingling (Branco & Pombo, 2006). The extent of intermingling between different 

chromosome pairs has also been shown to correlate with the translocation frequency between 

those chromosomes.  

A second mode of chromosome positioning is non-random radial distribution. This has been 

demonstrated in human lymphocytes, where the gene-dense chromosome 19 occupies a 

central position whilst the gene-poor chromosome 18 is found at more peripheral locations 

(Croft et al., 1999). Correlation of radial position with gene density and chromosome size has 

been observed in a number of other systems in subsequent studies, e.g. during mouse 

development (Mayer et al., 2005). 

PCA compartments 

Another general principle of chromosome folding was established by the Hi-C technique. In 

this method, chromatin in the nuclei of fixed cells is treated with restriction enzymes to create 

DNA overhangs. These overhangs are filled in with biotinylated nucleotides and subjected to 

blunt-end ligation, which can join together DNA fragments that are remote on the linear 

genome but in close proximity in fixed nuclei. Biotinylated ligation events are then 

immunoprecipitated and subjected to paired-end sequencing, providing a measure of how 

frequently any given genomic region contacts any other. As expected from the existence of 

chromosome territories, ligation events are much more common within the same 

chromosome than between different chromosomes. 
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In addition to this preference for intrachromosomal contacts, Hi-C matrices display a plaid 

pattern indicating that each chromosome can be divided into two compartments that prefer to 

contact themselves, with less frequent contacts connecting loci in two different 

compartments. The loci in each compartment were formally identified using principle 

components analysis (PCA) and are referred to as the A and B compartments (Lieberman-

Aiden et al., 2009). 

Compartment A contains a higher proportion of active genes and histone marks associated 

with transcriptional activity than compartment B, which contains more inactive genes and 

histone marks associated with transcriptional repression. The compartments are therefore 

likely to reflect the division of chromatin into open euchromatin and closed heterochromatin. 

This theory is supported by the strong overlap between Hi-C compartment B and lamina-

associated domains (Vieux-Rochas et al., 2015), as well as the expansion of compartment B 

observed during differentiation of human ESCs (Dixon et al., 2015). A higher-depth Hi-C 

study further divides the genome into five subcompartments based on PCA analysis, two 

subdivisions of the original compartment A and three of the original compartment B (Rao et 

al., 2014). 

Topologically associating domains 

Hi-C and 5C (Chromosome Conformation Capture Carbon Copy; a related method that 

measures contacts only within a defined region) have identified much smaller regions of 

preferential chromatin folding called topologically-associating domains (TADs). Chromatin 

inside each domain interacts frequently with other loci in the same domain but less frequently 

with loci in neighbouring domains (Sexton et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012). 

The positions of the boundaries between adjacent topologically associating domains are 

highly consistent across cell types and between mouse and human (Dixon et al., 2012). These 

TAD boundaries are enriched for binding of CTCF, a well-known chromatin binding protein 
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capable of promoting long-range contacts between distant loci, and the binding motifs of 

CTCF sites flanking TADs are arranged in a characteristic divergent orientation (Rao et al., 

2014; Vietri Rudan et al., 2015; Gómez-Marín et al., 2015). 

Particularly high ligation frequencies have been reported between the two boundaries of some 

topologically associating domains (Rao et al., 2014). These boundaries are bound by 

divergently oriented CTCF, implying that some TADs might be formed by direct interaction 

of CTCF bound at the two boundary elements. This interpretation is supported by work from 

the Reinberg and Mazzoni laboratories, where deletion of CTCF sites in the mouse HoxA 

cluster caused an increase in chromatin contacts from one side of the CTCF site to the other 

(Narendra et al., 2015). However, less than half of the TADs studied in Rao et al. (2014) 

were scored as having interactions between the two boundary elements, which argues that 

other mechanisms may well be possible. Alternatively, TADs could be formed by the 

presence of specific internal contacts. Indeed, deletion of one of the loci underlying an 

internal TAD contact can decrease the contact preference of other loci within the TAD for 

each other (Giorgetti et al., 2014). 

1.2.3 Nuclear architecture of mouse ESCs 

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are a highly specialised cell type, requiring tight repression of 

lineage-specific genes whose uncontrolled expression could lead to an exit from pluripotency, 

whilst at the same time retaining the capacity to express these genes upon differentiation. As 

such, it is not surprising that embryonic stem cells also display specialised and unique 

features of chromatin organization. 

ESCs and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived by the reprogramming of somatic 

cells have an open and transcriptionally-permissive chromatin structure. Core histone 

proteins along with the linker histone H1 are more loosely bound in mESCs compared to 
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neuronal precursors (Meshorer et al., 2006), and the nucleosome occupancy along the 

chromatin fibre is generally lower in mESCs than in fibroblasts (Ricci et al., 2015). mESCs 

also possess lower global levels of repressive H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 histone 

modifications than differentiated cells (Hawkins et al., 2010). 

Given the abundance of open chromatin in ESCs and their extremely rapid rate of progression 

through the cell cycle, the chromosomal conformation of pluripotent cells might be expected 

to be highly fluid, with few functional consequences. So far this does not seem to be the case, 

and increasing evidence points to a direct relationship between maintenance of the pluripotent 

state and proper chromosome folding. An shRNA screen designed to detect reduced levels of 

Oct4 (also known as Pou5f1) as a marker of exit from pluripotency found 12 subunits of the 

Mediator complex and 4 subunits of the cohesin complex whose reduced expression led to 

premature differentiation (Kagey et al., 2010). The authors went on to show that Mediator 

and cohesin co-bound sites interact in mESC nuclei. The involvement of Mediator and 

cohesin complexes in nucleating looping interactions has been supported by a number of 

other studies (e.g. Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2013; reviewed in Maksimenko & 

Georgiev, 2014). 

Not only are key architectural proteins required for pluripotency, many core pluripotency 

transcription factors have been implicated in mediating chromatin folding. Chromatin bound 

by the pluripotent factors Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog has been shown to interact in ESC nuclei 

(Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2013; Apostolou et al., 2013; Denholtz et al., 

2013). In addition, targeting of a Nanog:LacR fusion protein to an ectopic locus can lead to 

increased contacts between the ectopic location and naturally occurring Nanog binding sites 

(de Wit et al., 2013). Although many groups have studied the effects of knocking down 

architectural proteins (e.g. Mediator, cohesin, CTCF) or pluripotency factors (e.g. Nanog, 

Oct4), it is often difficult to interpret the results of these experiments since all of these 
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proteins have direct roles in chromatin folding, transcriptional activation and maintenance of 

the pluripotent state. The key challenge in the field remains to establish whether these 

proteins regulate transcription by manipulating enhancer-promoter contacts, whether 

transcriptional changes are upstream of chromatin folding, or whether observed effects are 

indirect consequences of premature differentiation. 

1.3 Regulation of transcription by chromatin folding 

Many nuclear compartments are associated with different levels of gene expression (e.g. the 

generally lower level of transcription observed at the nuclear lamina) or with specific subsets 

of genes (e.g. pre-ribosomal rRNA genes in the nucleolus). This implies that nuclear 

architecture could provide the cell with an additional layer of control for regulating gene 

expression. In the last ten years, compelling evidence has been collected which demonstrates 

that nuclear positioning of genes and their regulatory elements does indeed contribute to their 

correct spatiotemporal expression.  

1.3.1 Gene activation by enhancer-promoter looping 

Enhancers are key regulators of gene expression during mammalian development, as 

evidenced by their ability to confer complex expression patterns to reporter genes linked in 

cis. Enhancers can be separated from their target genes by large distances in mammalian 

genomes (Lettice et al., 2002), and almost all models for enhancer mechanism require at least 

transient contact (i.e. looping) between the enhancer and gene promoter. If the transcription 

of target promoters were dependent on contact with distal enhancers, the activity of genes 

could be modulated by the frequency and/or cell type specificity of such looping interactions. 

Enhancer-promoter looping has been extensively studied in the murine β-globin locus. The β-

globin LCR loops to contact the β-major and β-minor genes in foetal liver where the two 
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genes are expressed, but not in foetal brain where the globin genes are silent (Tolhuis et al., 

2002). RNA tagging and recovery of associated proteins (RNA-TRAP) uses hybridization of 

complementary oligonucleotides to target peroxidase activity to nascent transcripts. 

Following the addition of tyramide-biotin, chromatin in close proximity to the nascent 

transcript is labelled with biotin and the associated DNA can then be extracted. Application 

of this method to the globin genes has shown that they are actively transcribed in the same 

cells as those in which the LCR interaction is occurring (Carter et al., 2002). By inserting an 

ectopic copy of the human β-globin LCR into a different mouse chromosome, another study 

was able to demonstrate that β-globin expression was considerably higher in single cells 

where the ectopic human LCR interacted in trans with the endogenous mouse globin locus 

(Noordermeer et al., 2011). 

Although these studies strongly suggest that LCR-gene interactions lead to transcriptional 

activation of the globin promoters, they do not demonstrate a direct causal relationship. 

GATA1-/- erythroid cells do not normally express β-globin, and the locus is relaxed with no 

contacts between the LCR and the globin genes. Tethering Ldb1 to the β-globin promoter 

restored looping to the LCR and actived transcription, demonstrating a causal relationship 

between an enhancer-promoter loop and transcriptional activity of the target gene (Deng et 

al., 2012). 

Enhancer-promoter looping is well supported as a possible regulatory mode at a number of 

single genes, but its general applicability is unclear. Genome-wide studies examining 

enhancer-promoter loops are technically challenging using Hi-C alone because it is an 

untargeted, genome-wide method, where ligation frequencies are identified for all genomic 

elements against all others. As such, Hi-C requires a very large depth of sequencing data to 

achieve enhancer-promoter loop level resolution. It is possible to greatly reduce the required 

sequencing depth by targeting either specific proteins (by including an immunoprecipitation 
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step, e.g. in the ChIA-PET method; Fullwood et al., 2009), or by targeting only regions of 

interest. In the latter case, specific regions are targeted either by including an oligonucleotide 

pull-down step, as is done for Capture-C or capture Hi-C methods (Hughes et al., 2014; 

Mifsud et al., 2015), or by amplification using region-specific PCR primers, as is done for 

Circular 3C (4C) methods (Simonis et al., 2006). 

Numerous studies utilising targeted conformation capture methods have confirmed a general 

enrichment for interactions between enhancers and promoters (Fullwood et al., 2009; Mercer 

et al., 2013; Mifsud et al., 2015), which is also consistent with the highest-resolution Hi-C 

studies (Rao et al., 2014). Less work has been done to characterise the dynamics of these 

interactions in a genome-wide manner. In comparisons between mESCs and differentiated B-

lymphocytes, genes active only in mESCs made mESC specific enhancer contacts, B-cell 

specific genes made B-cell specific contacts, and housekeeping genes active in both mESCs 

and B-cells made contacts that differed significantly between the two cell types (Kieffer-

Kwon et al., 2013). These data are consistent with changes in looping interactions directing 

changes in transcription. However, a study of response to TNFα signalling in human lung 

fibroblasts found that the majority of enhancer looping interactions were present before 

treatment with the drug (Jin et al., 2013). The dynamics of enhancer-promoter interactions 

might therefore be different in different systems. For example, developmental genes might be 

controlled by changes in enhancer contacts, whereas genes which need to be activated rapidly 

in response to an extracellular stimulus might rely more heavily on pre-existing interactions. 

TADs as regulatory units 

Topologically associating domains (TADs) may function as regulatory genomic units and not 

only as structural domains. Since chromatin within each TAD contacts other intra-TAD 

regions much more frequently than inter-TAD regions outside of it, TADs may determine the 

range of influence of each enhancer. In support of this idea, transcriptional changes of a 
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human breast cancer cell line in response to progesterone were found to be largely concordant 

within TADs – i.e. there is a tendency for genes in the same TAD to be up-regulated or 

down-regulated together in response to hormone (Le Dily et al., 2014). In addition, reporter 

genes randomly inserted in the same topologically associating domain show very similar 

spatiotemporal expression patterns during early mouse development, whereas reporter genes 

closer along the linear genome but separated by a TAD boundary show divergent expression 

patterns (Symmons et al., 2014). 

Conversely, structural genomic variants that remove or rearrange TAD boundaries can lead to 

ectopic contacts between enhancers and genes that they do not normally regulate – a 

phenomenon which has been called enhancer adoption or enhancer hijacking. Enhancer 

adoption has been documented as a cause of preaxial polydactyly in cases where the sonic 

hedgehog (SHH) gene is juxtaposed to inappropriate limb enhancers following chromosomal 

rearrangement (Lettice et al., 2011). Deletion of a TAD boundary near the LMNB1 gene can 

lead to adult-onset demyelinating leukodystrophy because ectopic contacts with several 

forebrain enhancers cause misexpression of lamin B1 (Giorgio et al., 2015). Similarly, 

structural variants juxtaposing either GFI1 or GFI1B with normally distal enhancers can 

cause medulloblastoma (Northcott et al., 2014). 

Particularly enlightening research from the Mundlos laboratory has shown that three different 

human limb malformations are attributable to adoption of an enhancer cluster that normally 

regulates EPHA4 by either the WNT6, IHH or PAX3 genes (Lupiáñez et al., 2015). Which of 

these three genes is most affected, and therefore the specific limb malformation that results, 

depends on the nature of the structural rearrangements at the upstream or downstream TAD 

boundary. Taken together, these results provide strong evidence that regulation of chromatin 

folding is important for establishing proper spatiotemporal gene expression patterns, and that 
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TAD boundaries can restrict the action of enhancers by limiting the contacts they make with 

neighbouring genes. 

1.3.2 Co-localization of co-regulated genes 

The localization of pre-ribosomal rRNA genes in the nucleolus is thought to increase the 

efficiency of their transcription or their RNA processing by concentrating the required factors 

in a specialised compartment, as well as facilitating synchronised up or down-regulation of 

ribosomal synthesis. Analogously, spatial association of multiple active genes could provide 

cells with an opportunity for the co-ordination of transcription or RNA processing of protein-

coding genes. 

Frequent associations between multiple active genes have been most thoroughly described in 

mouse and human erythroid cells. These cells need to produce extremely high levels of 

functional haemoglobin, which requires balanced transcription of α and β-globin genes (as an 

excess of either α or β subunits can lead to thalassaemia), along with co-ordinated 

transcription of a number of other key gene products. Microscopy experiments in these cells 

have shown a spatial association of genes required for haemoglobin production (Osborne et 

al., 2004; Brown et al., 2006, 2008; Schoenfelder et al., 2010). There is some debate over 

whether these associations occur at transcription factories (Schoenfelder et al., 2010) or at 

splicing speckles (Brown et al., 2008), and it has not yet been demonstrated that these spatial 

associations directly contribute to the production of gene products in the correct proportions 

for proper haematopoietic function. Spatial co-association has also been described for other 

gene expression networks, e.g. for the circadian clock genes (Aguilar-Arnal & Sassone-Corsi, 

2014) and for TNFα responsive genes (Papantonis et al., 2012). 

Genome-wide studies examining the chromatin interactions of many gene promoters in 

parallel have also identified that genes which contact each other tend to have correlated gene 
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expression patterns (Li et al., 2012; Schoenfelder et al., 2015). These studies offer general 

support for the idea that spatial proximity is an important determinant of gene co-expression. 

However, it is important to note that functionally related and/or co-expressed genes are also 

clustered on the linear genome (Kosak et al., 2007; Purmann et al., 2007; Szczepińska & 

Pawłowski, 2013). Since linear proximity is the strongest predictor of nuclear (3D) 

proximity, the linear clustering of related genes presents a strong confounding factor for these 

types of analyses. Interestingly, two reporter genes expressed from separate extra-

chromosomal constructs are more frequently transcribed in close proximity to one another 

when they are both driven by an RNA pol II promoter (Xu & Cook, 2008) than when one is 

driven by an RNA pol I promoter. Recapitulating the results of studies on gene interactions 

from endogenous locations, frequent spatially proximal co-transcription is also observed for 

extra-chromosomal reporter genes whose promoters are both regulated by the same trans-

acting factors, e.g. for two TNFα responsive promoters (Larkin et al., 2013). This work 

strongly suggests that the spatial association of co-regulated genes is not determined simply 

by their linear order on chromosomes. 

Whilst co-localization of co-regulated genes is now reasonably well established, it is not clear 

whether or under what circumstances co-localization is strictly required for gene activation. 

One particular study examined a previously identified interaction between three TNFα 

responsive genes in human umbilical vein endothelial cells: SAMD4A, TNFAIP2, and 

SLC6A5 (Fanucchi et al., 2013). Around 50% of SAMD4A alleles were expressed across the 

cell population, compared to 28% of TNFAIP2 and 17% of SLC6A5 alleles. Single cell co-

expression and co-localization analyses suggested a hierarchical pathway where TNFAIP2 

expression is dependent on SAMD4A, and SLC6A5 was dependent on both SAMD4A and 

TNFAIP. Supporting this model, transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) 

mediated induction of a double-strand DNA break (DSB) downstream of the SAMD4A 
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promoter did not affect frequency of expression of SAMD4A alleles, but strongly disrupted 

expression of both TNFAIP2 and SLC6A5. Furthermore, DSB induction at TNFAIP2 

disrupted SLC6A5 expression but not SAMD4A expression, whilst DSB induction at SLC6A5 

affected neither SAMD4a nor TNFAIP2. This work proposes that ordered and hierarchical co-

localization is required for the proper expression of these three genes. Whilst intriguing, the 

generality of this kind of hierarchical model for gene co-expression regulation remains 

unclear. 

The transcription of multiple genes in close proximity to one another may also have other 

consequences for the cell. It has been suggested that genes which are transcribed in close 

proximity to one another are more likely to undergo trans-splicing, a process by which exons 

from one gene are fused to exons of another (Viles & Sullenger, 2008). The frequency of 

such trans-splicing events across different pairs of chromosomes also correlates with their 

degree of intermingling and with their frequency of translocation in cancer (Unneberg & 

Claverie, 2007). 

1.3.3 Gene positioning within chromosome territories 

Relocation of genes or gene clusters from the centre to the periphery of their enclosing 

chromosome territory has been suggested as an additional mechanism of gene activation. 

This type of relocation, which can include “looping out” of genes from their territory, appears 

to be correlated to gene activity in a number of cases. For example, looping out of the major 

histocompatibility complex from chromosome 6 increases in response to interferon-γ in 

human lung fibroblasts (Volpi et al., 2000), looping out of the epidermal differentiation 

complex from chromosome 1 is more frequent in keratinocytes (where the genes are active) 

than in lymphoblasts (where they are silent; Williams et al., 2002), and the frequency of 
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looping out of the HoxB gene cluster increases concomitantly with the activation of the genes 

in the cluster during mouse development (Chambeyron & Bickmore, 2004). 

Looping out of genes from their territories does not appear to be required for gene expression. 

For example, the positions of human α and β-globin genes relative to their respective 

chromosome territories do not vary between cell types with dramatically different expression 

of the two genes (Brown et al., 2006). The HoxD locus is looped out of its territory in mouse 

tailbud but internally positioned in the limb bud despite being actively transcribed in both 

tissues (Morey et al., 2007). A study of the uPA gene conducted in our laboratory found that 

after induction of transcription with TPA, the position of the gene relative to the territory 

edge was not correlated with gene activity. Interestingly, uPA alleles located outside of the 

territory in uninduced cells were more likely to be stochastically transcribed than those in the 

interior (which were almost exclusively silent). This raises the possibility that positioning 

inside a territory might be important for maintaining transcriptional silencing, as opposed to 

positioning outside of the territory being important for activation (Ferrai et al., 2010b). 

1.3.4 Gene repression by the nuclear lamina 

The nuclear periphery is consistently associated with condensed and transcriptionally inactive 

heterochromatin in a wide variety of cell types, as observed by light microscopy. Molecular 

mapping of genomic regions interacting with the nuclear lamina (lamina-associated domains 

or LADs) revealed large gene-poor regions with comparatively large numbers of silent genes. 

Genes which disassociate from the nuclear lamina during mESC differentiation are also often 

transcriptionally up-regulated (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010). 

It is therefore possible that the nuclear lamina (NL) is an actively repressive environment, 

and that interactions between genes and the NL can lead to their transcriptional down-

regulation. If this is the case, ectopic recruitment to the NL should cause down-regulation of 
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targeted genes. Such an effect has been observed by tethering either endogenous genes 

(Finlan et al., 2008), or integrated reporter genes (Reddy et al., 2008) to the lamina of human 

cells, and a similar repressive effect has been described in Drosophila (Dialynas et al., 2010). 

Peripheral positioning is not incompatible with gene activity however, as not all genes 

recruited to the lamina undergo transcriptional repression (Finlan et al., 2008) and the 

transcription of inducible reporter genes can be unaffected by artificial tethering to the lamina 

(Kumaran & Spector, 2008). Indirect support for a repressive effect of the nuclear lamina 

comes from a study reporting the transcriptional output of thousands of reporter genes 

integrated randomly into the genome of mESCs, where insertions inside LADs were 

associated with a much lower reporter gene activity (Akhtar et al., 2013).  

Interestingly, the repressive effects of tethering to the lamina can be reversed by treatment 

with histone deacetylase inhibitors, suggesting that the lamina might repress gene activity by 

directing the de-acetylation of gene or enhancer associated histone proteins (Finlan et al., 

2008). Repression by the nuclear lamina also plays a role in human disease. HNF1A is the 

most frequently mutated gene in human monogenic diabetes, and deletion of the Hnf1a gene 

in mouse pancreatic β-cells results in down-regulation of Hnf1α target genes concomitant 

with their recruitment to the nuclear periphery (Luco et al., 2008). More direct evidence 

comes from the laminopathies, a series of developmental diseases including Hutchinson-

Gilford progeria syndrome and Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy that are associated with 

mutations in one of the lamin genes (Butin-Israeli et al., 2012). 

1.4 Methods for studying chromatin folding 

There is now overwhelming evidence that the nuclear positioning of genes and regulatory 

elements, both relative to each other and to structural nuclear landmarks, plays an important 

role in establishing proper gene expression patterns. Disruption of nuclear architecture is 
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likely to be a major contributor to human developmental disease. As such, it is important to 

understand the tools and techniques available for assaying the nuclear positioning of genomic 

elements. In the following section, I will discuss the advantages and limitations of current 

methodological approaches. 

1.4.1 Fluorescence microscopy 

In DNA FISH microscopy, cells are fixed with formaldehyde or another fixative to preserve 

nuclear structure. Fluorescently labelled oligonucleotide probes are then hybridized to 

endogenous DNA sequences, allowing the nuclear position of the endogenous sequences to 

be observed by fluorescence microscopy. FISH is versatile, and can be combined with 

specific labelling of RNA (e.g. by using combined DNA/RNA FISH to distinguish 

transcriptionally active from inactive alleles) and of proteins (immuno-FISH, where specific 

antibodies are used to simultaneously label proteins of interest). Most importantly, FISH is a 

single cell technique and can therefore distinguish universal features of nuclear architecture 

(i.e. those which are true for all cells in a population) from those which occur in only a sub-

population of cells. Most FISH experiments support a highly non-deterministic organization 

of chromatin folding, with many important results holding true for only a small fraction of 

cells in the population at any given time; this is particularly striking in a careful comparison 

of contacts identified by 4C with co-localization frequencies determined by FISH (Simonis et 

al., 2006). Capturing the behaviour of individual cells is of vital importance for interpreting 

and understanding genome architecture. However, FISH experiments are time-consuming, 

low throughput and can only be used to study the positioning of pre-specified positions of 

interest, but not to identify potential new genomic interactions. 

DNA FISH and immunofluorescence microscopy are typically applied to whole cells (3D 

FISH and IF), but can also be combined with thin (150-200 nm) cryosections from fixed, 
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sucrose-embedded tissues or cells (cryoFISH and cryoIF). The main advantages of this 

approach are a dramatic improvement in resolution along the z-axis (typical z-axis resolutions 

of 500 nm for confocal microscopy are reduced to 150 nm, i.e. the thickness of the section 

used), and an increased accessibility of antibodies and DNA or oligonucleotide probes 

(Branco et al., 2006). The increased accessibility means that cryoFISH can be performed on 

samples prepared with optimal fixation conditions, giving a much better preservation of 

nuclear ultrastructure and improved retention of nuclear proteins compared to typical 3D-

FISH preparations (Guillot et al., 2004). This is particularly important given that DNA FISH 

experiments require denaturation of endogenous DNA to allow hybridization of DNA or 

oligonucleotide probes. It is possible that the high temperature and harsh acid treatment 

required to allow probe access may lead to artefactual results, especially with weak fixation 

strategies (Williamson et al., 2014; Dostie & Bickmore, 2012).  

1.4.2 DamID 

DamID measures the interaction of chromatin with specific proteins by expressing the protein 

of interest fused to bacterial deoxyadenosine methylase (Dam). Dam methylase activity is 

thus targeted to chromatin regions which preferentially interact with the fusion protein. These 

methylated regions are then detected by microarray or next-generation sequencing technology 

(Guelen et al., 2008). DamID is applicable to freely diffusing DNA binding proteins, but it is 

also able to measure interactions between chromatin and stable nuclear structures such as the 

nuclear lamina, nuclear pores or the nucleolus. 

1.4.3 Live cell microscopy 

Various systems have been developed to allow the visualisation of specific DNA loci in live 

cells. For example, tandem arrays of LacO sequences from bacteria can be integrated at 

defined genomic sites and visualised by the expression of GFP:LacI fusion proteins that bind 
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to LacO arrays and appear as bright nuclear foci (Soutoglou et al., 2007). Alternative 

approaches include fluorescent protein fusions with the bacterial centromeric protein ParB 

(Saad et al., 2014), with site-specific transcription activator–like effectors (TALEs; Miyanari 

et al., 2013) and with nuclease deficient Cas9 (Chen et al., 2013). This group of techniques is 

uniquely capable of capturing the dynamics of chromatin interactions and intranuclear 

movement over time, such as through different cell cycle stages. They are not without their 

drawbacks however, as they all require either the insertion of ectopic sequences or the 

recruitment of large numbers of fluorescent proteins, both of which have the potential to 

interfere with chromatin function and movement. 

1.4.4 Chromosome Conformation Capture 

The development of Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) in 2002 allowed for much 

faster interrogation of chromatin interactions, for example permitting the relative distances 

between 78 pairs of loci across S. cerevisiae chromosome III to be assayed in a single 

experiment (Dekker et al., 2002). In a typical 3C experiment, cells are lightly fixed in 

formaldehyde, generating protein mediated crosslinks between chromatin fibres that are 

proximal to one another in the nucleus. DNA is then fragmented by treatment with a 

restriction enzyme and the restriction fragments are re-ligated, capturing their initial 

interaction. DNA fragments which are distant in the linear genome but close in the nuclear 

space are juxtaposed by the ligation step, and the frequency of ligation between two 

fragments (thought to be inversely proportional to nuclear distance) can be measured by PCR 

with specific primers. Since the publication of the original protocol, numerous modifications 

have allowed for measurement of interactions in one-to-all (4C, Capture-C), many-to-many 

(5C) and all-to-all (GCC, Hi-C) fashions. The ability to assay chromatin interactions in a 

genome-wide manner has been particularly fruitful in identifying some general principles of 
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chromosome folding, principally the PCA compartments and topologically-associating 

domains described in detail above. 

Although they have brought about major advances in our understanding of genome function, 

3C-based methods leave much room for improvement in a number of areas. Firstly, since 

they rely on ligation, they can generally only measure interactions between two partners at 

any one time. If more than two loci are interacting simultaneously, this could lead to 

underestimation of the frequency of interaction between any two partners in the complex, due 

to competition for free DNA ends with the other interacting fragments (Figure 1.3; 

O’Sullivan et al., 2013). The number of loci that interact simultaneously in single cells is an 

important question in its own right, and it is difficult to see how improvements to the 3C 

protocol will be able to address this deficiency. 

 

Figure 1.3 3C-based methods can underestimate interactions involving multiple loci. Where two DNA 

fragments are interacting alone, each complex yields a blue-red ligation event (top). When they interact together 

with green and yellow fragments, blue and red fragments can be ligated to other partners. In this example, only 

50% of complexes yield a blue-red ligation event. *Full statistical description is given in O’Sullivan et al., 

(2013). 
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Secondly, although early 3C papers conceptualised ligation events as taking place on diluted 

chromatin fragments (thus favouring intra-molecular ligation and reducing spurious ligation 

events between non-crosslinked fragments), recent experiments have shown that most 

ligation events actually occur in unlysed, intact nuclei (Gavrilov et al., 2013). Indeed, the 

latest iterations of Hi-C explicitly carry out ligation in situ inside intact, permeabilized nuclei 

(Nagano et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2014). This presents a possible source of artefacts as 3C 

protocols involve relatively weak fixation that does not properly preserve nuclear 

ultrastructure (Guillot et al., 2004). Chromatin collapse could also occur during restriction 

fragmentation of DNA and lead to ligation events between DNA fragments that were not 

proximal in the original cell (Belmont, 2014). 

3C-based methods also suffer from significant systematic biases, which distort ligation 

frequencies measured between genomic regions with e.g. different GC content, restriction site 

density or protein occupancy (Yaffe & Tanay, 2011). Exact biases vary between methods. 

For example, genome conformation capture (GCC) can account for copy number variants by 

sequencing non-ligated DNA (Rodley et al., 2009) but most studies rely on imperfect bias 

correction strategies at the data processing stage (Yaffe & Tanay, 2011; Imakaev et al., 2012; 

Kruse et al., 2012). In addition, ligation frequency has no direct physical correspondence to 

chromatin folding. The exact relationship between the nuclear distance of two chromatin 

fragments and the frequency with which they are crosslinked to one another depends on 

complex factors, including many poorly understood aspects of the formaldehyde crosslinking 

reaction (Gavrilov et al., 2015). All of the above limitations can confound the interpretation 

of results, and are likely to contribute to discrepancies between ligation frequency as 

measured by 3C methods and nuclear distance as measured by FISH (Belmont, 2014; 

Williamson et al., 2014). 
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Further, the majority of 3C-based methods are population approaches where the obtained 

ligation frequencies are averaged over many millions of cells and give no insight into the 

variability of interactions across the cell population. They cannot address the interdependency 

of independent chromatin contacts occurring simultaneously on different chromosomes. For 

example, standard 3C approaches cannot distinguish whether contacts between the Oct4 and 

Nanog genes and their respective distal enhancers occur in the same or different cells across a 

heterogeneous population of mouse ESCs (Figure 1.4).  

 

Figure 1.4 Interdependency of chromatin contacts. Two promoters are located on different chromosomes and 

each interacts with distal enhancers on the same chromosome. These interactions might always occur in the 

same cells (left), they might be completely independent (middle), or they might be mutually exclusive (right). 

3C-based methods cannot distinguish between these three possibilities. 

The requirement for large numbers of cells is also an issue, as 3C-based approaches are 

difficult to apply to rare cells or to ex vivo samples of complex tissues containing a mixture of 

different cell types. One approach that seeks to address both the requirement for large 

numbers of cells and the inability to detect interdependency of contacts is to create Hi-C 

libraries from single individual cells (Nagano et al., 2013). The efficiency of detection of 

ligated pairs from individual cells seems to be relatively low, and to date this technique has 

not produced datasets of high-enough resolution to address some of the most pressing 

biological questions. 
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Finally, 3C-based methods do not measure some other important biological parameters, 

namely radial positioning and chromatin compaction. It would be of particular interest to test 

whether loci that display variable radial position or compaction across a population of cells 

also make different contacts, for example with distal enhancers, when in a peripheral 

compared to a central location, or when they are more or less compacted. It is not possible to 

answer these types of questions with 3C-based methods alone. 

1.4.5 Genome Architecture Mapping 

Genome Architecture Mapping (GAM) is a new method for investigation of chromatin 

folding. It was first conceptualized by Ana Pombo and Paul Edwards in 2004 and applies the 

principle of HAPPY mapping (a method for measuring the linear genomic distance between 

DNA loci; Dear & Cook, 1989) to 3D nuclear distances. The basic principle of GAM is that 

when thin (~200 nm) slices are taken through single nuclei in random orientations (called 

nuclear profiles or NPs), two loci which are close in the nuclear space will be more likely to 

be found together in the same NP than two loci which are far apart. By combining 

ultracryosectioning of structurally-preserved, sucrose-embedded samples with laser 

microdissection and DNA detection by next generation sequencing, large numbers of 

individual NPs can be collected from different nuclei and contacts can be inferred by 

measuring the frequency with which any two loci are found together in the same slice (i.e. the 

frequency of co-segregation; Figure 1.5). GAM has the capability to overcome many of the 

limitations associated with 3C-based methods (Table 1.1). 
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Figure 1.5 Genome Architecture Mapping (GAM). a, In a GAM experiment, thin nuclear slices (NPs) are cut 

through nuclei in random orientations. b, The presence or absence of specific loci is scored for each NP. c, Loci 

which are close in the nuclear space are more likely to be found in the same NP (co-segregated). Pairwise 

proximities can be estimated by calculating the frequency at which two loci are co-segregated, and these can be 

visualised as a heatmap. 

Pairwise nuclear proximities can be estimated for all possible pairs of loci by measuring the 

presence or absence of all genomic regions in each NP (e.g. by DNA sequencing). These 

interactions can be visualised as a matrix, in a similar manner to Hi-C datasets. However, 
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since GAM does not rely on ligation, there is no theoretical limit to the number of 

simultaneous interacting partners that can be detected at once. Using GAM, it is possible to 

measure how frequently three, four or more genomic regions co-segregate in the same NP, 

and thereby estimate how often they interact simultaneously in individual nuclei (Figure 1.6; 

Table 1.1). This approach has the potential to address many interesting biological questions, 

for example, whether multiple enhancers contact a shared target gene in a synergistic or an 

independent manner. 

 

Figure 1.6 GAM can measure interactions involving multiple loci. GAM can directly measure interactions 

between multiple genomic regions by counting the frequency with which all regions are simultaneously present 

in the same NP. In contrast to 3C-based methods, the simultaneous interaction of multiple genomic regions does 

not affect the measurement of pairwise interaction frequencies, as the co-segregation of red and blue fragments 

is detected regardless of whether yellow and green fragments are simultaneously present. 
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Table 1.1 Limitations of Hi-C and related methods and comparison with 
GAM 

Limitation  Hi-C GAM 

Interaction multiplicity can 
affect detection of 
interactions (Figure 1.3) 

Only two partners per 
fragment 

Ligation-free 

Possibility of artefactual 
chromatin collapse due to 
mild fixation 

Mild or no fixation Strong fixation 

Ligation carried out in 
context of intact nuclei 

Ligation events occur in 
insoluble fraction 

Ligation-free 

Biased detection of 
genomic regions (e.g. by 
GC content, fragment size 
etc.) 

Incomplete bias correction 
during data processing 
stage 

No restriction site bias, 
little detectable GC bias 

Detection of contacts 
requires protein occupancy 
at both partners 

Formaldehyde crosslinks 
require proteins 

Direct crosslinks not 
required to detect 
interaction 

Requires millions of cells Only single-cell Hi-C 
applicable to small cell 
numbers 

Requires <10000 cells 

Requires purification of 
target cells from 
surrounding tissue 

3C-based methods 
generally require FACS 
sorting when applied to 
complex tissues 

Easy isolation of target 
cells by laser 
microdissection 

No detection of interaction 
interdependency 

Theoretically possible only 
in single-cell Hi-C 

Theoretically possible for 
large datasets 

No detection of radial 
position 

No detection of radial 
position  

Detects radial positioning 

Ligation frequency is not 
directly relatable to 
physical proximity 

Measures ligation 
frequency 

Measures co-segregation 
frequency (directly 
dependent on distance) 

 

Ultracryosections are collected using fixation conditions that are optimal for preservation of 

nuclear structure and retention of nuclear proteins (Guillot et al., 2004), which should 

mitigate concerns regarding the weak and short fixation steps required for measurements 

made using 3C-based methods or 3D-FISH, as well as apprehension over possible disruption 
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caused by DNA restriction or DNA denaturation, respectively. Although formaldehyde 

fixation itself presents a possible shared bias between all three methods, GAM is theoretically 

compatible with unfixed samples, as rapid freezing (vitrification) can accurately preserve fine 

cellular structures without formaldehyde treatment and is compatible with thin sectioning 

(McDowall et al., 1989; Dubochet et al., 2009). 

1.4.6 Aims 

Mammalian development requires precise and co-ordinated control of the transcription of 

many thousands of genes. Many lines of evidence link gene expression regulation to 

chromosome folding and to chromatin interactions with nuclear landmarks. However, the 

elucidation of mechanisms by which these chromatin interactions influence gene expression 

is currently impeded by methodological constraints. Current genome-wide techniques for 

measuring chromosome conformation require large numbers of cells, are unable to measure 

variation in chromatin contacts across the cell population, and are unable to detect the 

simultaneous interaction of more than two loci. Microscopy experiments do not suffer from 

these limitations, but are limited to the study of a small number of loci in parallel. 

To overcome the limitations of current approaches, I optimize and implement Genome 

Architecture Mapping (GAM), a new method for detecting chromatin contacts genome-wide 

(Chapter 3). In order to better understand the regulation of gene expression by chromosome 

folding I collect a GAM dataset from mouse embryonic stem cells, which provide excellent 

opportunities for mining published expression and epigenetic datasets. I explore whether 

published features of mESC nuclear architecture might be artefacts of 3C-based methods by 

comparing Hi-C and GAM datasets (Chapter 4). To identify loci most likely to be specifically 

interacting with one another and to estimate the variability of these interactions across the cell 

population, I apply a statistical model developed by our collaborators (M. Nicodemi and A. 
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Scialdone, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) to the GAM dataset and ask which 

genomic features are involved in forming these interactions (Chapter 5). Finally, I explore the 

detection of simultaneous contacts between multiple loci by GAM. Making use of the same 

statistical model I identify topologically associating domains most likely to interact as 

simultaneous triplets, and by investigating the properties of TADs involved in these three-

way interactions, I find that interactions with the nuclear lamina may restrict the ability of 

TADs to form triplets. I then go on to demonstrate that GAM can be used to extract 

information about the extent of chromatin compaction at genomic regions as well as the 

radial position of whole chromosomes (Chapter 6). 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Cell culture and tissue preparation 

2.1.1 46C mESC cell culture 

Mouse 46C ES cells (a Sox1-GFP derivative of E14tg2a; Ying et al., 2003) were kindly 

donated by Domingos Henrique (Institute of Molecular Medicine, Lisbon, Portugal). All 

GAM NPs were collected from 46C mESCs. 46C culture was carried out as previously 

described (Abranches et al., 2009). Briefly, cells were grown at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator 

in Glasgow Modified Eagles Medium (GMEM), supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum 

(FCS), 2 ng/ml human recombinant leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF; Chemicon, Millipore, 

Chandler’s Ford, UK) and 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, on 0.1% gelatine-coated dishes. Cells 

were passaged every other day. After the last passage 24 hours before harvesting, 46C cells 

were re-plated in serum-free ESGRO Complete Clonal Grade medium (Millipore Inc.). 

2.1.2 Mouse ES-OS25 cell culture 

CryoFISH experiments were carried out on OS25 mESCs, kindly donated by Wendy 

Bickmore (MRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh, UK). OS25 cell culture was carried out 

by E. Brookes (our laboratory) as previously described (Billon, 2002). Briefly, cells were 

grown at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator in GMEM supplemented with 10% FCS, 2 mM L‐

glutamine, 1% MEM non‐essential amino acids (NEAA), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 50 μM 2‐

mercaptoethanol, 2 ng/ml LIF and 0.1 mg/ml hygromycin (Roche), on 0.1% gelatine-coated 

dishes. 
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2.1.3 Mouse foetal liver tissue 

E14.5 wild-type mouse embryos were provided by N. Dillon or A. Marcais (MRC CSC, 

London, UK), and foetal liver tissue was dissected by M. R. Branco (our laboratory). 

2.2 Fixation for cryosectioning 

Ultrathin nuclear cryosections can be produced in the absence of resin-embedding, by the 

Tokuyasu method (Tokuyasu, 1973). This method preserves cellular architecture comparable 

to that observed in unfixed cryosections (McDowall et al., 1989) and provides optimal 

preservation of active RNA polymerases and nuclear architecture (Guillot et al., 2004). 

Mouse 46C ESCs, OS25 ESCs and E14.5 foetal liver were prepared for cryosectioning by S. 

Q. Xie (our laboratory) as described previously (Branco & Pombo, 2006). Briefly, cells were 

fixed in 4% and 8% paraformaldehyde in 250 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.6; 10 min and 2 h, 

respectively), pelleted and embedded in saturated 2.1 M sucrose in PBS to prevent ice crystal 

damage and finally frozen in liquid nitrogen on copper stubs. 

2.3 Genome Architecture Mapping 

2.3.1 Preparation of cryosections 

Ultrathin cryosections were cut using an UltraCut UCT 52 ultracryomicrotome (Leica, Milton 

Keynes, UK) at ~220 nm thickness, captured on sucrose-PBS drops and transferred to 1mm 

PEN membrane covered glass slides for laser microdissection (Leica, Milton Keynes, UK). 

Sucrose embedding medium was removed by washing with 0.2 µm filtered molecular-

biology grade PBS (3x 5 min each), then with filtered ultra-pure H2O (3x 5 min each) and 

dried (15 min). In a few cases, the third PBS wash was substituted for a 5 min stain with 

molecular-biology grade propidium iodide (1 µg/ml in PBS). 
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2.3.2 Isolation of nuclear profiles 

Individual NPs were isolated from the cryosection by laser microdissection using a PALM 

Microbeam Laser microdissection microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Nuclei were 

identified under bright-field imaging and the laser was used to cut the PEN membrane 

surrounding each nucleus. Cut NPs were then catapulted using the Laser Pressure Catapult 

into a PCR Cap Strip filled with opaque adhesive material. One well in each strip of eight 

was left empty and taken through the whole genome amplification (WGA) process as a 

negative control. Five of these negative controls were also used to make sequencing libraries 

for quality control purposes. Human genomic DNA (5 ng) was added to one well per batch, 

which served as a positive control.  

2.3.3 Whole genome amplification 

Whole genome amplification (WGA) using the WGA4 kit (Sigma) was carried out with 

minor modifications to the previously described protocol (Baslan et al., 2012). The most 

significant modification was a proportional increase in the volumes of all buffers in order to 

cover the entire inner surface of the PCR cap lid. Water (13 µl) was added to each of the 

upturned PCR lids containing an isolated NP. Fragmentation master mix (freshly made up of 

8 µl proteinase K solution, 128 µl 10x single cell lysis and fragmentation buffer) was added 

to each lid (1.4 µl/lid), and 1 µl of human genomic DNA was added to a single lid without a 

nuclear profile to act as a positive control. The lids were pressed into a 96 well PCR plate and 

incubated upside down at 50 °C for 4 h. 

After incubation, the PCR plate was left to cool at room temperature for 5 min, before it was 

inverted and centrifuged at 800 xg for 3 min. The plate was heat-inactivated at 99°C for 4 

min in a PCR machine and cooled on ice for 2 min. 2.9 µl 1x single cell library preparation 

buffer and 1.4 µl library stabilisation solution were added to each well and the plate was 
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incubated at 95°C for 4 min, before cooling on ice for 2 min. 1.4 μl of library preparation 

enzyme was added to each reaction, then the plate was incubated on a PCR machine at 16 °C 

for 20 min, 24°C for 20 min, 37 °C for 20 min and finally 75 °C for 5 min. 

After WGA library preparation, the PCR plate was centrifuged at 800 xg for 3 min. 10x 

amplification master mix (10.8 μl), water (69.8 μl) and WGA DNA Polymerase (7.2 μl) were 

added to each well and the sample was PCR amplified using the program provided by the 

WGA4 kit supplier.  

Cryosectioning and whole genome amplification were generally carried out in a single day, 

but in some cases samples were stored overnight at -20 °C midway through the protocol, 

without detectable differences in DNA extraction in controlled tests of this variable. 

2.3.4 Preparation of libraries for high-throughput sequencing 

WGA-amplified DNA was purified using a Qiagen MinElute PCR Purification Kit and eluted 

in 50 μl of the manufacturer’s elution buffer. The concentration of each sample was measured 

by PicoGreen quantification. Sequencing libraries were then made using either the Illumina 

TruSeq DNA HT Sample Prep kit or the TruSeq Nano DNA HT kit. In both cases, samples 

were made up to 55μl with resuspension buffer. For the DNA HT kit the entire yield of the 

WGA reaction was used as input DNA, up to a maximum of 1.1 μg, whereas for the Nano kit 

a maximum of 200 ng input DNA was used. Libraries were prepared according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. For DNA HT kits, samples were size selected to 300-500nt using 

a Pippin Prep machine (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) with EtBr-free 1.5% agarose 

cassettes. Samples prepared with the Nano kits were size selected to 350 nucleotides using 

the bead based selection protocol outlined in the kit. 

Library concentrations were estimated using a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and libraries were pooled together in batches of 96. Each 
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library pool was sequenced in single end 100 bp rapid-run mode on two lanes of an Illumina 

HiSeq machine. Each library has 30bp WGA adaptors at both ends, so the flow cell was not 

imaged for the first 30bp of each run (these are known as “dark cycles”). The custom run 

recipe was co-developed with Illumina. 

2.4 High-throughput sequencing data analysis 

2.4.1 Mapping of reads to the mouse genome 

Reads were mapped to the mm9 assembly of the M. musculus genome using Bowtie2. Reads 

that did not map uniquely, had quality scores of less than 20 or were PCR duplicates were 

removed. 

2.4.2 Calling positive windows in GAM samples 

The mouse genome was split into equal size windows using BEDTools (Quinlan & Hall, 

2010), and BEDTools multibamcov was used to calculate the number of reads from each 

nuclear profile overlapping each genomic window. 

Negative binomial fitting 

The negative binomial fitting strategy was developed and applied by M. Schueler (our 

laboratory). A negative binomial distribution was fitted to the number of windows having 0, 

1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 mapped reads. The parameters of the fit for the negative binomial distribution 

were used to find a threshold number of reads X, where the probability of observing more 

than X reads mapping to a single genomic window by chance was less than 0.001. This was 

done independently for each NP, and windows were scored as positive in an NP if their read 

count exceeded the threshold. Some windows have very low mappability and are never 

detected, and these windows can distort the fitting of the negative binomial. To improve the 
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fit, windows that were never detected in any of the 85 NPs from the first collection batch 

were excluded after the first fitting and the fitting process was repeated a second time. 

Combined fitting approach 

A combination of two distributions was fitted to the histogram of the number of reads per 

window. In this combined function, a negative binomial distribution represents sequencing 

noise whilst a log-normal distribution represents true signal. True signal should always have a 

higher average sequencing depth than noise, so to prohibit solutions of the combined function 

where noise windows have greater depth than signal windows, the function was 

parameterized such that the mean of the log-normal is always calculated relative to the 

median of the negative binomial (and always taken as positive). The parameters of the fit for 

the negative binomial distribution were used to find a threshold number of reads X, where the 

probability of observing more than X reads mapping to a single genomic window by chance 

was less than 0.001. Such a threshold was thus independently derived for each sample, and 

windows were scored as positive if the number of sequenced reads was greater than the 

determined threshold. To obtain a robust estimate of the sequencing noise, we fitted a log-

normal distribution (representing true signal) simultaneously with the negative binomial, 

although the parameters of the log-normal were not used in setting the threshold. 

2.4.3 NP dataset quality control 

In order to exclude low-quality datasets from our analysis, we measured a number of quality 

metrics for each sample. The percentage of mapped reads and percentage of non-PCR 

duplicate reads was measured by a custom Python script. Sequencing quality metrics (mean 

quality score per base, the number of dinucleotide repeats and the number of single 

nucleotide repeats) were extracted for each sample using FastQC 

(bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc). Samples were checked for contamination by 
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human, rat, E. coli or S. cerevisiae genomic DNA with Fastq-screen 

(bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastq_screen). We expect thin sections through the 

nucleus to contain a characteristic proportion of the whole genome, organized in clusters and 

not containing all autosomal chromosomes. Therefore, we measured the total number of 

windows scored positive, the number of positive windows immediately adjacent to another 

positive window and the number of positive chromosomes for each sample. Negative controls 

had a maximum of 2% mapped reads, so of 476 NPs sequenced in total we excluded 68 with 

< 15% mapped reads to implement a conservative filter, producing a final dataset of 408 NPs. 

2.4.4 Calculating sequencing depth saturation point 

Eroded matrices of read depths per window per sample were calculated by randomly 

removing mapped reads until a target read depth was reached. One matrix was created for 

each target read depth from 50,000 reads to 600,000 reads in steps of 50,000 reads. Positive 

windows were called for each dataset and samples were compared across the eroded datasets 

to obtain a saturation curve, where the number of positive windows identified is plotted 

against the number of reads remaining after erosion. We classified samples as saturated or 

unsaturated using a coverage estimator borrowed from species accumulation curves in 

ecology (Chao & Jost, 2012). Briefly, estimated coverage at a given point in the saturation 

curve (Cn) is given by: 

𝐶𝑛 = 1 −  
𝑓1
𝑛
�

(𝑛 − 1)𝑓1
(𝑛 − 1)𝑓1 + 2𝑓2

� 

where n is the total coverage over positive windows divided by the threshold coverage, f1 is 

the number of positive windows with between 1 and 2 times the threshold coverage and f2 is 

the number of positive windows with between 2 and 3 times the threshold coverage. The 

saturation point was taken as the minimum number of reads where Cn was greater than 0.8 
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(i.e. where we estimate that we have detected 80% of the true population of positive 

windows). 

2.4.5 Calculation of linkage matrices 

The marginal detection frequency of a given locus “A” is the number of nuclear profiles in 

which A is detected divided by the total number of nuclear profiles. The co-segregation of a 

pair of loci “A” and “B” is the number of nuclear profiles in which both A and B are scored 

as positive, divided by the total number of nuclear profiles. 

Linkage disequilibrium (D) and normalized linkage disequilibrium (D’) are calculated as 

previously defined (Lewontin, 1964). In short, the linkage between two genomic windows, A 

and B, is defined as the co-segregation of A and B minus the product of their marginal 

detection frequencies. The normalized linkage (D’) between two genomic windows A and B 

is defined as the linkage of A and B divided by the maximum possible linkage between A and 

B (Dmax). Dmax is calculated as:  

𝐷max= �
min �𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐴). �1 −𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐵)�,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐵). �1 −𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐴)��𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝐷 > 0 

min �𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐴).𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐵), �1 −𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐴)�. �1 −𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐵)��𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝐷 < 0
 

where marg(A) is the marginal detection frequency of A and marg(B) is the marginal 

detection frequency of B. Heatmaps of linkage between all regions on the same chromosome 

were calculated from linkage matrices L(i,j) where each entry is the normalized linkage of i 

and j. These calculations can be trivially extended to consider any number of loci. For 

example, linkage between three loci is calculated as the co-segregation of A, B and C minus 

the products of the marginal detection frequencies of A, B and C. 

Linkage disequilibrium was also compared to the Pearson correlation coefficient, which has 

been used previously as an alternative measure of linkage (Mangin et al., 2012). 
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2.4.6 Hi-C Analysis 

Published mESC Hi-C data (Dixon et al., 2012) was mapped and corrected using the iterative 

correction pipeline (Imakaev et al., 2012) and binned in either 50 kb or 1 Mb sized windows. 

Correlations between GAM and Hi-C were calculated across whole intrachromosomal 

matrices. 

2.4.7 Defining A and B compartments from contact datasets 

We calculated A and B compartments for GAM and Hi-C according to the previously 

published method (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Each chromosome is represented as a 

matrix O(i,j) where each entry records the observed interactions between locus i and locus j. 

We generate a new matrix E(i,j) where each entry is the mean number of contacts for all 

positions in matrix O with the same distance between i and j. We divide O by E to give K(i,j), 

a matrix of observed over expected values. We then calculate the final matrix C(i,j) where 

each position is the correlation between column i and column j of matrix K. Finally, we 

perform a principal components analysis on the correlation matrix C and extract the three 

components that explain the most variance. Of these three components, the one with the best 

correlation to GC content is used to define the A and B compartments. 

2.4.8 Analysis of topologically associating domains 

The list of topologically associating domain boundaries at 40 kb resolution was obtained 

from Dixon et al. (2012). Insulation scores for each TAD boundary were calculated as 

previously described (Crane et al., 2015). Briefly, the mean normalized linkage 

disequilibrium was measured in a 3x3 window box moved at an offset of two windows from 

the diagonal of the linkage matrix (Figure 4.15). This gives a measure of the long-range 

contacts that span a particular genomic location, which are lower at TAD boundaries since 

the regions upstream and downstream of a boundary are “insulated” from one another. The 
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insulation score is measured as the normalized linkage at the boundary divided by the mean 

of the normalized linkage measured 150 kb upstream and downstream of the boundary. The 

stronger the boundary, the lower the linkage at the boundary will be compared to surrounding 

regions, so insulation scores of less than 1.0 indicate strong boundaries. The statistical 

significance of the distribution of insulation scores was assessed by comparing the observed 

insulation score of published TAD boundaries with the depletion measured from 5000 

randomly shuffled sets of TADs. 

2.4.9 Extracting Probabilities of Interaction (Pi) from GAM data 

The derivation of the SLICE model and the method by which it converts pair or triplet co-

segregation to Pi is described in full in the Appendix. 

2.4.10 Enrichment analysis of Pi matrices 

Classifying 30 kb windows based on genomic features 

We created three lists of genomic features: active genes, inactive genes and enhancers. The 

UCSC known genes list was used as a reference. All genes with FPKM > 1 were classed as 

active. Genes with FPKM < 0.01 were classed as inactive. FPKMs were taken from published 

mRNA-seq datasets (Brookes et al., 2012). Enhancer locations were also obtained from 

published data (Whyte et al., 2013). We next classified 30 kb windows according to their 

overlap with these three features. Since windows can overlap with more than one feature (e.g. 

an active gene and an enhancer), results are presented for both non-exclusive classifications 

(where windows can belong to more than one class) and for exclusive classifications (where 

windows overlapping multiple genomic features are not counted). 

Classifying 30 kb windows based on molecular marks 

We used published mESC ChIP-seq datasets to re-classify genomic windows based on the 

binding of particular proteins or complexes. Binding positions of CTCF and Mediator were 
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taken directly from published data (Kagey et al., 2010). Binding positions of Polycomb 

complex were inferred from the location of the histone modification H3K27me3, which is 

deposited by the Ezh2 subunit of Polycomb repressive complex 2. Published H3K27me3 

ChIP-seq data (Mikkelsen et al., 2007) was remapped to the mm9 mouse genome assembly 

by T. Rito and E. Torlai (our laboratory) and peaks of H3K27me3 enrichment were 

calculated using BCP (Xing et al., 2012). 

Enrichment of classes in interactions identified by SLICE  

To calculate enrichments we counted the number of prominent interactions identified by 

SLICE that connect 30 kb windows overlapping particular features (e.g. active genes or peaks 

of CTCF binding). As a random control, we permuted the list of pairwise contacts 500 times 

by shifting all their genomic positions by a given random distance (thus preserving the 

number of pairwise interactions per chromosome and their distance distribution). The fold 

change was calculated as the observed interaction count divided by the mean of 500 random 

permutations. Enrichment or depletion was scored as significant if the observed count was 

respectively greater than or less than all of the randomly permuted values. 

Enrichment of classes in GAM linkage data 

To exclude statistical artefacts introduced by the use of SLICE, we also calculated 

enrichment using only GAM co-segregation data. We used normalized linkage-

disequilibrium matrices calculated for each chromosome and selected the top 5% contacts at 

each genomic distance (e.g. for 1 Mb, the 5% pairs of 30 kb windows separated by 1 Mb with 

the highest normalized linkage disequilibrium). Enrichment was calculated as for the above 

section using these top 5% contacts instead of interactions identified by SLICE. 
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2.4.11 Analysis of TADs interacting in triplets 

To identify triplets of TADs interacting simultaneously, we first identified sets of three TADs 

where all three TADs displayed prominent pairwise interactions identified by SLICE at 40 kb 

resolution. For all such triplets, we calculated the Pi3 of all the 40 kb windows making up the 

TADs using SLICE. 40 kb windows were used here as the TAD positions in Dixon et al. 

(2012) are given at 40 kb resolution. Finally, we ranked all triplets by their mean Pi3 and 

selected the top 5% for enrichment analysis. TADs were assigned as SE TADs if they 

overlapped any previously identified super-enhancers (Whyte et al., 2013). TADs not 

overlapping SEs were classified as low-transcription or high-transcription if they had GRO-

seq coverage below the first or above the third quartile respectively. TADs between the upper 

and lower quartiles of coverage were classified as medium-transcription. Enrichment was 

calculated as the observed number of each TAD triplet class (e.g. SE/SE/SE) divided by the 

mean over 500 randomly permuted lists of TAD triplets, and was called as significant if the 

observed count was greater than or smaller than all of the randomly permuted values. 

To analyse the impact of nuclear lamina association on triplet formation, we used a list of 

lamina-associated domains in mESC cells (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010). TADs were 

categorized into most (top 15%) and least (bottom 15%) triplet-forming in accordance with 

the number of triplets in the top 5% that contained the TAD. The distances of TADs in each 

category to LADs were calculated using the closestBED tool (Quinlan & Hall, 2010). 

2.4.12 Estimation of chromosome radial position from GAM data 

For each NP, we calculated the coverage of each chromosome as the mean number of reads 

per Mb. For each chromosome, we selected every NP in which that chromosome was in the 

top 25% of chromosomes by coverage and calculated the percentage of all genomic 1 Mb 

windows that were positive. The percentage coverage of an NP is a measure of its radius, and 
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therefore the mean percentage coverage of NPs containing a given chromosome is a measure 

of the preference of that chromosome to appear in NPs with a large radius (as is expected of 

more centrally positioned chromosomes). We correlated the mean percentage coverage of 

NPs containing chromosomes 1, 2, 9, 11 and 14 with their published radial positions in 

mESCs (Mayer et al., 2005). 

2.4.13 Estimation of locus volume from GAM data 

We divided the mouse genome into 30 kb windows and calculated the number of NPs where 

each window was detected (its detection frequency). We correlated this value with the mean 

coverage of a previously published GRO-seq dataset (Min et al., 2011) over each 30 kb 

window. 

2.4.14 Replication timing data 

Replication timing measurements were obtained from Hiratani et al. (2008), as provided for 

mouse build mm8 by the ReplicationDomain database (Weddington et al., 2008). Conversion 

from mm8 to mm9 coordinates was performed by M. Schueler (our laboratory) using the 

liftOver tool provided by the UCSC Genome Browser. To derive one value per 30kb window, 

we calculated the average of all values falling into the respective regions.  

2.5 Imaging 

2.5.1 Fluorescence in situ hybridization 

DNA FISH was performed as previously described (Ferrai et al., 2010b) using mouse OS25 

ESCs. The HoxB13, HoxB1-3 and Skap1 loci were detected with fosmid probes 

(G135P6799B3, G135P67637D6 and G135P60674A4, respectively) obtained from BACPAC 

Resources (California, USA). The specificity of fosmid probes was confirmed by PCR using 

specific primers. Probes were labelled with tetramethyl-rhodamine-5-dUTP by nick 
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translation (Roche), and separated from unincorporated nucleotides using MicroBioSpin P-30 

chromatography columns (BioRad, Hertfordshire, UK). Briefly, cryosections were first rinsed 

(3x) in PBS, incubated (15 min) in 20 mM glycine in PBS, rinsed (3x) in PBS, permeabilized 

(10 min) with 0.2% Triton X-100 and 0.2% saponin in PBS, and then washed (3x) in PBS. 

Cryosections were incubated (1 h, 37 °C) with 250 μg/ml RNase A (Sigma; in 2xSSC), 

treated (10 min) with 0.1 M HCl, dehydrated in ethanol (50 to 100% series, 3 min each), 

denatured (10 min, 80 °C) in 70% deionized formamide, 2xSSC, and dehydrated. 

Hybridization was carried out at 37 °C in a moist chamber over 48h. Hybridization mixtures 

contained 50% deionised formamide (Sigma), 2xSSC, 10% dextran sulphate, 50 mM 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 1 µg/µl Cot1 DNA, 2 µg/µl salmon sperm DNA and 2-4 µl nick-

translated probe. Probes were denatured (10 min) at 70 °C and re-annealed (30 min) at 37 °C 

before hybridization. Post-hybridization washes were as follows: 50% formamide in 2xSSC 

(42 °C; 3x over 25 min), 0.1xSSC (60 °C, 3x over 30 min), and 0.1% Tween-20 in 4xSSC 

(42 °C, 10 min). Sections were incubated (30 min) with casein-blocking solution (pH 7.8; 

Vector Laboratories) containing 2.6% NaCl, 0.5% BSA, and 0.1% fish skin gelatine. The 

signal of rhodamine-labelled probes was amplified with rabbit anti-rhodamine antibodies (2h; 

1:500; Invitrogen) and Cyanine3-conjugated donkey antibodies against rabbit IgG (1h; 

1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). Nuclei were stained with DAPI and 

coverslips were mounted with VectaShield (Vector Laboratories) immediately before 

imaging.  

2.5.2 Microscopy 

Images were acquired on a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP5; 63x oil 

objective, NA 1.4) equipped with a 405 nm diode, and HeNe (543 nm) laser, using pinhole 

equivalent to 1 Airy disk. Images from different channels were collected sequentially to 
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prevent fluorescence bleed-through. Raw images (TIFF files) were merged in ImageJ and 

contrast stretched without thresholding in Adobe Photoshop.  

2.5.3 Estimation of mESC average nuclear radius 

Cryosections of OS25 ES cells were prepared, stained with DAPI and imaged on a confocal 

laser-scanning microscope as described above. The radii of NPs in the sections were 

measured by S. Q. Xie (our laboratory) using an automated macro developed by M. R. 

Branco (our laboratory). The average nuclear radius of mESCs was computed by A. 

Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) from the radii of NPs using 

the formula: 

𝑅 =  
4
𝜋
𝑅𝑁𝑁 

where R is the average nuclear radius and RNP is the average NP radius under the 

approximation of spherical nuclei (Appendix, section 1.2 “Estimation of average nuclear 

radius”). 

2.6 Published data 

Published datasets from mESCs used in this thesis are listed in Table 2.1. Where multiple 

high-quality datasets were available, those generated from mESC lines sharing the same 

ancestral mouse background (129/Ola) as the 46C mESCs used for collection of NPs were 

given preference (these include E14, OS25, EB5 and E14Tg2A). 
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Table 2.1 Published data used in this thesis 

Dataset Cell Line Experiment Type Reference/Accession Code 

mESC Hi-C and TAD boundaries J1* Hi-C Dixon et al., (2012); GSE35156 

mESC mRNA OS25 mRNA-seq Brookes et al., (2012); 
GSM850476 

mESC GRO-seq V6.5* GRO-seq Min et al., (2011); GSE27037 

mESC lamina-associated domains E14Tg2A Dam-ID Peric-Hupkes et al., (2010); 
GSE17051 

mESC H3K27ac E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF001KFN 

mESC H3K36me3 E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF001ZHS 

mESC H3K9me3 E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF001ZHH 

mESC DNase-seq E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF001PIY 

mESC Sox2 Occupancy V6.5* ChIP-seq Whyte et al., (2013); GSM1082341 

mESC Nanog Occupancy E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF002AEC 

mESC Oct4 (Pou5f1) Occupancy E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF002ARQ 

mESC CTCF Occupancy E14 ChIP-seq ENCFF001ZQT 

mESC H3K27me3 V6.5* ChIP-seq Mikkelsen et al., (2007); 
GSM307619 

mESC CTCF V6.5* ChIP-seq Kagey et al., (2010); GSE22557 

mESC Mediator V6.5* ChIP-seq Kagey et al., (2010); GSE22557 

mESC enhancers and SEs V6.5* ChIP-seq Whyte et al., (2013); GSM1082341 

mESC chromosome radial 
positions 

EB5 FISH Mayer et al., (2005) 

mESC replication timing 46C Replication timing Hiratani et al., (2008) 

*J1 and V6.5 ES cells are not derived from the same 129/Ola mouse strain as 46C mESCs. 
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3 Optimization of GAM methodology for high-throughput 

sample collection 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Genome Architecture Mapping (GAM) 

The methods currently available for genome-wide identification of chromatin interactions 

suffer from a number of key limitations (Table 1.1; O’Sullivan et al., 2013; Gavrilov et al., 

2013; Williamson et al., 2014; Belmont, 2014). Ana Pombo and Paul Edwards devised the 

concept of Genome Architecture Mapping as an alternative genome-wide approach that 

would address a number of limitations in state-of-the-art Chromosome Conformation Capture 

methodologies. In a typical GAM experiment, thin sections are cut through a population of 

cells, and individual nuclear profiles (NPs) are isolated from these sections by laser 

microdissection (Figure 3.1). Specific DNA loci are detected as present or absent in each of 

these nuclear profiles (NPs), and the frequency with which two loci are found in the same 

NPs (their co-segregation) is used as a measure of their proximity in the nucleus.  

Earlier work in our laboratory (A. Pombo) had established a protocol for extraction of DNA 

from strongly chemically crosslinked NPs of the type normally used in high-resolution 

electron microscopy (Tokuyasu, 1973; Stierhof & Schwarz, 1989; Pombo, 2007), 

immunofluorescence (cryoIF; Guillot et al., 2004) or in fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(cryoFISH; Branco & Pombo, 2006). This protocol relied on Whole Genome Amplification 

(WGA), a process that randomly fragments and amplifies DNA at single-molecule copy 

number after ligation of adaptors at each fragment end (Figure 3.1; Baslan et al., 2012). In 

order to investigate the efficiency and specificity of this established protocol for DNA 

extraction from fixed and cryosectioned NPs, we needed to develop experimental and 
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computation approaches to determine the sequence identity of the extracted DNA for each 

individual isolated NP. 

 

Figure 3.1 GAM experimental workflow. a, Overview of GAM experimental steps. b, Cells are first 

cryosectioned to a thickness of 220 nm. b, Example TOTO-3 stained cryosection from a HeLa cell adapted from 

Pombo, (2007). c, Individual nuclei are laser microdissected from the cryosections into separate PCR tubes. d, 

DNA from each NP is amplified using whole genome amplification, so as to obtain enough starting material for 

Illumina library construction and sequencing. Agarose gel electrophoresis shows amplified DNA from 1 NP, 10 

NPs or 25 NPs compared to WGA amplification of human genomic (hg) DNA or a water-only control. 

Site-specific PCR was tested for this purpose, but was found to be confounded by the random 

fragmentation of DNA in the WGA step (M. R Branco and L. M. Lavitas, our laboratory). 
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The relatively small DNA fragment targeted by a pair of primers may not be correctly 

amplified by the preceding WGA step, or this DNA might be randomly fragmented in a 

position between the two primers, preventing a specific amplification during subsequent 

PCR. After previously unsuccessful attempts to use PCR for locus identification, we decided 

to use next-generation sequencing (NGS) to implement the GAM methodology. Furthermore, 

by using NGS, we aim to simultaneously detect the presence or absence of essentially all 

genomic loci for each individual NP. A given locus can be detected as present in an NP by 

amplification and sequencing of any one of a number of possible DNA fragments contained 

in the genomic region encompassing the locus, thus overcoming the problems introduced by 

random fragmentation. Statistical modelling of GAM estimated that between 300 and 1000 

NPs would be required for detecting interactions between pairs of loci (M. Nicodemi and A. 

Scialdone, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy; Appendix Figure S2.2). 

3.1.2 Aims 

In this chapter, I set out to couple the extraction of DNA from single NPs by WGA to next-

generation sequencing (NGS) technology. First, I explore optimization of the creation of 

sequencing libraries from DNA extracted from NPs in a manner compatible with high-

throughput processing. Second, I develop sequencing approaches for obtaining good quality 

data from those libraries and collect an initial batch of 85 individual NPs. Third, I assess 

various computational approaches for identifying locus presence or absence based on the 

obtained sequencing data, and for estimating whether individual NPs have been sequenced 

deeply enough to extract all information at a given resolution. Finally, I use this 

methodological pipeline to find the optimum sequencing depth for a range of different 

genomic resolutions. 
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Mouse foetal liver samples were donated by N. Dillon and dissected by M. R. Branco (our 

laboratory), fixation for cryosectioning was performed by S. Q. Xie (our laboratory). 

Cryosections from mouse foetal liver were cut by S. Q. Xie or L. M. Lavitas. NPs from 

mouse foetal liver were isolated from sections, processed and sequenced by M. Chotalia (our 

laboratory) and myself. All NGS libraries were sequenced at the MRC‐CSC Genomics 

Facility. Raw sequencing files from mouse foetal liver NPs were mapped by A. Geiss (MRC 

Genomics Laboratory). Negative binomial fitting was performed by M. Schueler (our 

laboratory). Optimal parameters for applying the MACS peak finder to GAM NPs were 

determined by T. Rito (our laboratory). 
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Table 3.1 Summary of parameters tested for library preparation from NPs 
isolated from mouse foetal liver or mESC cryosections 

Protocol Step Tested condition Libraries 
sequenced 

Notes 

Microdissection Zeiss PALM machine† Yes  

Leica LMD machine* Yes  

DNA purification 
following WGA 

Qiagen MinElute 
columns† 

Yes  

AMPure XP beads* No Poor DNA yield observed by 
PicoGreen quantification 

Qiagen MinElute 96 UF 
Plate* 

Yes  

Size Selection Gel Extraction1 Yes  

 Pippin Prep2 Yes Required non-standard 
parameters 

 Bead-based selection2 Yes  

Library 
construction 

TruSeq DNA HT Kit2 Yes  

 TruSeq Nano Kit2 Yes  

 NextEra Kit* Yes Required non-standard 
DNA/tagmentation enzyme 
ratio 

Sequencing Standard Illumina 
Protocol3 

Yes  

 Multiplexed with spike-in 
library4 

Yes  

 30 dark cycles recipe5 Yes  

DNA Staining Propidium Iodide2 Yes  

Freezing samples 
during WGA 

Before fragmentation2 Yes Small loss of DNA 
extraction efficiency 

 Before adaptor ligation2 Yes  

 After adaptor ligation2 Yes  
†Condition used for all datasets shown.  
*Testing of this condition not shown.  
1Condition used in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 and first two columns of Figure 3.7.  
2NPs collected in controlled tests of this condition are included in mESC NPs shown in Chapter 4, but 

subdivision of samples based on this condition is not shown.  
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3Condition used in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 and first column of Figure 3.7.  
4Condition used in second column of Figure 3.7.  
5Condition used in last column of Figure 3.7 and all mESC NPs shown in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Preparation of sequencing libraries from WGA-extracted DNA 

In order to exploit the extensive literature devoted to the conformation of the murine α and β 

globin loci (Tolhuis et al., 2002; Carter et al., 2002; Simonis et al., 2006; Hughes et al., 

2013), we started by extracting and sequencing the DNA of NPs isolated from mouse 

embryonic liver. Single NPs contain an amount of DNA roughly equivalent to 1 

chromosome, but the WGA4 kit provided by Sigma was optimized for DNA extraction from 

single cells. We therefore performed WGA with increasing numbers of NPs in a single tube 

(three, ten and fifty NPs shown in Figure 3.2), to exclude the possibility that any anomalies 

encountered during library preparation or sequencing could be attributed to a low starting 

amount of DNA, or to a low efficiency of DNA extraction from heavily crosslinked samples. 

We also performed parallel WGA reactions on empty tubes as a negative control and tubes 

with purified human genomic DNA as a positive control. The products of the three, ten and 

fifty NP WGA reactions were clearly visible on a 1.5% agarose gel, and had a lower intensity 

and a higher migration than the products obtained from WGA of naked human DNA, as 

expected (Figure 3.2). All samples were purified and the reaction yield was assessed by 

PicoGreen quantitation. WGA samples containing multiple NPs yielded between 250 and 

3000 ng of DNA (c.f. 120 ng for negative and 5000 ng for positive controls; Figure 3.3) 

which was sufficient to proceed to creating Illumina sequencing libraries.  
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Figure 3.2 DNA extracted from multiple nuclear profiles by whole genome amplification. Three, ten or 

fifty nuclear profiles (NPs) were laser microdissected into individual PCR tubes from cryosections of mouse 

embryonic liver tissue (0.22 µm thickness). Whole genome amplification was carried out on each tube and the 

results of the reaction were examined after agarose gel electrophoresis. WGA products from isolated NPs are 

generally smaller and weaker than those obtained from genomic DNA (hgDNA). No DNA smear was observed 

from a negative control that did not contain any NPs (H2O). This experiment was performed together with M. 

Chotalia (our laboratory). 

 

Figure 3.3 DNA yield of purified whole genome amplification reaction products. WGA was performed on 

three NPs (striped bar), ten NPs (grey bars) and fifty NPs (black bars) all isolated from mouse foetal liver tissue 

or on a negative control containing only water (white bar). WGA-amplified DNA was purified and the reaction 

yield was quantified using a PicoGreen assay (Life Technologies). This experiment was performed together with 

M. Chotalia (our laboratory). 
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We first started by using the Illumina TruSeq DNA LT kit, the standard Illumina whole 

genome sequencing kit available at the time. Following the manufacturer’s protocol for this 

kit, we were able to generate sequencing libraries of the appropriate fragment size and 

concentration. Subsequent sequencing of these libraries showed good extraction of mouse 

DNA in all cases (Figure 3.4). As expected, the lower complexity sample (containing DNA 

extracted from three NPs) had uneven genomic coverage distributed over many broadly 

enriched regions, each with a large number of reads. In contrast, the more complex samples 

(containing DNA from ten or fifty NPs) had more even genomic coverage distributed in a 

greater number of less enriched regions and were comparable to WGA-amplified genomic 

DNA. 

 

Figure 3.4 Illumina sequencing of DNA extracted from multiple nuclear profiles. Illumina TruSeq libraries 

were made using WGA-amplified DNA from 3, 10 or 50 NPs isolated from mouse foetal liver and sequenced on 

a HiSeq machine. UCSC browser tracks show sequencing coverage from these samples (blue) compared to 

WGA-amplified mouse genomic DNA from E14 mESCs (red; work of M. Chotalia). Tracks are normalized by 

dividing by the total number of reads in each library (reads per million or RPM normalization). Coverage is 

shown either for the whole of chromosome 6 (left) or for a smaller 3Mb region (right, zoomed-in from black 

bars in left picture). NP isolation and library preparation was performed together with M. Chotalia (our 

laboratory). 
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Since WGA appeared to be capable of extracting enough DNA from multiple NPs for 

downstream Illumina sequencing, we decided to address whether the same protocol could be 

used to extract DNA from single NPs. We laser microdissected three single NPs into 

individual PCR tubes and followed the same protocol to create sequencing libraries. 

 

Figure 3.5 Illumina sequencing of DNA extracted from single nuclear profiles. Three single NPs isolated 

from mouse foetal liver were separately sequenced following WGA treatment. Browser tracks show RPM 

normalized sequencing coverage from these samples (blue) compared to WGA-amplified mouse genomic DNA 

from E14 mESCs (red). Coverage is shown either for the whole of chromosome 1 (left) chromosome 8 (middle) 

or for a smaller 4.5 Mb region of chromosome 8 (right, zoomed-in from black bars in middle picture). NP 

isolation and library preparation was performed together with M. Chotalia (our laboratory). 

As expected, sequencing data from single NPs shows large chromosomal regions with clear 

differences in coverage. For example NP E20 in Figure 3.5 shows high coverage for the first 

20 Mb of chromosome 8 and low coverage for the rest of the chromosome. Single NP 

samples also frequently show entire chromosomes free of such high-coverage regions (e.g. 

sample E21 has no high-coverage regions on chromosome 1; Figure 3.5), consistent with 

their complete absence from the NP. Although they appear relatively homogeneous at the 

scale of whole chromosomes, at smaller scales these large high-coverage regions are actually 

punctuated with gaps (Figure 3.5 right panel), as expected. These high-coverage regions 
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therefore represent detection of DNA from a chromosome fibre looping in and out of a thin 

nuclear slice (a slice which intersects only a subset of chromosomes). 

 

Figure 3.6 Sequencing data from single NPs reveals genomic regions present in the original section. UCSC 

browser track from an individual NPs (1NP - F6A4) contains high-coverage regions interspersed with regions of 

low coverage. This pattern is consistent with a chromatin fibre looping in and out of a thin slice. Sequencing 

data from a second NP shows little coverage over the same region, indicating that the second NP (F6A2) did not 

intersect that genomic region. Sequencing coverage of whole genome amplified genomic DNA (gDNA) is much 

more even across most of the mouse genome. 

These three single nuclear profiles also demonstrate a large difference in complexity. The 

intensity of signal in different sequencing libraries can be a consequence of the depth to 

which they are sequenced, so we normalize for this effect by dividing by the total number of 

mapped reads and multiplying by one million (reads per million or RPM normalization). 

Despite this normalization, the amplitude of the signal over high-coverage regions (i.e. those 

which were intersected by the slice) ranges from around 0.7 to around 5 RPM. This is to be 
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expected given that NPs are cut in random orientations and may originate from any part of 

the nucleus (equatorial or apical). In these circumstances, equatorial slices contain a larger 

proportion of nuclear volume, therefore a larger proportion of genomic sequences, whereas 

apical slices contain a smaller proportion of genomic DNA (Branco et al., 2008). If an apical 

and an equatorial section are sequenced at equal depth, the coverage of intersected regions 

will be higher for the apical section as available sequencing depth is spread over fewer 

regions. 

These experiments show that the protocol for extraction and amplification of DNA from 

nuclear profiles is indeed compatible with downstream identification of intersected genomic 

regions by Illumina sequencing. However, some aspects of this protocol were not conducive 

to analysing hundreds to thousands of individual NPs (e.g. the requirement for manual size 

selection of each library; Table 3.1). Additionally, and despite these promising initial results, 

we noticed that sequencing our GAM libraries was proving to be inefficient, with sequencing 

yields much lower than we expected for the technology. The problem appeared to be caused 

by pre-amplification of DNA with the WGA kit, which adds 30 bp adaptors to both fragment 

ends. The current generation of Illumina sequencing technology struggles to sequence DNA 

fragments pre-amplified using a homogenous set of adaptors. 

3.2.2 Cluster diversity in sequencing libraries made from WGA-amplified 

DNA 

To troubleshoot the low number of sequenced reads being obtained from our GAM libraries, 

we considered the reaction steps taking place in the HiSeq machine. Illumina sequencing 

works by stepwise addition of fluorescent nucleotides, using the DNA fragment as a template 

and starting from the 5’ end. DNA fragments are adsorbed onto a surface (the flow cell) and 

locally amplified by a process called “bridge PCR” to generate spots on the surface of the 

flow cell containing thousands of identical DNA fragments (called clusters). A single 
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nucleotide is added to the new strand being synthesized at each fragment, and since clusters 

contain many thousands of copies of the same sequence, the fluorescence generated by the 

newly incorporated, labelled nucleotides appears as a spot of a certain colour when imaged. 

In order to generate large volumes of sequencing data, the clusters must reach a certain 

density on the surface of the flow cell and must lie fairly close to one another. The images are 

processed automatically to identify individual spots. The Illumina software does this by 

comparing the fluorescence patterns across the flow cell over the first 5 imaging cycles, as 

the boundary between clusters originating from different fragments in the original library can 

be distinguished by their different fluorescence intensities.  

The addition of adaptor sequences to every DNA fragment in the input material means that 

the first 15 bp of every fragment are identical. This causes the Illumina software to fail to 

identify the different clusters, as they all have identical sequences in the first 5 bp (this is 

known as a cluster diversity problem; Krueger et al., 2011). Visual inspection of raw flow 

cell images confirmed that the actual density of clusters was much higher than that reported 

by the image processing software, and that the identical sequence over the first 15 bp of 

almost all clusters was the most likely cause of the low sequencing yields that we were 

obtaining. 

One option for improving cluster detection in our sequencing libraries is to sequence them 

alongside (i.e. multiplex them with) other libraries which do not have WGA adaptors at either 

end. These multiplexed libraries would have many fragments that do not begin with the 

adaptor sequence, and therefore cluster diversity in the first 5 bp might be increased 

sufficiently to improve detection. 

Another alternative was suggested by the authors of a previous study which sequenced 

WGA-amplified DNA from unfixed single cells (Baslan et al., 2012). They suggested 
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programming the HiSeq camera to take images of the flow cell only after the first 30 

sequencing cycles, such that the Illumina software assesses cluster positions only once the 

low diversity part of each fragment has already been synthesized (T. Baslan, Cold Spring 

Harbour Laboratory, USA, personal communication). The first 30 cycles are known as “dark 

cycles” and correspond to the 30 nucleotide length of the WGA adaptor. A new protocol for 

the HiSeq machine implementing the 30 dark cycle approach was developed by Laurence 

Game at the MRC CSC Genomics Laboratory in collaboration with Joanna Pang at Illumina. 

Spike-in of unrelated libraries 

We started by testing a library spike-in approach. We generated eleven uniquely barcoded 

GAM libraries from single mouse foetal liver NPs and combined them into a single pool. The 

pooled samples were then multiplexed with an unrelated (Human exome) library at equimolar 

concentration. This approach increased cluster density from around 200,000 mm-2 to 530,000 

mm-2, solving the underlying diversity problem (Figure 3.7 top panel). However, the human 

exome spike-in accounted for slightly more than half of the sequencing data generated. This 

meant that the total number of reads mapping to GAM libraries for the spike-in lane was no 

higher than the average mapped reads per lane using a standard sequencing approach (Figure 

3.7 middle panel). The spike-in approach therefore only presents a cost advantage over 

standard sequencing if costs can be split with sequencing of an unrelated, multiplex 

compatible library which needs to be sequenced using the same protocol (i.e. in 100bp single 

end reads). If no such library is ready for sequencing at the same time, we would need to re-

sequence an existing library and there would be no cost saving compared to standard 

sequencing. 
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Figure 3.7 Effect of non-standard sequencing protocols on cluster density and yield of sequencing data. 

Top: number of clusters detected by Illumina image processing software, given as thousands per mm2 of flow 

cell surface for three different sequencing strategies. Each point is a single lane of sequencing. Middle: number 

of reads mapping to GAM libraries per lane of sequencing. Each point represents the mean of 1-3 lanes. Bottom: 

Number of reads mapped to the mouse genome for libraries sequenced using three different strategies. Each 

point is a single library (NP). Standard sequencing corresponds to the unmodified Illumina protocol, library 

spike-ins to WGA-amplified libraries multiplexed with unrelated samples and 30 dark cycles to sequencing 

without imaging the first 30 base pairs (corresponding to the WGA adaptor sequence). Libraries sequenced 

using standard sequencing or library spike-ins were prepared together with M. Chotalia (our laboratory). 
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Using non-imaging sequencing steps (dark cycles) 

Whilst the library spike-in approach resolved our cluster diversity issue, it would not 

necessarily reduce our sequencing costs. We therefore wanted to test the alternative approach 

of using 30 dark cycles to sequence our GAM libraries without imaging low-diversity 

regions. The 30 dark cycle HiSeq protocol cannot be applied to single lanes, so a minimum of 

two lanes need to be devoted to GAM libraries. Preliminary analysis of the NPs sequenced 

using spike-ins suggested that between 1 and 2 million sequenced reads would be needed per 

library for detection of 50 kb windows (sequencing depth requirements are assessed 

systematically in section 3.2.5), equating to 40-50 NPs per lane at normal HiSeq sequencing 

yields. Testing the dark cycle approach therefore required the experiment to be scaled up and 

the library preparation made compatible with parallel processing of 50-100 samples in a 

single batch. 

The most laborious step in the library preparation was the size selection, as manual gel 

extraction of 50 libraries would require more than one week of hands-on time. I therefore 

optimized size selection of sequencing libraries using the Pippin Prep machine from SAGE 

Biosciences, which allowed size selection of 50 libraries in a single day. I also tested the 

newer TruSeq Nano Illumina kit which uses a bead based protocol that can size-select 96 

libraries in half a day (Table 3.1). At this point we intended to start producing a large GAM 

dataset, so we decided to focus our work on mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) due to the 

much greater range of genome-wide expression and epigenetic data available (both generated 

in our laboratory and published by others). 

I prepared sequencing libraries from 85 single NPs isolated from mESCs and sequenced them 

on two lanes of the HiSeq (half using the Pippin size-selection and half using the TruSeq 

Nano size-selection) in 30x dark cycle mode. Cluster densities were comparable to libraries 

sequenced alongside spike-ins, confirming that the use of 30 initial dark cycles circumvents 
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cluster identification problems in Illumina sequencing of WGA-amplified samples (Figure 

3.7 top panel). Using the dark cycles approach increased the total yield of mapped reads per 

lane from 14 million using standard sequencing or spike-ins to 22 million (Figure 3.7 middle 

panel). Sequencing using dark cycles was therefore 50% more efficient than using spike-ins, 

allowing us to increase the number of NPs multiplexed in a single lane from 11 (using spike-

ins) to 42 (using dark cycles) with only a roughly twofold decrease in the sequencing depth 

per library from 1.25 million mapped reads per library (spike-ins) to 520,000 mapped reads 

per library (dark cycles; Figure 3.7 bottom panel). 

In order to find the optimum number of NPs to multiplex together, it was necessary to 

develop a computational pipeline for identifying genomic regions present or absent in each 

NP, and to test how the detection of genomic regions from different NPs was affected by the 

depth of sequencing. 

3.2.3 Identification of positive genomic windows in GAM datasets: 

negative-binomial fitting 

The primary output of a full GAM experiment is a measure of the frequency at which 

genomic loci co-segregate across a collection of thin nuclear slices. This requires the 

presence or absence of genomic regions to be scored for each NP. The size of the scored 

genomic regions determines the resolution. To assess the relationship between genomic 

resolution and sequencing depth, we divided the mouse genome into equal windows at a 

range of different window sizes. 

I started by plotting the histograms of read counts per window at six different window sizes 

ranging from 1 kb to 500 kb (5 kb and 50 kb resolution plots are shown in Figure 3.8). At 

large window sizes (tens of kb), there is a clear separation between windows with high 

sequence coverage (likely to have been present in the original NP) and windows with low 
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sequence coverage (likely to be sequencing errors or mapping artefacts). At the lower end of 

the distribution, the number of windows with 1-10 mapped reads decreases monotonically, so 

this part of the distribution is likely to represent sequencing noise (Figure 3.8 top left). In 

contrast, the number of windows with 30-1000 mapped reads is distributed roughly log-

normally and may therefore represent true positive (present) windows (Figure 3.8 top left). 

As expected, the separation between the regions of the histogram representing sequencing 

noise and true signal decreases with smaller window size or lower sequencing depth. This 

reflects the fact that a greater number of sequencing reads are required to detect smaller 

genomic windows (Figure 3.8 right column). 
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Figure 3.8 Histograms of read counts per window for a single NP at different window sizes and 

sequencing depths. Each graph shows the distribution of read counts over all genomic windows of 5 or 50 kb. 

All sequencing shown is from a single NP isolated from a mouse ESC (NP F6E2), from which we generated 1 

million mapped reads (top row). Lower coverage sequencing data was obtained for the same NP by randomly 

selecting 500,000 (middle row) or 200,000 (bottom row) mapped reads. 

Previous studies have reported that noise reads from sequencing errors and mismapping in 

next generation sequencing datasets follow a negative binomial distribution, and this 

observation forms a central part of many published peak-calling algorithms (e.g. CisGenome; 

Ji et al., 2008). To score windows of a given size as present or absent in the original NP, M. 

Schueler (our laboratory) developed an approach that fits a negative binomial distribution to 
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the number of windows with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 mapped reads. A threshold was set at p <0.001, 

the point where the cumulative probability of the negative binomial reaches 0.999 (i.e. the 

point at which the chance of encountering a window with greater than the threshold number 

of reads entirely due to sequencing noise is less than 1 in 1000). Windows with a greater read 

count than this threshold number were then considered positive, whilst those with a lower 

count were considered negative (Figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.9 Example of negative binomial fitting to identify signal/noise thresholds. Black bars: read counts 

per window for a single GAM sequencing dataset obtained from one mESC NP (NP F6E2) at different window 

sizes and sequencing depths. Lower coverage sequencing data was simulated for the same dataset by randomly 

extracting 1 million (top row), 500 thousand (middle row) or 200 thousand (bottom row) mapped reads. Inset: 

the number of windows with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 mapped reads and (grey diamonds) the fit of these values to a 

negative binomial distribution. Dashed grey line: position of p=0.001 threshold between signal and noise 

distributions. Negative binomial fit and threshold obtained by M. Schueler (our laboratory). 

The threshold obtained at intermediate read depth corresponded with the visually identifiable 

point of separation between the two distinct parts of the distribution in the majority of cases 

(Figure 3.9 middle left panel, for example). Fitting a negative binomial also identified 

conservative thresholds in cases where the separation between noise and signal was not so 
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distinct (e.g. Figure 3.9 bottom right). One problem with this approach is that it only uses the 

information from windows that have 0-5 mapped reads, as these windows are very likely to 

represent sequencing noise. In cases where depth is very high, sequencing noise can generate 

windows with many more than 5 mapped reads (e.g. Figure 3.9 top left panel, where the noise 

threshold is determined as 16 reads per window). Under these circumstances, fitting only to 

reads with 0-5 mapped windows can underestimate the extent of the noise distribution, 

resulting in thresholds which are too permissive (Figure 3.10 left). We therefore wanted to 

explore whether the fitting procedure could be improved to increase its robustness in cases of 

very high sequencing depth.  

3.2.4 Identification of positive genomic windows in GAM datasets: 

negative-binomial combined with log-normal fitting 

Using more of the information contained in the histogram should result in a more robust 

threshold. We noticed that the read coverage of true positive windows follows a log-normal 

distribution. With the aim of improving the robustness of the fitting procedure, we combined 

the negative binomial and log-normal distributions into a single function, parameterized such 

that the log-normal would always have a higher median than the negative binomial (Methods 

2.4.2). Using this new function, we were able to fit the entire distribution of reads per 

genomic window with both the log-normal and negative binomial distributions in a single 

step (Figure 3.10 right; Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.10 A combined fitting approach improves noise estimation where depth is high. Black bars: read 

counts per window for a single GAM sequencing dataset obtained from one mESC NP (NP F6C2). Dashed grey 

lines: position of the p < 0.001 threshold as determined from the negative binomial fit. Left: fitting a negative 

binomial to the number of windows with 0-5 mapped reads (grey diamonds in inset show fitted values) 

underestimates the extent of the noise distribution, yielding a threshold of 22 reads per window. Right: 

simultaneous fitting of a negative binomial (green line) and a log-normal (blue line) improves noise estimation 

by using the entire read coverage distribution, yielding a more conservative threshold of 50 reads per window. 

Negative binomial fit and threshold obtained by M. Schueler (our laboratory). 

The combined fitting approach yielded more stringent thresholds for NPs where fitting a 

negative binomial appeared to underestimate noise (Figure 3.10 right). In cases where fitting 

a negative binomial alone was sufficient to determine a suitable noise threshold, the 

combined fitting approach yielded similar threshold values (Figure 3.11). These results show 

that using a combined approach to fit the entire read coverage distribution was more robust 

than fitting only windows with 0-5 reads. Using the combined approach, we were able to 

obtain a good fit to almost all of the 85 mESC NP sequencing datasets.  
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Figure 3.11 Example of fitting the entire read coverage distribution to identify signal/noise threshold. 

Black bars are as in Figure 3.9: read counts per window for one GAM sequencing dataset obtained for a single 

NP isolated from a mouse ESC (NP F6E2) at different window sizes and sequencing depths. Red dotted line: 

combined fitting result. Green line: position of “noise” part of the read coverage distribution as derived by 

fitting a negative binomial. Blue line: position of “signal” part of the read coverage distribution as derived by 

fitting a log-normal distribution. Dashed grey line: position of P < 0.001 threshold of the negative binomial. 

Importantly, the combined fitting approach yields comparable results to those obtained by 

MACS, a widely used peak finder that is commonly applied to ChIP-sequencing libraries. 

Over the first 85 mESC NPs collected, a total of 386,000 50 kb windows were identified by 

the combined fitting approach, compared to 406,000 by MACS. 87% of the 50 kb windows 
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identified by the combined fitting approach were also detected by MACS, amounting to 

338,000 windows that were identified by both methods.  

A direct side-by-side comparison of sequencing tracks with positive regions identified by the 

combined approach and MACS is shown in Figure 3.12. There are two important differences 

between the approaches. The first is that MACS can perform poorly on samples that contain 

no clear signal peaks, whereas the curve-fitting approach identifies few windows as having 

been present in these samples (Figure 3.12, NP F7D3). The second is that MACS has a 

stronger tendency to identify very large peaks with no gaps. Multi-megabase regions that are 

continuously present in a given NP are unlikely, and are much less informative than the same 

region with a few gaps. Robust delineation of positive windows is especially important to 

map contacts at small genomic distances.  
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Figure 3.12 Comparison between the combined fitting approach and peak calling using MACS. UCSC 

browser tracks show raw sequencing coverage from ten independent mESC NPs (blue). Positive 50 kb windows 

called using combined fitting approach (black) or the MACS peak caller (red) are shown for each NP. 

3.2.5 Erosion of high-depth datasets to determine optimum sequencing 

depth of single mESC NPs 

Before continuing to collect more mESC NPs, the 85 datasets collected when setting up the 

dark cycle sequencing mode were used to estimate how sequencing depth affects the ability 

to detect windows of different sizes. To assess the optimum depth at which to sequence the 

following samples in a systematic way, I simulated lower sequencing depths by randomly 

removing reads from high depth datasets and re-analysing the resulting smaller datasets to see 

how much information could still be recovered. 
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I started by analysing samples that had the highest sequencing depth, so that I could use the 

windows detected at maximum depth as a benchmark, and apply data erosion to explore 

whether the detection of positive windows was saturated in the current datasets. Of the 85 

NPs in the first batch sequenced from mESCs, 15 libraries had more than 1 million sequenced 

reads and I used these samples as the basis of a preliminary analysis. For each NP, I 

randomly removed reads to generate multiple sequencing datasets with different depths. 

Next, I used the combined curve-fitting approach to explore how the number of genomic 

windows detected in these lower-depth datasets varied over a range of different window 

sizes. 

My preliminary analysis showed that all 15 of the high-depth single NP datasets clearly 

saturated the detection of 50 kb windows with increasing depth. Sequencing depths 

exceeding 200-400 thousand mapped reads identify few additional positive windows (Figure 

3.13, left column), suggesting that the detection of genomic windows is saturated at this 

sequencing depth. As expected, smaller window sizes required higher sequencing depth to 

saturate window detection, in other words a higher depth is required to achieve a better 

genomic resolution (Figure 3.13 right column).  

As discussed in section 3.2.1, genomic complexity varies between different NPs depending 

on whether they correspond to more equatorial or more apical sections taken randomly from 

the population of cells. Therefore, for a given window size, the exact number of mapped 

reads required to reach the saturation point varies between NPs. This is to be expected as 

each NP contains a different amount of genomic DNA, and the number of reads required to 

detect all positive windows scales with the number of windows that we are required to detect. 

In order to find the optimum sequencing depth for a given window size, we have to assess the 

relationship between the total number of positive windows (i.e. the complexity of the library) 

and the number of reads required to reach the saturation point at that given window size. This 
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requires a systematic and automated method for detecting the saturation point of each NP at a 

given window size. 

 

Figure 3.13 Erosion of single NP sequencing datasets can determine optimum sequencing depth for 

different window sizes. Examples of three different single NPs sequenced at high depth and randomly eroded 

to simulate lower sequencing depth. The percentage of the haploid mouse genome identified as present in each 

NP is plotted against sequencing depth for windows of 50 kb or of 5 kb. 

The essential problem of attempting to measure what proportion of all possible outcomes 

have been detected in a given sample has been widely studied in ecology, where researchers 
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often need to compare the number of species (species richness) between different locations 

(Chao & Jost, 2012). Species richness is estimated by the creation of species accumulation 

curves, where the number of different species identified is plotted against the number of 

individual organisms sampled. As more and more data is collected, the number of additional 

organisms that need to be sampled in order to identify a new species increases, and the 

species accumulation curve begins to saturate, exactly as occurs when sub-sampling 

sequencing data. A large body of literature has been developed to estimate the total number 

of species from such datasets, in an to attempt to determine mathematically the asymptote of 

the species accumulation curve. 

To test whether one of the completeness estimators used in ecology could be applied to GAM 

sequencing data, I chose the following completeness estimator, described by equation 3.1: 

𝐶𝑛 = 1 −  
𝑓1
𝑛
�

(𝑛 − 1)𝑓1
(𝑛 − 1)𝑓1 + 2𝑓2

� 

Equation 3.1 

where Cn is the sample completeness (i.e. the proportion of total species represented in a 

given sample), n is the number of individual organisms sampled, f1 is the number of species 

observed once (i.e. represented by a single organism in the sample) and f2 is the number of 

species observed twice (Chao & Jost, 2012). 

In the case of GAM datasets, we wish to find the total extent of genomic DNA present in the 

original NP – i.e. the number of windows of a given size that would be identified as positive 

if we sequenced the NP to infinite depth. Cn is therefore the fraction of “true positive” 

windows that were identified at our finite sequencing depth. f1 should be the number of 

windows which we have only “identified once”. However, we identify windows as present if 

the number of reads mapping to that window exceeds a given threshold, so by definition all 
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windows can only be identified once in a given NP. In the original completeness estimator f1 

represents species that are not well sampled, so we instead take f1 to be the number of 

windows that are not deeply sequenced. We therefore define f1 as the number of windows that 

have more than once but less than twice the threshold number of reads. By the same logic, f2 

is analogous to the number of windows that have more than twice but less than three times 

this threshold coverage. In the original equation, n is equal to the number of times each 

species has been identified, summed over all species. This is the number of species that 

would have been identified if each species were to be represented by a single individual. In 

GAM datasets, the appropriate analogue is therefore the total coverage over all positive 

windows divided by the threshold coverage – i.e. the number of windows we could have 

identified if each positive window was sequenced at exactly the threshold read depth. 

To test the sample completeness estimator Cn, I used the same set of 15 NPs which have 

especially high depth. At 50 kb resolution, we still identify essentially the same number of 

positive windows in these NPs, even after eroding a large number of reads. Therefore we can 

be confident that we have identified essentially all of the “true” positive windows. I used the 

completeness estimator Cn to estimate the percentage of “true” windows identified in eroded 

datasets with between 100 thousand and 1 million reads, and compared this estimate to the 

known percentage of “true” windows (i.e. the number identified in the non-eroded dataset). 

Nine out of ten of the tested NPs gave a good correlation across different erosion rates, 

showing that Cn is a robust method of estimating the completeness of these datasets. Some 

eroded datasets did not generate good curve-fitting results, appearing as outliers when 

estimated coverage is plotted against actual coverage (Figure 3.14). Exploration of these 

outliers showed that they all originate from a single NP (F6G3) that was poorly fitted by the 

combined fitting approach (not shown). 
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Figure 3.14 Cn gives a robust estimate of sequencing dataset “completeness” for single NPs. The ten 

deepest sequencing datasets from single mESC NPs were eroded to simulate lower-depth, and the percentage of 

windows that were still identified in eroded datasets was compared to the percentage as estimated by the 

ecological “completeness” estimator Cn. Eroded datasets from sample F6G3 were not well fit by the combined 

fitting approach (white circles). 

Having validated that Cn can give a good estimate of NP “completeness”, I went on to 

calculate the sequencing depth required to reach 80% completeness for a range of different 

window sizes (Figure 3.15). The depth required for 80% completeness varies dramatically 

between samples, as expected given that equatorial NPs will be larger than apical NPs, will 

generate more complex libraries and will require deeper sequencing to properly quantify. 

Indeed, there is a strong linear relationship between the coverage of each NP (as a proxy for 

its size) and the sequencing depth required to achieve 80% completeness. The gradient of this 

line represents the number of unique mapped reads required to sequence an NP of a given 

size, and this gradient increases with smaller window sizes. In other words, deeper 

sequencing is required to perform GAM at higher resolution, as expected.  
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These graphs also allow us to estimate that, at the sequencing depth used for the first 85 NPs 

from mESCs (i.e. an average of 500,000 mapped reads per NP), our method of detecting 

window presence or absence is robust at 20-30 kb resolution. An accurate measure of the 

sequencing depth required to conduct GAM at 5 kb resolution would require analysis of 

higher depth samples. However, a preliminary estimate that 1.5 million mapped reads would 

be required per sample can be obtained by extrapolating the relationship between depth and 

coverage from the current data at 5 kb resolution (Figure 3.15 bottom right).  
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Figure 3.15 Current sequencing depth is sufficient to detect positive windows at 20-30 kb resolution. 85 

mESC NPs were eroded to different sequencing depths. The completeness estimator Cn was used to determine 

the sequencing depth required to detect 80% of positive windows at six different window sizes. For each 

window size, the depth required to detect 80% of positive windows was plotted against the percentage of the 

haploid mouse genome identified as present in the NP and a linear regression was performed. The gradient of 

the best fit line represents the number of unique sequencing reads required to detect 1% of the mouse genome at 

the given window size, and this gradient increases as window size decreases.  
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3.3 Discussion 

Genome Architecture Mapping is a method to measure the 3D nuclear distance between 

genomic regions by counting the number of times those regions co-segregate in a large 

number of thin nuclear slices. Previous work in our laboratory had developed protocols for 

cryosectioning cells with minimal disruption of nuclear architecture and protein composition, 

and for extracting DNA from individual nuclear profiles by combining laser microdissection 

with whole genome amplification. In this chapter I showed that this WGA-amplified DNA is 

compatible with Illumina sequencing, and that the use of dark cycles allows many sequencing 

libraries to be processed in parallel by multiplexing. I developed a computational method for 

identifying the genomic regions present in each NP, which is robust to different resolutions 

and sequencing depths. I then showed that a completeness estimator previously used for 

analysing species richness data in ecology can also be applied to GAM sequencing datasets, 

and allows us to assess whether each individual NP has been sequenced deeply enough to 

identify windows of a given size. Finally, I produced sequencing libraries from 85 mESC 

NPs and used these computational tools to show that multiplexing of 48 NPs per HiSeq lane 

gives a sufficient sequencing depth (500,000 mapped reads per sample) to identify all the 

extracted DNA at a resolution of 30 kb. The experimental protocol and computational tools 

developed in this chapter showed that further NPs should be collected under the same 

experimental conditions to allow the study of mESC nuclear organization at 30 kb resolution. 
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4 Mapping genome architecture of mouse ESCs using GAM 

4.1 Introduction 

The three dimensional organization of DNA is intimately connected to cellular function. The 

folding of chromatin in the interphase nucleus correlates with the expression of active genes 

and with replication timing (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Moindrot et al., 2012), and these 

same correlations are observed for the position of whole chromosomes relative to the nuclear 

periphery and relative to each other (Mayer et al., 2005; Branco et al., 2008). Moreover, 

ectopically induced intrachromosomal contacts can activate genes (Deng et al., 2012), whilst 

artificial recruitment to the nuclear periphery can be repressive (Finlan et al., 2008). Taken 

together, published literature strongly suggests a causal role for genome architecture in the 

regulation of gene expression. 

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are a particularly interesting system in which to study gene 

expression regulation due to the unique constraints imposed by pluripotency and self-

renewal. ESCs must maintain a tight control over the expression of somatic genes or face 

premature differentiation, but at the same time they must also retain the capacity to activate 

these same genes in the future (Mattout & Meshorer, 2010). Their ability to differentiate into 

cell types from all three germ layers gives them valuable therapeutic potential, and in recent 

years this has contributed to an accumulation of high quality genome-wide datasets 

describing epigenetic and transcriptional features of mouse and human ESCs (Min et al., 

2011; Brookes et al., 2012; Whyte et al., 2013). 

The abundance of epigenetic data and the clinical interest in ESCs make them an ideal cell 

type in which to conduct our first GAM experiment. Furthermore, genome-wide Hi-C maps 
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have already been published for mouse ESCs (Dixon et al., 2012) and present an ideal 

opportunity for a detailed comparison of the two methods. 

4.1.1 Aims 

In this chapter, I present a dataset of 471 single NPs - large enough to produce a genome-

wide GAM map of chromatin contacts in mESCs. I first explore ways to identify and discard 

poor quality NPs. The remaining good quality NPs are then used to assess the optimal 

resolution at which to calculate interaction maps. I next explore various approaches for 

normalizing GAM co-segregation matrices. I show that the normalized linkage 

disequilibrium is robust to noise and that interaction maps generated using this metric are 

minimally affected by the types of bias previously identified in Hi-C datasets. Finally, I 

calculate a genome-wide GAM map of chromatin contacts and compare this to published Hi-

C datasets, finding similar large-scale patterns of chromatin organization. 

All NGS libraries were sequenced at the MRC CSC Genomics Facility. Published Hi-C 

datasets (Dixon et al., 2012) were mapped and processed into normalized ligation frequency 

matrices by J. Fraser (Josee Dostie laboratory, McGill University, Montreal, Canada). 

Replication timing data (Hiratani et al., 2008) was processed by M. Schueler (our laboratory). 

DNA FISH probes were designed and experiments performed by S. Q. Xie (our laboratory). 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Quality control of NP sequencing datasets 

I collected a total of 471 single NPs from 46C mESCs in batches of up to 48 NPs each. Each 

batch was collected together with a number of negative controls where an equally sized, 

blank fragment of the microdissection membrane was microdissected into the PCR plate. 

These negative controls were processed through the WGA amplification step and the DNA 

yield was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis and PicoGreen quantification. Five 

negative controls were also used to create sequencing libraries, providing a useful reference 

point with which to compare NP sequencing datasets.  

We created a list of eleven metrics that could be used to classify our NP sequencing datasets 

and identify those of poor quality (Table 4.1). Many of these quality metrics are in common 

use, for example, the percentage of mapped reads is widely employed as a general measure of 

sequencing dataset quality, since spurious reads or reads originating from a contaminating 

organism will not map to the target reference genome (Del Fabbro et al., 2013). Other metrics 

are specific to GAM datasets. As discussed in section 3.2.1, the genomic regions identified in 

NPs tend to be clustered on only a few chromosomes, occurring in large blocks where many 

consecutive 30 kb windows are identified as positive. We used the percentage of positive 

windows which have no positive neighbour (% orphaned windows) as a measure of this 

feature. 
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Table 4.1 Quality metrics for NP sequencing datasets from mouse ESCs 

Statistic Description 

% Mapped reads Percentage of sequenced reads mapping 
uniquely to the mouse genome 

% Duplicated reads Percentage of uniquely mapped reads that are 
PCR duplicates 

% Multimapping reads Percentage of sequenced reads mapping non-
uniquely to the mouse genome 

% Reads mapping to human Percentage of sequenced reads mapping 
uniquely or multiply to the hg19 build of the 
human genome 

% Reads mapping to yeast or E. coli Percentage of sequenced reads mapping 
uniquely or multiply to either the yeast 
(sacCer3) or E. coli (ecoli_k12) genomes 

Average per-base quality score Mean Illumina quality score over all bases 

Mononucleotide repeats Enrichment of mononucleotide repeats (from 
FastQC; Andrews, 2010) 

Dinucleotide repeats Enrichment of dinucleotide repeats (from 
FastQC; Andrews, 2010) 

% Genome coverage Percentage of 30 kb genomic windows 
identified as positive in the NP 

No. chromosomes covered Number of mouse chromosomes identified in 
the NP 

% orphaned windows Percentage of positive 30 kb genomic windows 
without a positive neighbour 

 

I mapped all 471 NPs and five negative controls to the mm9 mouse genome assembly and 

applied the combined curve-fitting approach described in section 3.2.4 to identify positive 

windows. I then calculated the eleven quality metrics for each sample and plotted the results 

(Figure 4.1). We also wanted to ensure that the NP collection was unbiased and that the NPs 

collected in different batches were relatively uniform. In order to identify batch effects, I 

coloured each NP according to its collection batch. I also plotted the negative controls in 

order to identify the metrics which best distinguish negative controls from other samples. 
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There are a few interesting relationships that are apparent from this quality analysis. For 

example, there is a clear relationship between the percentage of the genome covered by an 

NP and the percentage of mapped reads (Figure 4.1a). NPs with the highest genomic 

coverage contained the largest amounts of DNA, and since they come closest to the suggested 

DNA input for the WGA kit, they are likely to generate the best quality libraries with the 

highest percentages of mapped reads. There is also a weak relationship between the number 

of chromosomes covered (a measure of NP diameter) and the percentage of duplicated reads 

(Figure 4.1c). NPs which cover fewer chromosomes tend to have a higher fraction of PCR 

duplicates, indicating that those samples with a lower amount of input DNA may have been 

over-amplified. 
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Figure 4.1 NPs collected in different batches show few differences in quality score distribution. Plots show 

some of the relationships between eleven different quality metrics (Table 4.1). NPs are coloured according to 

the experiment in which they were collected, whilst negative controls (where no NP was present) are indicated 

as black diamonds. NPs collected in batches 1, 2 and 4 were used for optimizing various parameters of the 

collection protocol (Table 3.1) and were not used for sequencing library generation. a, The percentage of 

sequenced reads mapping uniquely to the mouse genome is correlated with the percentage of 50 kb windows 

scored as present in each NP. (continued overleaf) 
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Figure 4.1 (continued). b, A few NPs in batches 15, 16, and 17 have high levels of dinucleotide repeats but 

little enrichment of mononucleotide repeats, whilst NPs in batches 8 and 9 show correlated levels of mono- and 

dinucleotide repeats. c, The percentage of mapped reads that are PCR duplicates decreases as the number of 

chromosomes covered increases. d, A small number of NPs map either to the human genome or to rat, E. coli 

and S. cerevisiae genomes. e, Higher quality NPs (as judged by % reads mapped) show a higher degree of 

clustering of positive windows. f, NPs from batches 9-12 have a lower per base quality score, but a similar 

percentage of multi-mapping reads. 

The results also show that few of our potential quality metrics display any discernible batch 

effects. One notable exception to this rule is the enrichment of mono or dinucleotide repeats 

(Figure 4.1b). In this case, there are a number of NPs from batches 15, 16 and 18 which have 

a higher than average enrichment of dinucleotide repeats, whereas there are NPs from batches 

8 and 9 which have a higher than average enrichment of mononucleotide repeats. The most 

prominent apparent batch effect can be seen for the average sequencing quality score, which 

very clearly separates NPs from batches 9-12 which all have a lower quality per base (Figure 

4.1f). 

There are two possible factors that might account for these apparent batch effects. It is 

possible that they represent genuine differences between NPs collected on different days (as 

plotted in Figure 4.1). However, since NPs collected together were often pooled and 

sequenced together, the effects could relate to the sequencing batch instead of the collection 

batch. We coloured the NPs in the comparison of quality metrics by sequencing batch, 

finding that sequencing batch better explained the observed effects (not shown). To further 

explore apparent sequencing batch effects, we coloured samples according to whether the 

HiSeq machine was run in full flow cell (8 lanes) or rapid-run (2 lanes) mode (Figure 4.2). 

The differences seen for mono/dinucleotide repeat content (Figure 4.2b) and for average per-

base quality score (Figure 4.2f) are almost completely explained by separating samples 

according to the HiSeq run mode. Therefore, we observe no differences in quality metrics 
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that relate to the NP collection batch, but conclude that rapid-run mode yields better quality 

metrics. 

 

Figure 4.2 The HiSeq run mode used to sequence each NP explains almost all observable batch effects. 

Panels a-f show the same relationships between quality metrics as for Figure 4.1. NPs sequenced using all eight 

lanes of the HiSeq (full run mode; blue) show correlated levels of mono- and dinucleotide repeats (b) and a 

lower average quality score (f). NPs sequenced using only two lanes (rapid-run mode; purple) had low levels of 

mononucleotide repeats and higher average quality scores. Negative controls (where no NP was present) are 

indicated as black diamonds. 
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 Finally, we decided to use the percentage of reads mapped to the mouse genome to identify 

and exclude poor quality NPs, as this metric appears to be the best discriminator of negative 

controls. For all five negative controls, less than 3% of the reads mapped to the mouse 

genome, compared to 51% (±22% s.d.) for NPs. There is no clear position at which to place 

the boundary between good and bad quality NPs, so we chose to exclude all NPs where less 

than 15% of sequenced reads could be mapped to the mouse genome as a highly conservative 

threshold. When the quality scores for these excluded NPs are highlighted (Figure 4.3), it 

becomes clear that the excluded samples account for many of the outliers observed in other 

quality metrics. For example, most of the samples with high mapping rates to human or other 

potentially contaminating organisms (Figure 4.3d), or with especially high enrichments of 

mono/dinucleotide repeats (Figure 4.3b) are excluded simply by considering the percentage 

of mapped reads. 

Overall, 63 NPs were excluded from further analysis, leaving a final dataset of 408 NPs, 

which we refer to as mESC-400. 
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Figure 4.3 Excluding NPs where less than 15% of sequenced reads map to the mouse genome is a robust 

method of identifying poor quality samples. Panels a-f show the same relationships between quality metrics 

as for Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. NPs where less than 15% of the sequenced reads mapped to the mouse genome 

were excluded from further analysis (orange dots), whilst all other NPs were included (green dots). Negative 

controls where no NP was laser microdissected had mapped read percentages of less than 3% (black diamonds). 
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4.2.2 Inferring locus proximity from normalized co-segregation 

frequencies 

Having produced a dataset of high-quality NPs, it was then possible to perform a full GAM 

experiment and calculate the co-segregation frequencies between pairs of genomic loci. I 

plotted the frequency with which pairs of 30 kb windows on the same chromosome were 

found in the same NP, and displayed the results as a heatmap (Figure 4.4). Interestingly, these 

maps showed the existence of preferential chromatin contacts across the genome, reminiscent 

of TADs. 

 

Figure 4.4 GAM raw co-segregation matrix for chromosome 18. The full co-segregation matrix for loci on 

chromosome 18 is shown at 30 kb resolution. The colour of each pixel corresponds to the number of times the 

window at the corresponding position on the x axis is co-segregated (i.e. found in the same NP) with the 

window at the corresponding position on the y axis. Right: enlarged version of a 6 Mb region, showing 500 kb 

to 1 Mb self-interacting regions reminiscent of TADs. 
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Closer visual inspection of these co-segregation matrices revealed regions that appear as low 

co-segregating stripes (Figure 4.5). That is, they appear to co-segregate much less frequently 

than the average window with all other loci on the same chromosome. 

In a GAM experiment, a collection of NPs are cut from nuclei at random orientations, such 

that a given genomic region is detected in any given NP in a probabilistic fashion. This 

means that the detection frequency (the number of NPs that each region is detected in) will 

vary between regions with a distribution that depends on the number of NPs collected. By 

plotting the co-segregation matrices alongside the detection frequency, I observed that these 

low co-segregation areas corresponded to regions that were detected less frequently in the 

population of NPs (Figure 4.5 right). Furthermore, I also noticed that regions which were 

detected more frequently than the average often co-segregated much more frequently with 

themselves than with surrounding loci (Figure 4.5 left). This indicated that co-segregation 

frequency might be influenced by the expected variation in locus detection frequency. The 

variation in detection frequency is naturally larger for a relatively small dataset, so we needed 

to correct for this effect before drawing any inferences about locus proximity from GAM 

data. 
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Figure 4.5 Raw co-segregation matrices show vertical stripes corresponding to areas of above or below 

average detection frequency. Matrices show the co-segregation frequency observed between 30 kb windows in 

a 2.8 Mb region of chromosome 10 (top left) or a 3.1 Mb region of chromosome 3 (top right). Grey plots 

underneath show the detection frequency of each 30 kb window, measured as the number of NPs (out of 408 

total) where the window is scored as present. 80% of locus detection frequences fall between 20 and 40 NPs 

(dashed black lines). A 450 kb region with detection frequencies at or above 40 NPs (pink highlight, bottom 

left) corresponds to an intense block of interactions in a raw co-segregation matrix. Conversely, two smaller 

regions with detection frequencies at or below 20 NPs (blue highlights, bottom right) correspond to vertical 

stripes of depleted co-segregation. 

To explore the influence of locus detection frequency on GAM contact maps, and to select 

the best measure for correcting this influence, I first examined specific genomic regions. I 

selected a 3 Mb region of the mouse genome with a detection frequency close to the genome-

wide average and an extremely low variation in detection frequency between windows, 

meaning it is minimally influenced by detection frequency. The region contains 100 windows 

at 30 kb resolution, and I selected three groups of four windows from the centre of the region. 

I randomly added or subtracted detection events at these windows so as to simulate 
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probabilistic variations in the detection frequency before plotting the contact matrices using 

four different measures of co-segregation. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of adding windows 

(i.e. abnormally high detection frequencies) whilst Figure 4.7 shows the effect of subtracting 

windows (i.e. abnormally low detection frequencies). 

As expected, when detection frequency is randomly increased in certain windows and the co-

segregation frequency matrix is plotted as a heatmap, dark red squares appear corresponding 

to a higher co-segregation frequency at windows with increased detection frequency (Figure 

4.6 top row). This shows that co-segregation matrices are indeed influenced by the detection 

frequencies of individual loci, a problem which has been addressed in population genetics by 

the use of various normalized measurements. I explored whether these might be better 

measures of proximity by plotting the contact matrix for the same region using the linkage 

disequilibrium (D; Lewontin & Kojima, 1960), normalized linkage disequilibrium (D’; 

Lewontin, 1964) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (Lin et al., 2012; see Materials and 

Methods). 
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Figure 4.6 Linkage disequilibrium and its normalized variant mitigate the effects of artificially increased 

detection frequency. Detection frequency was either doubled or tripled for 12 out of 100 30 kb windows in a 3 

Mb region with detection frequences consistently between 20-40 NPs (dashed black lines), by adding detection 

events to random NPs. Matrices show the raw co-segregation frequency (top row), un-normalized (second row) 

and normalized (third row) linkage disequilibrium or the Pearson correlation (bottom row) between 30 kb 

windows in either original or modified matrices. Grey plots underneath show the detection frequency of each 30 

kb window, measured as the number of NPs (out of 408 total) where the window is scored as being present. 
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The linkage disequilibrium matrix for this genomic region is minimally affected by random 

addition of detection events (Figure 4.6 second row). Similarly, the normalized linkage 

disequilibrium measured between two windows is robust to increased detection frequency at 

one window of the pair. However, when both windows have raised detection frequency, a 

drop in the normalized linkage between the windows is observed (Figure 4.6, blue squares in 

right hand column of third row). In contrast, the Pearson correlation coefficient between two 

windows is dramatically reduced even if only one of them has an increased detection 

frequency (Figure 4.6, blue stripes in bottom right corner matrix). This suggests that raw 

linkage disequilibrium is the measure which best mitigates the effect of increased detection 

frequency, and that normalized linkage disequilibrium is also an acceptable solution.  

Next, I plotted contact matrices for the same region but instead of raising detection frequency 

I randomly removed detection events for the same twelve windows. The co-segregation 

frequency is extremely sensitive to this change and the co-segregation measured between two 

windows is drastically reduced if either of the pair has a low detection frequency. 

Surprisingly, the un-normalized linkage disequilibrium is as sensitive as the co-segregation 

frequency, and displays similar low-intensity stripes at windows where detection frequency 

was reduced (Figure 4.7, first and second rows). The effect is less pronounced in the Pearson 

correlation coefficient matrices, but those plotted using the normalized linkage disequilibrium 

are the most robust. The normalized linkage disequilibrium calculated for windows with 

reduced detection frequency is much noisier, which is unsurprising as much of the signal has 

been discarded, but is nevertheless not systematically lowered. 
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Figure 4.7 Only normalized linkage disequilibrium mitigates the effect of artificially reduced detection 

frequency. Detection frequency was reduced by either 50% or 75% for 12 out of 100 of the 30 kb windows in 

the displayed region, by removing detection events from random NPs. Matrices show the raw co-segregation 

frequency (top row), un-normalized (second row) and normalized (third row) linkage disequilibrium or the 

Pearson correlation (bottom row) between 30 kb windows in either original or modified matrices. Grey plots 

underneath show the detection frequency of each 30 kb window, measured as the number of NPs (out of 408 

total) where the window is scored as present. 
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Taken together, these results suggest that normalized linkage disequilibrium is a better 

compromise for mitigating the effects of increased or decreased detection frequency than un-

normalized linkage disequilibrium or the Pearson correlation coefficient. For subsequent 

analyses, I therefore chose to work with normalized linkage disequilibrium matrices. 

4.2.3 GAM displays few systematic biases in locus detection frequency 

The above analysis showed that GAM normalized linkage disequilibrium matrices are 

reasonably robust to random variations in locus detection frequency. However, normalized 

linkage disequilibrium is only an appropriate way of correcting for detection frequency 

effects if the differences between different loci are the result of random variation. If these 

differences were caused by a systematic bias at any stage of the experiment they could still 

distort the inference of locus physical proximity from GAM data. 

I explored a range of different parameters that might bias locus detection and plotted them 

against the detection frequency of individual 30 kb windows. Illumina sequencing technology 

makes heavy use of PCR, which has an intrinsic bias for amplifying DNA fragments of 

medium to high GC content (Benjamini & Speed, 2012). This is a prevalent source of 

systematic bias in high-throughput sequencing experiments, for example in Hi-C matrices the 

GC content of a restriction fragment strongly affects its frequency of ligation (Yaffe & 

Tanay, 2011; Imakaev et al., 2012). In the mESC-400 dataset, 30 kb windows with high GC 

content are detected in only a few more NPs than those with low GC content. Windows in the 

bottom 25% by GC content are detected in an average of 26 NPs compared to an average of 

29 NPs for windows in the top 25% by GC content (Figure 4.8 top left panel), so the 

relationship between GC content and detection frequency is extremely weak and does not 

represent a major bias. Similarly, the proportion of the 30 kb window overlapping with 

annotated genomic repeats (which can complicate the alignment of short-read sequencing 
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data) has little detectable effect on how frequently that window is detected in an NP: average 

detection frequency is 28 for windows in the bottom 25% by repeat coverage and 26 for 

windows in the top 25% (Figure 4.8 top centre panel). 

Hi-C experiments quantify the contacts of a given region by counting the number of 

sequencing reads mapping to relatively small genomic regions flanking restriction sites. In 

GAM experiments, regions are detected if the number of sequencing reads passes a specific 

threshold. The fact that GAM does not directly use the read count for a given window means 

that detection of the window is likely to be much less influenced by PCR and mapping biases. 

Furthermore, any DNA fragment from within the region may contribute towards its detection, 

so the biases that do exist are averaged over the whole window. This is a major advantage of 

GAM, and likely contributes to the difference in detectable biases between the two methods. 

Since the genomes of most complex organisms (including the mouse and human genomes) 

are highly repetitive, it is often difficult to narrow down the source of a short (30-100 bp) 

sequencing read to a single genomic location. Some genomic loci are hard to map 

unambiguously and their locations can be identified by randomly generating short reads from 

a larger region and measuring the percentage of those reads which can be mapped back to the 

correct location (% mappability; Li et al., 2014). Of all the possible sources of bias measured, 

the percentage mappability of 30 kb windows has the strongest relationship with detection 

frequency (R=0.46; Figure 4.8 top right). This is unsurprising as poorly mappable regions 

are, by definition, difficult to detect. The issue of mappability affects all next-generation 

sequencing approaches and will only be mitigated by advances in sequencing technology 

leading to longer reads. In the case of our GAM dataset, mappability is not a strong bias as 

the majority of autosomal 30 kb windows are highly mappable (66% of all 30 kb windows 

are more than 90% mappable) and the reduction in detection frequency is not proportional 
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(windows with 90-100% mappability are detected in 29 NPs on average, whereas windows 

with 45-55% mappability are detected in 20 NPs). 

 

Figure 4.8 Detection frequency is not strongly correlated with sources of systematic bias. Heatmaps show 

the correlation of locus detection frequency (number of NPs in which a given 30 kb window is detected) with 

different possible biases. % GC content in the percentage of G or C bases in the DNA sequence of the window 

in question. % overlapping repeats is the percentage of the window overlapping annotated repeats. % 

mappability is the percentage of 75bp reads generated from the window that could be aligned to their original 

location. Replication time was taken from a published dataset and processed by Markus Schueler (Hiratani et 

al., 2008). Average coverage of NPs is the average number of reads mapping to the window across all NPs in 

which it was detected. Coverage in positive control is the number of reads mapping to the window when 

genomic DNA is amplified by WGA. 

Next I considered the effect of cell cycle on locus detection. Some of the cells in the 

population of mESCs would have been undergoing DNA synthesis at varying degrees of 

completion, leading to differences in the copy numbers of different loci. Since some regions 
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are known to reproducibly replicate earlier than others (e.g. active or open chromatin), these 

copy number differences do not cancel out over the cell population (Hiratani et al., 2008). 

Indeed, 30 kb windows in early replicating chromatin regions are detected in more NPs on 

average than those in late replicating regions (30 NPs vs. 25 NPs). Once again, this effect 

explains a relatively small proportion of the overall variance (R=0.3) and therefore does not 

represent a major bias (Figure 4.8 bottom left). 

These analyses suggested that the variation of detection frequency between windows in the 

mESC-400 dataset is mostly probabilistic and not strongly influenced by systematic biases. 

To estimate the upper bound of the variance in window detection due to all systematic biases 

combined, I considered that all the sources of bias explored above either increase or decrease 

the number of mapped reads per 30 kb window. Therefore the sequencing depth at a given 

window is a measure of the sum of these biases. The influence of amplification biases, 

mapping biases and copy number variation on detection frequency is captured by the 

correlation between sequencing coverage and detection frequency. I therefore calculated the 

average number of mapped reads per 30 kb window across all the NPs in which that window 

was scored as positive. For comparison, I also calculated the average number of mapped 

reads for each 30 kb window using the positive control dataset (WGA-amplified mESC 

genomic DNA). The sequence coverage of GAM datasets and of WGA amplified genomic 

DNA are correlated to detection frequency with correlation coefficients of 0.30 and 0.41 

respectively. Amplification biases are therefore likely to account for 10-15% of overall 

variance in the detection frequency between windows (as the square of the correlation 

coefficient is a measure of the proportion of variance explained by a particular factor). 

Finally, I checked whether specific chromosomes exhibit any detection bias by plotting the 

fraction of windows detected in each NP for each chromosome. I found that the median 

fraction of a chromosome detected in a given NP is 3-4% for all chromosomes except the X, 
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which has a much lower detection frequency since 46C mESCs are male and therefore 

effectively haploid for the X chromosome (Figure 4.9). 

 

Figure 4.9 All autosomal chromosomes are detected with equal efficiency. Boxplot shows the percentage of 

30 kb windows from each chromosome detected in each NP. The distribution of detection frequencies is similar 

for all autosomal chromosomes. The X chromosome is detected less frequently as it is present in single copy in 

male 46C cells. 

4.2.4 Detection of 40 kb windows is comparable between GAM and FISH 

As a final check for detection frequency effects that might influence our estimation of nuclear 

proximities, we compared the detection of three regions in the HoxB locus between NPs in 

our mESC-400 dataset and fluorescence in situ hybridization on cryosections (cryoFISH). 

Three fosmid probes that each cover 38-40 kb of the HoxB locus were used to perform 

cryoFISH experiments (carried out by S. Q. Xie, our laboratory). The percentage of nuclear 

profiles positive for each probe was counted and compared to the number of NPs positive for 

the same probe in the mESC-400 GAM dataset. GAM nuclear profiles were scored as 
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positive for a probe if the number of reads mapping to the probe region exceeded the noise 

threshold established by the combined fitting approach at 40 kb resolution (see section 3.2.4 

and Materials and Methods). 

Detection frequencies were comparable using both methods. All three probes had a detection 

frequency of 8-13% in both methods, and probe detection in GAM was 75-90% that of the 

FISH experiment (Figure 4.10). This agrees well with mathematical estimates of detection 

efficiency made using the GAM data alone (Appendix Figure S1.10). Taken together, these 

results demonstrate that the detection of 30-40 kb genomic windows in GAM is comparable 

to that of FISH, is not heavily influenced by systematic biases in DNA extraction and shows 

no bias or preference to particular chromosomes. 
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Figure 4.10 Detection frequency of 40 kb windows is comparable between FISH and GAM. a, Three 

probes of 38 to 40 kb size were designed against the HoxB locus. b, DNA FISH for HoxB13 (red) performed on 

DAPI-stained cryosections (blue) shows that only a fraction of NPs intersect the HoxB13 locus. c, Purple bars 

show the percentage of NPs for which DNA FISH signal from HoxB13 (n=1872), HoxB1-3 (n=1544) or Skap1 

(n=2058) probes could be detected. Green bars show percentage of NPs from the mESC-400 GAM dataset that 

were scored as containing the same regions. Design of the FISH probes, the DNA FISH experiment itself and 

the quantification of FISH detection frequency was carried out by S. Q. Xie (our laboratory). 

4.2.5 408 NPs are sufficient to begin exploring chromosomal contacts at 30 

kb resolution 

Having established that normalized linkage disequilibrium is the most robust measure for 

correcting small, non-systematic variation in the detection frequency of genomic windows, 

we next explored whether 408 NPs were a sufficiently large dataset to enable exploration of 

genomic contacts at a given resolution. We reasoned that a dataset with too few NPs would 

be dramatically affected by the removal of a relatively small number of NPs, whereas a 
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dataset would have achieved sufficient coverage if it was robust to the removal of many NPs 

- in other words if any additional NPs contribute only a small fraction of the information. 

To explore the relationship between GAM dataset size (i.e. number of NPs) and 

reproducibility, I created five random subsets of the mESC-400 dataset, each subset with 

different numbers of NPs (68-340). Next, I generated 30 kb resolution normalized linkage 

disequilibrium matrices for each chromosome in each subset (272 and 408 NP matrices 

shown in Figure 4.11; others not shown) and then compared the correlation of the matrices 

produced from smaller NP cohorts with the full mESC-400 matrices. As expected, the 

correlation coefficient increases when more NPs are included in the subset (Figure 4.11). The 

correlation of the subset to the complete mESC-400 dataset is reasonably high even when 

only 272 NPs are included (r=0.77) and this is especially true if only contacts within 3 Mb 

are considered (r=0.89). This allows us to be confident that 408 NPs are sufficient to explore 

intrachromosomal contacts at 30 kb resolution in mESCs. 
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Figure 4.11 At 30 kb resolution, 272 NPs are sufficient to detect most of the contacts detected by 408 NPs. 

Five subsets were taken from the mESC-400 dataset with increasing numbers of NPs and the Pearson 

correlation coefficient was calculcated between the normalized linkage disequilibrium matrices of the subset and 

of the complete mESC-400 dataset. The correlation was calculated either over all windows or only over those 

which were less than 3 Mb apart. Example 3 MB matrix is shown above for the region surrounding Esrrb 

(chromosome 12, 85.8 Mb – 88.8 Mb). 
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4.2.6 Chromosome wide GAM contact maps reproduce known large-scale 

features of mESC chromosome folding 

To begin investigating large-scale patterns of chromosome folding using the mESC-400 

GAM dataset, I plotted normalized linkage disequilibrium matrices for each of the 19 mouse 

autosomes. I chose to start with a resolution of 1 Mb, as smaller resolutions can complicate 

the identification and interpretation of large-scale patterns.  

The GAM matrices for mESCs display large interaction domains or compartments spanning 

multiple megabases – similar to those previously observed in Hi-C data (Lieberman-Aiden et 

al., 2009; Figure 4.12). These compartments match with broad patterns of histone marks, 

DNase-seq and lamina-associated domains or LADs (all of which define broad open or 

repressed chromatin domains when examined on the scale of whole chromosomes). In 

general, open chromatin domains tend to interact with open domains, whilst closed domains 

prefer other closed domains. 
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Figure 4.12 Intrachromosomal normalized linkage disequilibrium GAM matrices for all mouse 

autosomes at 1 Mb resolution. Matrices are plotted against PCA compartments calculated from published 

mESC Hi-C data (Dixon et al., 2012). Histone modifications marking active regulatory elements (H3K27ac), 

active transcription (H3K36me3) or heterochromatin (H3K9me3) were taken from ENCODE, as was DNAse-

seq showing chromatin accessability. Lamina-associated domains (LADs) were taken from previously published 

DamID data (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010). 

The propensity of large open or closed regions to interact preferentially with domains of the 

same type has been previously identified in Hi-C contact matrices, where it is a strong and 

dominant feature at megabase resolution. Indeed, published mESC Hi-C matrices are 

comparable to GAM matrices at 1 Mb resolution (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 

0.63, individual chromosome correlations range from 0.43 to 0.71).  
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The compartment effect, which is strong in the Hi-C matrices, is visible but considerably 

more subtle in GAM matrices (Figure 4.13). Previous studies have quantified this effect by 

dividing chromosomes into two compartments based on principal components analysis 

(PCA), a statistical technique for reducing the dimensionality of complex datasets whilst 

preserving maximum variance (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). I used the same PCA analysis 

to calculate compartments for mESC-400 GAM matrices, and found a good overlap between 

compartments identified using GAM and those identified by Hi-C (Figure 4.13; 66% of all 1 

Mb windows are assigned to the same compartment by both methods). Just as the 

compartmentalisation is weaker by visual inspection, the division into two separate 

compartments is not as clear when PCA is performed on GAM data. The majority of 1 Mb 

windows have either strongly positive or strongly negative values when PCA is calculated 

from Hi-C data, whereas intermediate values are much more common when PCA 

compartments are calculated from GAM matrices. 
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Figure 4.13 mESC GAM and Hi-C matrices can be compartmentalised by principal components analysis. 

1 Mb resolution GAM (top) and Hi-C (bottom) matrices are shown for mouse chromosome 1. Tracks in the 

centre indicate the results of a standard PCA approach to identify A (broadly active; red) and B (broadly 

inactive; blue) chromatin compartments (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Hi-C data was mapped and processed 

by J. Fraser (McGill University). 
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I then recalculated the GAM contact matrices at 30 kb resolution and compared them to 

published Hi-C matrices at 50 kb resolution (Figure 4.14). The 30 kb resolution matrices 

display some interesting smaller scale patterns. In particular, we observe numerous regions of 

roughly one megabase in size which interact far more strongly with themselves than with 

neighbouring regions (Nora et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012). The positions of these regions 

match previously identified topologically associating domains (TADs) from mESC Hi-C 

data.  

 

Figure 4.14 GAM matrices can be divided into self-interacting regions, correponding to previously 

identified TADs. Top: GAM normalized linkage matrix is plotted for the HoxA locus at 30 kb resolution. 

Middle: topologically associating domain positions from a published dataset (Dixon et al., 2012). Bottom: 

mESC Hi-C dataset is shown for comparison at 50 kb resolution (processed by J. Fraser, Dostie laboratory). 
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To examine the overlap between published mESC TAD boundaries and our GAM matrices, I 

calculated the insulation score of each published boundary from the GAM matrix. TAD 

boundaries are genomic positions where the regions to the left and right interact more with 

themselves than they do with each other, i.e. they are positions where the regions on either 

side are insulated from one another. The insulation score has been proposed as a measure of 

boundary strength (Chandra et al., 2015). It is calculated as the intensity of long-range 

interactions at a given location divided by the intensity of interactions 150 kb upstream or 

downstream, so boundary sites are expected to have insulation scores lower than 1 (Methods 

2.4.8). The median insulation score of the published boundaries was 0.92, indicating a strong 

depletion of long-range contacts and a measurable insulation effect (Figure 4.15). To obtain a 

background value for comparison, I randomly permuted the list of TAD boundaries 5000 

times and calculated insulation scores for these shuffled boundary positions. The lowest 

median score out of 5000 sets of shuffled boundaries was 0.99, indicating that long-range 

contacts are indeed significantly depleted at published mESC TAD boundaries (p<0.0002; 

permutation test). 
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Figure 4.15 TAD boundaries identified by Hi-C also exhibit strong insulation in GAM matrices. a, 

Insulation score is calculated as the mean normalized linkage in a 3x3 box positioned at a TAD boundary 

divided by the average of the same measure taken ±150 kb from the boundary. b, The insulation score is 

significantly lower at published TAD boundaries compared to 5000 permuted TAD positions. c, The mean 

normalized linkage is specifically reduced over published TAD boundaries compared to shuffled boundaries. 

The finding that GAM matrices exhibit strong contact insulation at TAD boundaries that 

were originally identified in Hi-C is an important result. Firstly, it validates that GAM, by 

measuring the co-segregation of loci between NPs, does indeed capture the relative nuclear 

proximity of those loci. Secondly although individual TADs have been verified by FISH 

experiments (Nora et al., 2012), the large scale organization of chromatin into such domains 

has previously only been assayed by 3C-based methods. 

As with PCA compartments, whilst TADs are clearly a major feature of our matrices, they 

are not quite as dominant as they are in Hi-C. The contacts inside of individual TADs appear 

to be extremely homogenous when measured by Hi-C, whereas GAM identifies a much wider 
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variation in intra-TAD contact strength. In addition, Hi-C matrices at similar resolution lack 

many long-range interactions at scales of more than a few megabases. For example, in Figure 

4.14 many of the pairs of windows separated by more than 4 Mb (at the bottom tip of the 

triangle) had no measured ligation events. In other words, in Hi-C data the signal quickly 

drops off at large distances such that longer-range events must be studied at poor resolution. 

By contrast the normalized linkage disequilibrium can be measured at all the corresponding 

parts of the GAM matrix, and this linkage is not uniform: there are a number of loci which 

co-segregate much more frequently than the local background and therefore might indicate 

points of specific interaction. 
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4.3 Discussion 

GAM measures the nuclear proximity between two or more genomic regions by counting the 

number of times they appear together in the same nuclear profile. In the previous chapter, I 

set up the experimental and computational tools necessary to collect, sequence and process a 

large cohort of these NPs. In this chapter, I applied these tools to the collection and analysis 

of a total of 471 NPs from mESCs. I first developed stringent quality criteria to exclude 

sequencing samples least likely to have contained a nuclear profile. I then showed that 

variation in the number of times different loci are detected in NPs can be corrected by using a 

normalized variant of the linkage disequilibrium, and that this variation is to a large extent 

free of systematic bias. I used dataset erosion to show that 408 NPs are sufficient to map 

chromatin contacts at 30 kb resolution, as similar patterns can be obtained with smaller 

datasets (e.g. of 272 NPs). Finally, I compared GAM contact matrices with previously 

published Hi-C matrices. Both methods can divide the genome into two distinct PCA 

compartments at the scale of tens of megabases, and into discrete topologically associating 

domains that preferentially associate with themselves at the scale of a few megabases to 

hundreds of kilobases. 

The correction of systematic biases has been an important source of improvement in Hi-C 

methodology since its first publication, and has generated a large volume of literature (Yaffe 

& Tanay, 2011; Imakaev et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2012; Kruse et al., 2012). It is therefore 

interesting that our first, relatively small GAM dataset has fewer detectable biases than have 

been published for Hi-C data at similar resolution (Yaffe & Tanay, 2011). There are several 

possible reasons for this. One likely explanation is that Hi-C sequencing relies on the 

detection of small regions of DNA on either side of a restriction site, whereas GAM utilises 

sequencing data from any sequencing read falling into a much larger region corresponding to 

the window of the chosen resolution. This means that differences in GC content or 
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mappability are averaged out over a large window instead of over a few restriction sites 

within that window. Furthermore, Hi-C relies on the quantitative estimation of relative 

fragment concentrations in a mixed pool, whereas GAM only requires a binary “present” or 

“absent” detection of fragments. Estimating the relative abundance of DNA sequences is 

much more likely to be affected by PCR bias than simply deciding whether a sequence is 

present or not. It is possible that this advantage of GAM will be reduced at higher resolution 

as smaller windows will have much larger variation in GC content, repeat number or 

mappability etc. In order to improve GAM resolution, an explicit bias correction model might 

well be necessary – but this will only become clear when larger collections of NPs 

compatible with analysis at higher resolutions become available. 

The mESC-400 GAM dataset reproduces the two best established large-scale features of 

chromatin organization found in Hi-C datasets. Firstly, each chromosome can be divided into 

A and B compartments by a PCA based approach. Regions in each compartment 

preferentially interact with other regions in the same compartment (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 

2009; Dixon et al., 2015). In Hi-C matrices, the borders between these compartments are 

striking and lead to a checkerboard pattern. These intra-compartment interactions can also be 

found in GAM matrices, but they are less dominant and the edges of the interactions are not 

well defined straight lines. Another interesting difference is the presence of far more long-

range interactions in the GAM matrices, where we observe fairly strong interactions even up 

to the length of whole chromosomes. 

Similarly, the smaller scale topologically associating domains are clearly reproduced by 

GAM data, but their intra-TAD interaction patterns do not appear to be as homogeneous. 

TADs in mESC-400 GAM matrices have many internal contacts which are not evident at all 

in the corresponding Hi-C matrices. This could be because GAM matrices are “noisier”, but 

this is unlikely as these patterns of short-range contacts are well preserved when a third of the 
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dataset is removed (Figure 4.11). An alternative explanation is that the strong fixation 

protocol used to produce cryosections is much more effective at preserving fine nuclear 

structures and chromatin contacts than the weak fixation used in 3C methods. Indeed, 

previous work has shown a superior preservation of cellular ultrastructure and improved 

retention of nuclear proteins (e.g. TBP) in the stronger fixation protocol used here compared 

to weaker formaldehyde fixation schemes (Guillot et al., 2004). 

If GAM is indeed more sensitive and capable of detecting finer nuclear structures than Hi-C, 

this would also explain the greater abundance of very long-range (>30 Mb) contacts in GAM 

matrices when compared to Hi-C (Figure 4.13). Both the long-range and the intra-TAD 

contacts, neither of which are evident in Hi-C matrices, might denote the specific bases of 

chromatin loops. These loops may serve some biological function, so the obvious next 

question is to identify those contacts which are most likely to represent specific interactions 

and to try to identify which genomic elements might be involved in nucleating these 

interactions. 
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5 Identifying specific interactions from GAM data 

5.1 Introduction 

Chromatin in the interphase nucleus exhibits many structural features visible by either light 

or electron microscopy. The combination of immunolabelling and fluorescence in situ 

hybridization has enabled the localization of both specific proteins and specific DNA 

sequences to these nuclear landmarks. For example, they allowed localization of rDNA 

repeats to the nucleolus (Thiry & Thiry-Blaise, 1989), of centromeres to chromocentres (He 

& Brinkley, 1996), and of active transcription sites to transcription factories (Pombo et al., 

1999). Molecular methods such as Hi-C have identified broad scale patterns of chromatin 

folding, namely PCA compartments (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) and TADs (Nora et al., 

2012; Dixon et al., 2012), whose corresponding nuclear conformation remains an open 

question (Belmont, 2014). At smaller scales, long-range contacts between enhancers and 

promoters have been studied by both microscopy (Lettice et al., 2014) and molecular 

methods (Tolhuis et al., 2002). 

These disparate observations about chromatin organization might be unified by the existence 

of specific interactions between genomic (DNA) elements, mediated by the binding of 

specific proteins. Numerous knockdown experiments targeting different DNA binding 

proteins have demonstrated disrupted chromosome folding, providing strong evidence for 

protein-mediated chromatin contacts (e.g. Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013). Thus far however, 

the genomic locations of DNA elements that make specific, protein-mediated interactions 

with one another have remained relatively elusive, especially on a genome-wide scale. 

DNA FISH, where specific loci are labelled with a fluorescent dye and their position imaged 

in the nuclei of fixed cells, has been an extremely valuable tool for exploring chromatin 
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interactions. However, FISH is labour intensive and months of work can be required to 

analyse the relative distances between a few pairs of loci, meaning that a very good candidate 

for a specific interaction must be identified before such experiments can be justified. The 

great promise of 3C-based methods, developed in 2002, was that the use of a PCR based 

assay could more quickly examine the conformation of a much larger genomic region 

(Dekker et al., 2002). Extensions of the 3C technique have broadened its applicability to a 

genome-wide scale (de Wit & de Laat, 2012), but it has so far proven difficult to identify loci 

interacting specifically with each other at high resolution in an unbiased way. 

5.1.1 Identification of specific interactions by conformation capture 

There are three main challenges which have hindered the identification of specific 

interactions by conformation capture methods. The first is that chromatin is in constant 

motion in the nucleus (Gasser, 2002), therefore two loci that are not specifically interacting 

may still randomly encounter each other at some background rate. The ligation frequency 

between two points on the genome decreases as genomic distance between the locus pair 

increases (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) and this average decay rate may be used to estimate 

background ligation frequency (Ay et al., 2014). However, the average decay rate varies 

considerably between cell types, and even between chromosomes within the same cell type 

(Barbieri et al., 2012), making it difficult to measure by any of the more targeted 

conformation-capture methods (3C, 4C, 5C etc.). 

The second challenge for identifying specific interactions is one of interpretation. 

Conformation capture datasets are almost always population averages, and FISH data has 

shown that two interacting loci (for example as detected by 4C) are generally found together 

in a small fraction of the overall population (Simonis et al., 2006). The percentage of cells in 

the population in which two loci are specifically interacting is an obvious measure of the 
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relative “strength” of an interaction, but cannot be estimated using conformation capture 

methods. For example, let us consider a genomic region containing three restriction 

fragments of interest: A, B and C (Figure 1.1). In a hypothetical 3C-based experiment, A and 

B are ligated together 80 times, compared with an expected ligation frequency for their 

genomic distance of 40 times. We also observe 30 B/C ligation events compared to an 

expected value of 5. How can we tell which of these interactions (A/B or B/C) is occurring in 

a larger fraction of the cell population? A-B ligation events are observed far more often than 

B-C events, but the latter represent a greater enrichment over our random expectation. 

 

Figure 5.1 Ligation frequencies between different pairs of loci can be hard to interpret. We consider a 

hypothetical 3C experiment involving three loci A, B and C. A and B are relatively close to one another and are 

ligated together 80 times. The average ligation frequency at their genomic distance is 40 times, so we observe a 

twofold enrichment over expectation. B and C are ligated together 30 times, but are further apart on the linear 

genome. The average ligation frequency for fragments at their genomic distance is only 5 times, so we observe a 

sixfold enrichment over expectation. In this case, ligation frequency and observed over expected ligation 

frequency make different predictions about which interaction (A/B or B/C) is occurring in a greater fraction of 

cells. 

The third problem is the multiplicity of contacts (i.e. the number of genomic regions involved 

in forming an interaction), which may affect the ligation frequency measured by 
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conformation capture methods. When, for example, one gene promoter is contacting many 

enhancers simultaneously, competition between those enhancers for the two ends of the 

promoter restriction fragment will lead to a low ligation frequency between that promoter and 

any single enhancer. Conversely, this competition will not exist for a promoter contacting 

only a single enhancer, leading to a higher measurement of ligation frequency when 

interactions are less complex (Figure 5.2; O’Sullivan et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 5.2 Conformation capture methods may underestimate interaction frequencies when multiple loci 

are contacting each other simultaneously. a, 3C-based methods rely on the ligation of two DNA fragments to 

detect a contact. Since each fragment has only two ends, simultaneous interaction of more than two fragments 

can lead to competition effects that reduce measured pairwise contact frequencies. Full statistical exploration of 

this phenomenon is given in O’Sullivan et al., 2013. b, GAM detects interactions based on the co-segregation of 

DNA fragments across a population of NPs. The measured co-segregation rates are not affected by interaction 

multiplicity. 
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5.1.2 Identification of specific interactions by GAM and SLICE 

GAM measures co-segregation frequency, which is not affected by interaction multiplicity 

(Figure 5.2). Unlike the ligation frequency, the background co-segregation frequency (as 

measured by GAM) can be derived relatively easily, either by computational modelling or by 

measuring the average co-segregation frequency at different distances using the GAM data 

itself. Importantly, the background co-segregation frequency can be estimated for 

simultaneous contacts between arbitrary numbers of loci (two, three, four etc.; Figure 5.2). 

Furthermore, the frequency at which two or more loci co-segregate in the same NPs is 

directly related to the proportion of the cell population in which that interaction occurs. This 

should allow the detection of loci engaged in specific, simultaneous interactions and to obtain 

a biologically relevant measure of the relative frequencies of these interactions. Extracting 

this information from the GAM data requires sophisticated computational approaches, so we 

collaborated with M. Nicodemi and A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli 

Federico II, Italy) to develop a statistical model called SLICE (StatisticaL Inference of Co-

sEgregation). 

The SLICE model considers that pairs of loci exist across the cell population in either an 

interacting or a non-interacting state. When considering a specific interaction between two 

genomic regions, the probability of interaction or Pi is equal to the proportion of locus pairs 

which are in the interacting state across the cell population (Figure 5.3). Two loci that are not 

interacting are considered to be distributed randomly in the nucleus but constrained by their 

genomic separation. To measure the expected co-segregation for non-interacting loci, we 

assume that the majority of pairs of loci genome-wide are not involved in a specific 

interaction and use the average co-segregation for all pairwise combinations of loci at each 

genomic separation on the same chromosome as a background non-interaction frequency 

(Appendix Figure S1.5).  
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Figure 5.3 Interactions between DNA loci can be characterised by their probability of interaction (Pi). 

The SLICE model considers that pairs of loci are either interacting or non-interacting across the cell population. 

The fraction of locus pairs interacting at any given time (the probability of interaction) is a biologically relevant 

measure of the relative intensity of different interactions. Diagram shows only one pair of loci per nucleus for 

clarity, but the SLICE model explicity handles homologous alleles (Appendix Figure S1.7). 

The expected co-segregation for interacting loci is calculated mathematically by assuming 

that interacting pairs exist at a fixed distance in a nucleus of a given size. This is the distance 

of interaction or dI. For the purposes of the current study, we use a stringent interaction 

distance of 100 nm, which is consistent with published FISH data (Williamson et al., 2014), 

and which allows for mathematical simplification by virtue of being much smaller than the 

thickness of NP sectioning (~220 nm). The nuclear radius of mESCs was 4.5 µm, as 

experimentally determined from imaging of DAPI stained cryosections (see Methods 2.5.3) 

by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) and S. Q. Xie (our 

laboratory). SLICE infers Pi for each pair of loci by finding the proportion of estimated 

interacting and non-interacting co-segregation frequencies that best explains the observed co-

segregation of that locus pair (Figure 5.4). 

To account for pairs of loci that might have had high co-segregation frequencies by chance 

alone, SLICE performs a statistical test to identify pairs of loci with Pi values greater than 
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expected for their genomic separation at a 5% significance threshold. Full details of the 

SLICE model can be found in the Appendix. 

 

Figure 5.4 Description of the SLICE model for estimating probability of interaction (Pi). Pairs of loci exist 

in either interacting or non-interacting states. Random slicing of the population of nuclei yields NPs containing 

both loci (M2), only one locus (M1) or neither (M0). The relative frequencies of M2, M1 and M0 NPs can be 

calculated mathematically and are expected to have very different distributions. Pi values are extracted as the 

mix of expected interacting/non-interacting frequencies that best explain the observed frequencies. Non-

interacting frequencies can also be estimated from the average of all loci separated by a given genomic distance 

(Appendix Figure S1.5). 

5.1.3 Aims 

In this chapter I set out to explore the set of specific intra-chromosomal interactions identified 

in the mESC-400 dataset by SLICE. I start by contrasting SLICE predictions with raw GAM 

data and comparing the co-segregation frequencies of specifically interacting pairs of loci 

with those of non-interacting loci. I next show that SLICE predictions are enriched for a 

number of different genomic features, most strikingly active genes and enhancers. I then 

demonstrate that the enrichment results for pairwise interactions can be replicated using the 

raw GAM data without SLICE analysis. 

The SLICE model was developed by M. Nicodemi and A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, 

Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) and applied to the mESC-400 dataset by A. Scialdone. 

H3k27me3 enrichment peaks were identified from published data (Mikkelsen et al., 2007) by 
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T. Rito and E. Torlai (our laboratory). mESC average nuclear radius was calculated by A. 

Scialdone from imaging data generated by S. Q. Xie (our laboratory). 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Using SLICE to identify the most prominent interactions from GAM 

matrices 

We applied the SLICE model to the mESC-400 GAM dataset at 30 kb resolution and 

obtained the positions of loci most likely to interact at a distance of 100 nm (corresponding to 

1/90 of the average nuclear diameter in mESCs) across each chromosome, which we call 

“prominent” interactions. We began our analysis by aligning the SLICE predictions against 

GAM normalized linkage matrices to visualise interacting pairs of loci identified by SLICE – 

i.e. those locus pairs which co-segregate most frequently relative to the average for their 

genomic separation. An example locus is shown in Figure 5.5. As expected, SLICE identifies 

prominently interacting loci that correspond to locus pairs with above-background 

normalized linkage disequilibrium in GAM contact matrices. Since the background co-

segregation frequency decreases with distance, loci separated by larger distances can be 

scored as prominently interacting by SLICE when they have lower normalized linkage 

disequilibrium than loci close together on the linear genome. SLICE identifies prominent 

interactions within TADs, as well as inter-TAD interactions spanning several megabases 

(Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5 SLICE identifies the most prominently interacting locus pairs from raw GAM data. Top: 

prominent interactions identified by SLICE for a 3.7 Mb region around the Mycn locus (work of A. Scialdone, 

Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). Middle: positions of genes from UCSC and TADs from 

published Hi-C data (Dixon et al., 2012). Bottom matrix shows normalized linkage disequilibrium from the 

mESC-400 dataset. 

To explore the relationship between SLICE predicted interactions and raw GAM co-

segregation frequency in a more systematic manner, I compared the detection frequencies and 

co-segregation frequencies of interacting and non-interacting locus pairs at different 

distances. As observed for normalized linkage disequilibrium (Figure 4.7), SLICE predictions 

do not seem to be overly affected by locus detection frequency, as the distribution of 
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detection frequencies is remarkably similar regardless of whether or not loci are interacting at 

a given genomic distance. Instead, both interacting and non-interacting loci tend to be 

detected in around 30 NPs (Figure 5.6 top). As expected, interacting locus pairs co-segregate 

more frequently in the same NPs than their non-interacting counterparts. Loci interacting at a 

genomic separation of 1 Mb are found together in 15 NPs on average (i.e. around half of the 

NPs that contain each individual locus) whereas non-interacting loci at a genomic separation 

of 1 Mb are found together in 9 NPs on average (so they are found together less than one 

third of the time; Figure 5.6 bottom). 

Interestingly, the difference between interacting and non-interacting pairs of loci is larger 

when the pairs are separated by greater genomic distances. For example, locus pairs 

interacting at a distance of 10 Mb are found together in 10 NPs on average, whereas non-

interacting pairs at the same genomic separation are found together in only 5 NPs (a twofold 

difference; Figure 5.6). This highlights the fact that locus pairs separated by short genomic 

distances are frequently co-segregated in the same NP, simply due to their proximity on the 

linear genome. It is therefore easier to identify prominent interactions between loci separated 

by large genomic distances than for those which are close in the genome, since the 

background co-segregation frequency decreases with increasing genomic separation. 

Distinguishing between interacting and non-interacting loci at closer genomic distances 

requires larger GAM datasets (Appendix, Figure S2.2). 
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Figure 5.6 Interacting loci identified by SLICE have higher co-segregation frequencies than the average 

for their genomic separation. Top: detection frequency of 30 kb windows scored as having any prominent 

interactions with windows separated by 1, 10 or 30 Mb (grey) or not interacting at those distances (white). 

Bottom: co-segregation frequency of pairs of 30 kb windows interacting at distances of 1, 10 or 30 Mb (grey) or 

for pairs of windows separated by the same distances but not interacting (white). SLICE interactions identified 

by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 

5.2.2 Prominent interactions identified by SLICE are enriched for 

interactions between active genes and enhancers 

Since we are interested in the relationship between 3D genome organization and gene 

regulation, we decided to explore how many prominent interactions detected in the mESC-

400 dataset overlap genes. I divided all autosomal 30 kb windows into those that overlapped 

a gene (genic windows) and those that did not (intergenic windows). Whilst 43% of 
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autosomal 30 kb windows overlapped a gene (36 thousand of 82 thousand total), 71% of 

prominent interactions identified by SLICE involved a window overlapping a gene (7 million 

of 10 million total interactions). If prominent interactions were randomly distributed then 

67.5% of the interactions would be expected to involve a window overlapping a gene, so 71% 

represents a small enrichment. Both genic and intergenic 30 kb windows were involved in 

100-300 different interactions on average (Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7 Most 30 kb windows are involved in hundreds of interactions regardless of whether they 

overlap genes. Bar graphs show the number of interactions identified by SLICE per 30 kb window, divided into 

those which do not overlap any gene (left, light grey) and those which overlap at least one gene (right, dark 

grey). SLICE interactions identified by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 

Long-range interactions made by genomic regulatory elements such as enhancers are 

important for gene expression regulation. Enhancers in mESCs are generally DNase 

hypersensitive, acetylated on H3K27 (a histone modification correlated with both active 

genes and enhancers) and bound by high levels of pluripotency transcription factors Oct4, 

Sox2 or Nanog (Whyte et al., 2013). To examine long-range interactions made by putative 

enhancers, we plotted the interactions predicted by SLICE alongside known enhancer 

markers, published mESC enhancer positions (Whyte et al., 2013) and published Hi-C data 

(Dixon et al., 2012). A 6 Mb example locus is shown in Figure 5.8. Indeed, the SLICE-

identified interactions between elements in this large region often involve 30 kb windows 
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overlapping published enhancers and/or chromatin features predictive of enhancer activity. 

For example, the region from 30.5 to 31.0 Mb shows an unusually high occupancy of Nanog 

and Oct4, and SLICE identifies many prominent internal interactions in this region indicating 

that it interacts specifically and preferentially with itself (Figure 5.8). 

 

Figure 5.8 SLICE analysis identifies long-range interactions within the Oct4 locus. Top matrix: interactions 

identified by SLICE for a 6 Mb region upstream of Oct4 at 30 kb resolution (work of A. Scialdone, Nicodemi 

Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). UCSC tracks show binding of pluripotency transcription factors 

Sox2, Nanog and Oct4 (dark green), chromatin architecture protein CTCF (light green) and position of histone 

mark H3K27ac (blue) from published mESCs ChIP-seq data. Grey track shows published DNase-seq data. 

Purple rectangles give positions of putative mESC enhancers, and black rectangles positions of published 

topologically associating domains. Bottom matrix shows Hi-C ligation frequencies from a published mESC 

dataset. References for all published data given in Methods (Table 2.1). 
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To explore the interactions made by active genes and regulatory elements in a more 

systematic way, I reclassified all autosomal genomic windows according to whether they 

overlapped active genes, inactive genes or putative enhancer elements. A published mRNA-

seq dataset (Brookes et al., 2012) was used to classify genes as active or inactive based on the 

sequenced fragments per kilobase per million reads (FPKM), a commonly used measure of 

relative transcript abundance in analysis of mRNA-seq data (Trapnell et al., 2009). Genes 

with an FPKM greater than 1 were classified as active, whereas genes with an FPKM less 

than 0.01 were classified as inactive (Hebenstreit et al., 2011). Windows overlapping genes 

of intermediate expression (i.e. FPKM greater than 0.01 but lower than 1) were ignored. I 

used a published list of putative enhancers, identified by co-occupancy of Oct4, Sox2 and 

Nanog (Whyte et al., 2013) to classify windows likely to overlap regulatory elements. This 

list may contain both ‘active’ and ‘poised’ enhancers since H3K27ac was not used to 

discriminate these two populations (Creyghton et al., 2010). Windows overlapping neither 

genes (of any expression level) nor enhancers were classified as intergenic. Windows were 

permitted to belong to more than one category (e.g. if they overlapped both active genes and 

enhancers). The full classification is given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Numbers of 30 kb windows overlapping different genomic 
features 

Category Number of windows % of 30 kb windows 

Active gene 18,744 23 

Inactive gene 7490 9 

Enhancer 8687 11 

Intergenic 42,874 52 

Unclassified* 8979 11 
*Unclassified windows are those which overlap only genes with intermediate expression (FPKM > 0.01 & < 1). 
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Intergenic windows were by far the most common, representing nearly twice as many 30 kb 

windows as the active gene category (43 thousand vs. 19 thousand respectively, out of 82 

thousand total; Table 5.1). SLICE identified many prominent interactions involving windows 

in all four categories (active, enhancer, inactive, intergenic). However, windows overlapping 

active genes or enhancer elements were involved in a larger number of interactions per 

window (281 and 278, respectively) than windows overlapping inactive genes or intergenic 

windows (249 and 240, respectively). Interestingly, the interactions identified by SLICE span 

large genomic distances, in many cases extending over tens of megabases. Interactions 

involving all four classes of window showed similar distance distributions (Figure 5.10). 

 

Figure 5.9 30 kb windows overlapping active genes, inactive genes or enhancers are involved in many 

prominent interactions. Bar graph height shows number of 30 kb windows in each category. The heights of the 

split bars give the number of 30 kb windows for which SLICE identifies 0 interactions, 1-100 interactions, 101-

200 or more than 201 interactions. SLICE interactions identified by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di 

Napoli Federico II, Italy). 
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Figure 5.10 Prominent interactions made by all window classes span large genomic distances. Bar graph 

height shows the total number of interactions identified by SLICE for 30 kb windows in each category. Bar 

graph splits show the number of interactions spanning less than 30 Mb, 30-60 Mb, 60-90 Mb or more than 90 

Mb. SLICE interactions identified by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 

To explore whether interactions between active genes and enhancer elements are enriched in 

the interactions detected by SLICE from the mESC-400 dataset, I performed a permutation 

analysis that takes account of the frequencies of each window class across the genome as well 

as their relative distances from one another. I randomly shuffled the positions of interactions 

identified by SLICE 500 times, whilst maintaining their distance distribution and the number 

of interactions on each chromosome. I then compared the number of interactions connecting 

30 kb windows of the four different classes between the shuffled and observed datasets. 

Random permutation of interaction positions gives an estimate of random expectation e.g. the 

number of interactions between active genes expected by chance alone, and does so in a way 

that accounts for confounding factors like the tendency for active genes to cluster on the 

linear genome. Since I perform this shuffling multiple times, I could also check the different 

classes for significant enrichment or depletion by asking whether the observed count exceeds 

or falls short of all shuffled counts across 500 permutations. 
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The results of the permutation analysis show that interactions identified by SLICE are 

significantly enriched for interactions connecting two windows overlapping active genes, two 

windows overlapping enhancer elements or connecting a window overlapping an active gene 

with a window overlapping an enhancer (Figure 5.11). There is also a significant enrichment 

for interactions between windows overlapping enhancers and windows overlapping inactive 

genes, which might be caused by the inclusion of some poised enhancers in the putative 

enhancer list (Whyte et al., 2013; Creyghton et al., 2010). Conversely, SLICE predictions are 

depleted for interactions connecting two intergenic regions or connecting intergenic regions 

and windows overlapping inactive genes. This indicates that intergenic regions interact less 

frequently with other chromatin regions, that the interactions made by intergenic regions are 

less specific, or that they interact at distances greater than 100 nm (i.e. above the distance on 

which the current SLICE analysis was focused). Reassuringly, interactions between 

intergenic regions and enhancers, or between pairs of inactive genes, are found almost 

exactly as often in the real data as in the shuffled datasets (Figure 5.11), consistent with 

previous reports that inactive genes make few specific contacts in mESCs (de Wit et al., 

2013). 
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Figure 5.11 SLICE predicted interactions are enriched for interactions between windows overlapping 

active genes and/or enhancer elements. Numbers indicate the interactions made between 30 kb windows in 

different categories. The length of each bar shows the observed number of interactions divided by the expected 

number (from 500 random permutations). Significantly enriched categories of interaction are indicated in red, 

significantly depleted in blue and not significantly different in grey. SLICE interactions identified by A. 

Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 

One possible confounding factor in this analysis is that the different classes of genomic 

features are not mutually exclusive. For example, around 3 thousand windows overlap both 

an active gene and an enhancer (Table 5.2). Some of the enrichment observed for interactions 

between windows in these two classes could therefore be an artefact of the overlap. For 

example, even if interactions were formed exclusively between active genes and enhancers, 

we might still observe an enrichment of active/active or enhancer/enhancer interactions 

simply because at 30 kb resolution many windows overlap both these features. I therefore 

repeated the analysis and excluded any windows which overlapped more than one genomic 

feature (e.g. both an active gene and an inactive gene; Table 5.2). 
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Table 5.2 Numbers of 30 kb windows overlapping genomic features, 
excluding multiple overlaps 

Category Number of 30 kb windows % of 30 kb windows 

Active gene only 14,822 18 

Enhancer only 4853 6 

Inactive gene only 6581 8 

Intergenic 42,874 52 

Excluded: active gene & enhancer 3402 4 

Excluded: all other combinations 909 1 

 

The results of this more stringent analysis are very similar (Figure 5.12). The only notable 

change is that the enrichment for interactions between enhancer elements is decreased, 

indicating that some of this enrichment might be driven by co-localization of active genes 

that happen to have nearby enhancers. 

 

Figure 5.12 The pattern of enrichment for interactions between different features is robust to the removal 

of overlapping features. As for Figure 5.11 except categories of window are mutually exclusive (such that 30 

kb windows overlapping both active and inactive genes are not counted). SLICE interactions identified by A. 

Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 
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An alternative approach to scoring interactions between functional genomic features would 

be to score interactions between windows bound by different protein complexes. A number of 

proteins and protein complexes have been associated with long-range chromatin interactions 

including cohesin (Hadjur et al., 2009; Zuin et al., 2013), CTCF (Holwerda & de Laat, 2013; 

Rao et al., 2014), Mediator (Muto et al., 2014; Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013) and the 

Polycomb complexes PRC1 and PRC2 (Bantignies et al., 2011; Vieux-Rochas et al., 2015). 

To test whether the interactions identified by SLICE might be enriched for binding of any of 

these protein complexes, I used published genomic binding positions of CTCF and Mediator 

as determined by ChIP-seq (Kagey et al., 2010). The genomic localization of Polycomb 

complexes was carried out by T. Rito and E. Torlai (our laboratory) who used a published 

peak calling algorithm (Xing et al., 2012) to identify local enrichment of H3K27me3 (as a 

proxy for binding of Polycomb proteins) from a published dataset (Mikkelsen et al., 2007). 

To simplify the analysis, I chose not to study cohesin separately as 94% of cohesin-bound 

sites are co-occupied by either CTCF or Mediator in mESCs (Kagey et al., 2010). I then 

reclassified all autosomal 30 kb windows according to their overlap with these peaks and 

recalculated the enrichment analysis. 30 kb windows not overlapping any of these marks 

were classified as unmarked. 
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Figure 5.13 Prominent interactions are also enriched among windows bound by Mediator complex. The 

length of each bar gives the observed number of interactions between 30 kb windows overlapping binding peaks 

of Mediator, CTCF or H3K27me3 divided by the expected number (as obtained from 500 random 

permutations). Significantly enriched categories of interaction are indicated in red, significantly depleted in blue 

and not significantly different in grey. SLICE interactions identified by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università 

di Napoli Federico II, Italy). H3K27me3 peaks detected by T. Rito and E. Torlai (our laboratory). 

Consistent with the chromatin organizing roles assigned to these elements in the literature, 

interactions identified by SLICE are enriched for all combinations of windows occupied by 

CTCF, Mediator or H3K27me3. Unexpectedly, the enrichment analysis reveals a slight 

preference for interactions between windows bound by Mediator complex as the enrichment 

detected between windows containing CTCF sites and between windows bound by Polycomb 

proteins is marginally weaker (Figure 5.13). In light of published conformation capture data, 

CTCF binding might have been expected to be the most strongly enriched protein involved in 

forming specific interactions.  

Similarly, a number of studies have reported long-range interactions between Polycomb 

bound elements in mESCs. It is also striking that we detect a higher enrichment for 

interactions connecting Polycomb bound regions with Mediator bound regions than for 
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interactions between two Polycomb bound regions. The enrichment for interactions between 

Mediator bound elements is as strong as those found for active genes and enhancers. It is 

therefore important to note that only 28% of the 30 kb windows overlapping active genes also 

overlap a peak of Mediator binding, whereas 40% of active gene windows overlap a peak of 

CTCF binding. This implies that the enrichments found for windows overlapping active 

genes and enhancers do not explain the enrichment for interactions between windows 

occupied by candidate mediators of chromatin contacts. 

As expected, we detect a depletion of interactions between windows not overlapping any 

marks, and neither enrichment nor depletion of interactions between unmarked and 

H3K27me3 marked windows. We observe a small yet significant enrichment for interactions 

between unmarked windows and windows overlapping either Mediator or CTCF peaks. This 

small enrichment could be due to cohesin bound at Mediator or CTCF sites interacting with 

the 6% of cohesin binding sites not also bound by Mediator or CTCF. 

5.2.3 A preference for interactions between active genes and enhancers 

can also be identified from raw GAM data 

In order to test whether the patterns of enrichment identified so far could be an artefact of the 

SLICE analysis, we decided to attempt to replicate these broad enrichment patterns using a 

simpler approach. Instead of trying to identify pairs of loci that significantly exceed the 

expected co-segregation frequency for their genomic distance, we decided to perform the 

same enrichments analysis using the pairs of loci with the top 5% normalized linkage score at 

each genomic distance. 

The top 5% of contacts from GAM normalized linkage disequilibrium matrices show a 

similar pattern of enrichment for windows overlapping active genes, inactive genes, 

enhancers or intergenic windows (Figure 5.14) to those obtained from SLICE predictions 
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(Figure 5.11). Although patterns are similar, the enrichments detected are of a smaller 

magnitude. For example, contacts between two windows overlapping active genes are 

overrepresented by 17% in the top 5% of contacts by normalized linkage disequilibrium 

compared to an overrepresentation of 49% in interactions identified by SLICE. The other 

difference is that contacts between inactive genes and intergenic regions are no longer scored 

as significantly depleted compared to random expectation, an interesting result that suggests 

the power and utility of SLICE when applied to GAM data for identifying potentially leading 

interactions and discriminating these from bystander interactions and random background. 

Importantly, the results of this analysis allow us to be confident that the over-representation 

of contacts between active genes and enhancer elements in GAM matrices is a real feature of 

the raw data and not an artefact of the specific statistical treatment used for the SLICE 

analysis. 

 

Figure 5.14 Windows in the active and enhancer categories are also enriched among the top 5% 

interactions in raw GAM data. Bar graph shows the number of window pairs in each category with a 

normalized linkage disequilibrium in the top 5% for all window pairs at the same genomic separation, divided 

by the expected number from 500 random permutations. Significantly enriched categories are coloured red, 

significantly depleted in blue and not significantly different in grey.  
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5.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, we identified non-random intra-chromosomal interactions at 30 kb resolution 

in mESCs. These interactions represent pairs of 30 kb windows which are found together in 

the same NP significantly more often than would be expected by chance, given their genomic 

separation. To identify potential drivers of these interactions, we explored whether interacting 

genomic regions are enriched for particular genomic features and find that they preferentially 

occur between windows overlapping active genes, between windows overlapping enhancers 

and between windows overlapping active genes and windows overlapping enhancers. We 

also find that interactions can span very large genomic distances (many tens of megabases). 

We investigate the location of these interactions with respect to the binding sites of known or 

hypothesised chromatin architecture proteins or complexes; namely CTCF, Mediator 

complex and regions marked by the Polycomb associated histone modification H3K27me3. 

We find that the localization of these proteins/histone marks in mESCs do not explain the 

overrepresentation of interactions between active genes and enhancers. 

The enrichment of interactions between active genes and enhancers fits well with a large 

body of literature suggesting that one function of specific looping interactions is to facilitate 

communication between enhancers and their genomic targets. These types of looping 

interactions have been previously observed by DNA FISH (Sayegh et al., 2005), 3C (Tolhuis 

et al., 2002), ChIA-PET (Li et al., 2012; Kieffer-Kwon et al., 2013) and high-resolution Hi-C 

(Rao et al., 2014). Early work on transcription factories suggested that active genes might 

make specific interactions with one another (Pombo et al., 1999), and indeed such 

interactions have been observed in both high-throughput experiments (Zhang et al., 2013; 

Schoenfelder et al., 2015) and by DNA FISH microscopy (Schoenfelder et al., 2010). Spatial 

clustering between enhancer elements has been described by aggregate analysis of Hi-C data 

(Ing-Simmons et al., 2015), but remains relatively unstudied compared to enhancer-promoter 
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and gene-gene interactions. It has recently become clear that single genes can have multiple 

enhancers (Harmston & Lenhard, 2013), raising the possibility that spatial association 

between enhancers is related to the regulation of target genes. Two key models are that 

enhancers interact indirectly via independent interactions with their target gene, or that 

enhancer clustering allows multiple enhancer elements to act synergistically as a single 

regulatory entity (i.e. they cluster regardless of whether the target gene is simultaneously 

present). Resolution of these two possibilities will require experiments that can identify 

interactions between multiple genomic elements simultaneously – such as DNA FISH or 

larger-scale GAM experiments with several thousand NPs. 

In this chapter, a simple statistical model was used to identify pairs of loci found in the same 

NP more frequently than expected by chance at each genomic distance. The sensitivity with 

which SLICE identifies prominent interactions could be improved by extending the model to 

incorporate other known features of genome architecture. For example, the current model 

assumes that non-interacting loci are randomly distributed in a sphere whose radius is 

dependent on their genomic distance. Future developments of SLICE could include additional 

spatial restraints for loci associated with the nuclear lamina, e.g. by modelling them as 

randomly distributed over the inner surface of the nucleus and/or over the outer surface of 

nucleoli. A parallel extension to the model could explicitly consider the shapes of 

chromosome territories when estimating distributions of non-interacting loci, as territory 

shape can differ between different chromosomes (Khalil et al., 2007).  

Collecting a larger number of NPs would allow us to explore interactions at higher resolution 

and might help to distinguish “direct” interactions from “bystander” interactions. Direct 

interactions are those which involve two genomic loci specifically tethered together by a 

molecule or complex (e.g. a protein or a non-coding RNA), whereas bystander interactions 

involve two genomic loci held in close proximity but not bound to a molecule that connects 
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them. When two protein binding sites are directly interacting they bring nearby genomic 

regions into close proximity. This generates bystander interactions that are weaker than the 

direct interaction and decrease rapidly as distance to the direct interaction increases, leading 

to the appearance of an interaction “peak” centred on the directly interacting protein binding 

sites. 

This feature has been observed in high depth Hi-C matrices with more than 1 billion 

sequenced reads each, where it was used to detect putative direct looping interactions at 

kilobase resolution (Rao et al., 2014). Loops connecting two boundaries of the same TAD 

occurred particularly frequently and were dubbed “corner loops” (Figure 5.15). There are two 

drawbacks to this approach. First, it is unclear whether shared recruitment to a large nuclear 

compartment (like a splicing speckle) should constitute a direct interaction. If so, these 

interactions are unlikely to yield sharp peaks in contact matrices and may be missed. Second, 

two genomic regions which are only close in space because of a nearby interaction may still 

functionally affect each other. For example, it is possible that an enhancer recruited to the 

promoter of one gene may also activate expression of a second promoter close to the first 

with which it does not directly interact. 

 

Figure 5.15 “Corner loops” identified by high resolution Hi-C. Two examples of TADs found on 

chromosome 8 of the human lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878. The TAD on the left displays a prominent 

above-background interaction between the two TAD boundaries (a “corner loop”). No such interaction is found 

for the TAD on the right. Data from Rao et al., 2014 replotted using the Juicebox program. 
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Future updates to the SLICE model combined with larger collections of NPs could use the 

presence of local peaks to separate direct interactions from bystander interactions. This 

approach could also improve the accuracy with which we estimate probabilities of interaction 

between loci. SLICE uses three parameters determine the expected co-segregation frequency 

of a single pair of loci: the distance distribution of the locus pair when they are not interacting 

(d), the distance distribution of the locus pair when they are interacting (dI), and the fraction 

of alleles in the interacting state across the cell population (Pi). For analyses discussed in this 

thesis, we extracted Pi values by separately estimating d for each chromosome using the 

GAM data and by setting a fixed value for dI (100 nm). With higher-resolution matrices, it 

might be possible to estimate the interaction distance dI directly using the shape of the 

interaction peak. Two loci which are interacting at a close distance might be expected to 

show a sharp interaction peak, whereas loci interacting at a greater distance (e.g. at a splicing 

speckle or other large structure; Shopland et al., 2003; Ching et al., 2013) would be expected 

to have a shallower peak of interactions. Fitting the intensity and the gradient of the peak 

simultaneously could allow simultaneous extraction of both Pi and dI. 
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6 Moving beyond pairwise interactions in the study of 

chromatin organization 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous three chapters we presented GAM, a new method for investigating chromatin 

topology. We showed that GAM can reproduce large-scale features of chromatin folding, first 

identified by Hi-C, and that it can be used to identify prominent, above-background 

interactions between pairs of loci at 30 kb resolution. In this chapter, we introduce three 

additional and independent aspects of chromatin topology that can be measured by GAM but 

not by current 3C-based methods. The first is the formation of simultaneous three-way 

contacts, the second is chromatin volume of genomic loci and the third is radial positioning. 

Chromosome Conformation Capture measures the ligation frequency between the 

overhanging ends of different restriction fragments (Dekker et al., 2002). Each fragment has 

only two ends, and therefore can be involved in a maximum of two ligation events. In 

practice, ligation events are generally detected in a pairwise fashion, such that each fragment 

is assigned only a single partner. This means that almost all conformation capture datasets are 

unable to detect the simultaneous association of more than two DNA loci in the same cell. 

Such simultaneous contacts may be an important aspect of the underlying biology; in recent 

years it has become clear that single genes can have multiple enhancers, but we still do not 

know if these enhancers act independently or synergistically, nor to what extent they make 

simultaneous contacts with their target genes.  

The inability to capture simultaneous interactions also presents a problem for interpreting 

genome-wide maps of pairwise contacts (Figure 6.1). As an example, Rao et al., (2014) 

identified that adjacent “corner loops” (Figure 5.15) can be connected to each other by larger 
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looping interactions and termed this phenomenon “transitive loops”. They hypothesise that 

these transitive loops represent three or more domain boundaries contacting each other 

simultaneously (Figure 6.2). However, with only pairwise contact measurements, it is 

impossible to distinguish the case where the three boundaries are simultaneously interacting 

from the case where the three boundaries form pairwise contacts independently in different 

cells (Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1 Overlapping pairwise contacts can be caused by independent or simultaneous interactions. 

When interactions are measured in a pairwise fashion and plotted as a matrix, the pattern can indicate that all 

pairwise combinations of three genomic regions are interacting (left). This can be interpreted as a simultaneous 

interaction between the three regions but is also consistent with independent pairwise events or a complex mix 

of these two possible cases. 
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Figure 6.2 High resolution Hi-C can detect overlapping pairwise contacts. The three pairwise combinations 

of contacts between three TAD boundaries are detected as interacting in the human lymphoblastoid cell line 

GM12878, in a phenomenon termed “transitive loops”. Note that the contact between the most distant 

boundaries has a weaker intensity than the two contacts at closer proximity. Data taken from Rao et al., 2014 

and replotted using the Juicebox software. 

Ligation can only connect each DNA fragment end with one other partner. Nevertheless, it 

has been argued that this limitation of 3C-based methods can be overcome by sequencing 

ligation “concatamers”. These are DNA molecules consisting of many restriction fragments 

ligated together. When sequenced using the longest possible reads, concatamers can allow the 

measurement of two ligation partners for each restriction fragment. To date, only two studies 

have been published which sequence concatamers and both found that ligation products with 

three fragments represented around one percent of the total (Sexton et al., 2012; Ay et al., 

2015). Ay et al., (2015) also examined four-fragment products and found that they 

represented less than 0.05% of the total. Neither study found the same three fragments in 

more than one concatamer, indicating the high complexity of these libraries and the depth of 
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sequencing that would be required to identify a simultaneous three- or four-way interaction 

above background frequencies. Even if changes to 3C-based protocols can enable efficient 

concatamer formation and identification, it is not clear that these methods will yield 

quantitatively interpretable information about the multiplicity of chromatin contacts 

(O’Sullivan et al., 2013). 

GAM is unique among genome-wide techniques for measuring chromatin interactions in that 

it allows quantitative measurement of interaction multiplicity, provided sufficient numbers of 

NPs can be sequenced (Figure 5.2). When overlapping pairwise interactions between three 

regions, A, B and C, are observed in a GAM contact matrix, it is possible to determine the 

number of times A, B and C are all found in the same NP, and then to compare this to the 

number of NPs containing the independent pairs AB, AC or BC alone. This can be done 

within the statistical framework of the SLICE model, which enables robust and quantitative 

identification of simultaneous interactions between three or more regions by using the 

average co-segregation of genomic regions at different distances to create a background 

model (Appendix Figure S1.5). 

Specific contacts between genomic regions are not the only feature of three dimensional 

chromatin organization with potential relevance for gene expression. Many studies have 

linked gene expression and active transcription to decompaction of the chromatin fibre. 

Single locus studies have shown that chromatin has a tendency to increase in volume on up-

regulation of transcriptional activity (Chambeyron & Bickmore, 2004). Although no previous 

work has been able to show a global correlation between transcription level and the volume 

occupied by a region of chromatin, overexpression of the nucleosome binding protein NSBP1 

has been shown to cause global chromatin decondensation and up-regulation of around 2000 

genes in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Rochman et al., 2009). 
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The molecular mechanisms governing the compaction state of chromatin fibres are still 

unclear. Histone acetylation can decompact chromatin in vitro (Gavazzo et al., 1997; 

Shogren-Knaak et al., 2006), but in vivo loss of H4K16 acetylation does not alter chromatin 

compaction in mESCs (Taylor et al., 2013). Conversely, transcriptionally repressive 

complexes appear to have a compacting effect on chromatin; the Polycomb complex PRC1 

has been linked to chromatin compaction both in vitro and in vivo (Francis et al., 2004; 

Eskeland et al., 2010) and the linker histone HP1 can compact chromatin fibres in vitro 

(Hizume et al., 2005). Whether transcription lies upstream or downstream of chromatin 

compaction likewise remains an open question, though recent research has shown that it is 

possible to decompact chromatin without activating transcription (Therizols et al., 2014). 

There are a number of genome-wide techniques available which measure open chromatin, 

such as DNase-seq (Song & Crawford, 2010) and ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2013). These 

methods assess the accessibility of chromatinized DNA to a given enzyme, which is linked to 

chromatin compaction, but can also be affected by protein occupancy and the size of the 

enzyme in question. GAM measures the frequency with which genomic loci are found in a 

collection of NPs, which in turn depends on the volume that locus occupies in the nucleus. 

GAM therefore offers a more direct measure of compaction as genomic regions with a larger 

volume will be intersected more frequently and found in a greater number of NPs (Figure 

6.10).  

One additional important aspect of chromatin positioning in the nucleus is the radial position 

of genomic loci. A number of studies have shown an imperfect correlation between 

positioning at the nuclear periphery and transcriptional repression (Takizawa et al., 2008). In 

human and mouse cells, direct association with the nuclear lamina occurs in large (0.1-1 Mb) 

lamina-associated domains (LADs) that are depleted of active genes. Ectopic recruitment to 
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the lamina can repress transcription in some cases (Reddy et al., 2008; Finlan et al., 2008; 

Harr et al., 2015), but not others (Kumaran & Spector, 2008). 

A crosstalk between chromatin compaction and radial position has also been suggested as 

targeted chromatin decompaction can lead to repositioning of a locus away from the 

periphery (Therizols et al., 2014) and compaction has even been proposed as a direct driver 

of peripheral positioning through entropic effects (Cook & Marenduzzo, 2009). Interactions 

with the nuclear lamina can be measured by expression of bacterial Dam methylase fused to 

either Lamin-A or Emerin (DamID; Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010; Amendola & Steensel, 2015) 

but a method for simultaneously measuring peripheral and central radial positioning genome-

wide has been lacking. GAM captures the presence or absence of genomic regions over a 

collection of NPs. Since NPs are sectioned in random orientations, some will originate from 

more apical position and capture a greater fraction of peripheral chromatin than NPs 

intersecting the nucleus equatorially. The frequency at which a genomic locus is found in 

peripheral versus equatorial NPs, can therefore be used as a general measure of radial 

position (Figure 6.12; Branco et al., 2008). 

6.1.1 Aims 

In this chapter, I first investigate three-way interactions between topologically associating 

domains. I perform an enrichment analysis to identify features of TADs correlating with 

triplet formation and find that highly-transcribed TADs and TADs overlapping super-

enhancers are overrepresented whilst lowly-transcribed TADs are underrepresented. I show 

that lowly-transcribed TADs are likely to be positioned at the nuclear lamina, and that such 

positioning may constrain nearby TADs from participating in triplet or higher-multiplicity 

interactions.  
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I then move on to explore whether locus volume as measured by GAM data provides 

evidence for a genome-wide relationship between transcription and chromatin compaction in 

mESCs. Finally, I show that radial positioning of chromosomes can be extracted from GAM 

data and discuss how this may help dissect the relationship between peripheral positioning 

and enhancer clustering in the future. 

Calculation of pairwise Pi values at 40kb, identification of candidate triplet TADs and 

calculation of mean Pi3 values for candidate triplet TADs were performed by A. Scialdone 

and M. Nicodemi (Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). Distances between TADs and 

LADs were calculated by M. Schueler (our laboratory). 
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Identifying highest-confidence three-way chromatin interactions 

from GAM data 

We wanted to extend our analysis of specific contacts from pairwise to three-way 

interactions. Increasing the multiplicity of the interactions from pairwise to three-way or from 

three-way to four-way interactions introduces an additional degree of freedom and therefore 

requires a larger dataset to reach the same statistical power. In the previous chapters, we 

showed that the mESC-400 dataset contains sufficient NPs to detect pairwise interactions at 

30 kb resolution, and it was clear that a compromise in genomic resolution would be 

necessary to explore three-way or higher multiplicity interactions with the present dataset. As 

a proof of principle, we decided to focus on simultaneous three-way (triplet) interactions. 

To detect triplet interactions we needed to perform the analysis at a lower resolution. We 

decided to use published TADs (Dixon et al., 2012), which are thought to represent an 

intermediate level of chromatin organization at genomic length scales of 500 kb to 1 Mb. We 

reasoned that this was likely to be a more biologically relevant approach to identifying triplet 

interactions at low resolution than using regular but arbitrary genomic windows (e.g. 

windows of exactly 500 kb or 1 Mb). Power analysis using the statistical framework of the 

SLICE model indicated that 408 NPs ought to be sufficient for detecting triplet interactions at 

the resolution of individual TADs (Appendix section S2.3). 

We began by identifying the sets of three TADs most likely to interact as a simultaneous 

triplet. A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) calculated the 

average three-way probability of interaction (Pi3) between smaller genomic windows making 

up each TAD, using 40 kb windows for this purpose to directly match the resolution of 

published TAD boundaries. If two TADs span x and y 40 kb windows, the Pi between the 
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two TADs can be thought of as a 2D matrix of size x by y. The Pi3 between these two and a 

third TAD spanning z 40 kb windows can therefore be thought of as a 3D matrix of size x by 

y by z (Figure 6.3).  

 

Figure 6.3 Strategy for identifying TADs interacting in simultaneous triplets. Candidate TAD triplets are 

selected based on the presence of pairwise interactions identified by SLICE at 40 kb resolution. Three-way co-

segregation matrices are then calculated between all 40 kb windows in the three TADs. SLICE converts three-

way co-segregation to Pi3 at each point, and the mean Pi3 is used as a measure of the propensity of the three 

TADs to interact as a triplet. 

One strategy for identifying the most likely triplet-forming TADs would have been to rank all 

possible sets of three TADs on the same chromosome by taking the mean Pi3 of each 3D 

matrix. This is an extremely computationally intensive analysis, so we reasoned that three 

TADs A, B and C involved in a strong triplet interaction should display pairwise interactions 

identified by SLICE at 40 kb between all possible TAD pairs (AB, BC, AC; Figure 6.3). Of 

the 5 million possible combinations of three TADs on the same chromosome, 3.4 million had 

prominent interactions in all pairwise combinations at 40 kb resolution and were selected as 
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candidate TAD triplets. The mean Pi3 for each candidate triplet was calculated by A. 

Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy) and we then selected the 

top 5% of candidate triplets as those most likely to interact as a simultaneous triplet (Figure 

6.4). 

 

Figure 6.4 Triplet TADs in the top 5% are the most likely to interact as a simultaneous triplet. The mean 

Pi3 (or TAD triplet interaction score) of 3.4 million candidate TAD triplets is plotted against the rank of that 

TAD triplet (blue line). Dashed red line gives the threshold identifying those TAD triplets most likely to interact 

simultaneously. 

6.2.2 Highly-transcribed TADs or TADs overlapping super-enhancers are 

most likely to form simultaneous triplet interactions 

Since pairwise interactions between active genes were highly over-represented in analyses at 

30 kb, we wanted to investigate whether similar interactions between transcribed regions 

might contribute to the formation of TAD triplets. Most TADs overlap at least one active 

gene, so we decided instead to classify all TADs based on their level of transcriptional 

activity. We used the average coverage of a published mESC global run-on sequencing 

(GRO-seq) dataset over each 30 kb window for this purpose (Min et al., 2011). GRO-seq 

detects the genomic location of engaged RNA Polymerases in isolated nuclei by allowing a 
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short burst of in vitro transcription in the presence of bromouridine 5′-triphosphate (BrUTP). 

The BrUTP labelled, newly synthesized RNA is then immunoprecipitated, sequenced and 

mapped to reveal the genomic density of engaged RNA polymerases. Thus, GRO-seq gives a 

more unbiased measure of transcriptional activity than other types of RNA-seq which instead 

measure steady state RNA levels. 

TADs were classified as lowly-transcribed if they were in the bottom 25% by mean GRO-seq 

coverage, medium-transcribed if they were between the 25th and 75th percentile and highly-

transcribed if they were in the top 25% by GRO-seq coverage (Figure 6.5). Active enhancers 

were also highly enriched in our analysis of pairwise interactions at 30 kb, so we wanted to 

examine whether these regulatory elements might also be involved in formation of TAD 

triplets. Most TADs contain at least one predicted mESC enhancer so we focused instead on 

those enhancers with the highest occupancy of lineage-specific transcription factors, which 

have been variously identified as “stretch”, “strong” or “super” enhancers (SEs; Pott & Lieb, 

2015). Published mESC SEs have been identified as regions co-bound by three pluripotency 

transcription factors Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog that have the highest levels of Mediator binding 

(Whyte et al., 2013). We classified TADs overlapping these published SEs as SE TADs. 
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Figure 6.5 Classification of TADs based on their overlap with super-enhancers and/or their GRO-seq 

coverage. Boxplots show the mean depth of a published GRO-seq dataset (Min et al., 2011) over TADs in the 

bottom 25% of GRO-seq coverage (low transcription), middle 50% (medium transcription) or top 25% (high 

transcription) or TADs overlapping a super-enhancer (SE; Whyte et al., 2013). 

Having classified TADs according to their transcriptional activity or their overlap with super-

enhancers, we next wanted to test whether any specific types of TAD were enriched among 

those most likely to interact in triplets. To answer this question, I randomized the positions of 

triplets on the same chromosome 500 times and compared the number of triplets falling into 

different categories between the real and the permutated datasets. This analysis revealed a 

strong enrichment for simultaneous three-way interactions formed between SE TADs, and a 

similar enrichment for triplets of highly-transcribed TADs, or indeed for all combinations of 

highly-transcribed TADs and SE TADs. Other combinations of medium, high and/or SE 

TADs are also significantly enriched to varying degrees. In contrast, triplet categories 

including one or more lowly-transcribed TAD are significantly depleted (Figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6.6 Triplet interactions are enriched for highly-transcribed and SE TADs, but depleted for lowly-

transcribed TADs. Numbers indicate top 5% triplet TADs falling in different categories. Lengths of each bar 

show the observed number of triplet TADs divided by the expected number (from 500 random permutations). 

Significantly enriched triplet TAD categories are indicated in red and significantly depleted categories in blue. 

Candidate TADs and TAD triplet interaction scores were calculated by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università 

di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 

One example of a triplet interaction between three SE TADs spans a 35 Mb region of 

chromosome 1 (Figure 6.7). The pairwise interactions identified by SLICE across this region 

occur in relatively large patches, whose boundaries often correspond to published TAD 

boundaries. This provides some support for our initial choice of TADs as potential units of 

higher-order contacts. However, it is also noticeable that many of the patches of pairwise 

interactions span two adjacent TADs. This is potentially a consequence of the absence of a 

precise definition for TADs, whose median size can vary from 185 kb (Rao et al., 2014) to 
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880 kb (Dixon et al., 2012), depending on the study. The example region shown in Figure 6.7 

contains mainly low or medium-transcribed TADs, but it does not appear to be the case that 

the highly-transcribed or SE TADs contact one another indiscriminately. For example, there 

is a pair of SE TADs at 137 Mb that are not involved in any triplet interactions within the 

region at all. Interestingly, these two non-interacting SE TADs are immediately adjacent to a 

lowly-transcribed TAD (Figure 6.7). 
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Figure 6.7 Example of a triplet interaction between three SE TADs. Central matrix shows pairwise 

interactions identified by SLICE at 40 kb resolution. Coloured bars underneath show the positions of highly-

transcribed (orange), medium-transcribed (grey) or lowly-transcribed (blue) TADs and TADs overlapping 

super-enhancers (purple). Zoomed panels above show pairwise interactions between three SE TADs that form a 

TAD triplet. UCSC tracks below show the positions of all non-adjacent top 5% TAD triplets within the region. 

Interactions computed by A. Scialdone (Nicodemi Lab, Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy). 
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6.2.3 Proximity to the nuclear lamina is anti-correlated with the ability of a 

TAD to participate in triplet interactions. 

Since lowly-transcribed TADs are not enriched for triplet interactions, we wondered whether 

they might be recruited to the nuclear lamina. Positioning of TADs at the nuclear periphery 

would reduce the surface area available for the formation of inter-TAD contacts. Since higher 

multiplicity contacts presumably require a greater surface area, this might have a 

disproportionate effect on the ability of a TAD to participate in triplet interactions. We started 

by comparing the overlap of our different categories of TAD with previously published 

mESC lamina-associated domains (LADs; Figure 6.8; Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 6.8 TADs lowly-transcribed in mESCs are far more likely to overlap LADs. Bar graph shows the 

proportion of lowly-transcribed, medium-transcribed, highly-transcribed and SE TADs which overlap published 

lamina-associated domains (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010) by more than 50% (dark grey), 1-50% (medium grey) or 

not at all (light grey). 

TADs in the bottom 25% by mean GRO-seq coverage (lowly-transcribed TADs) show a 

surprisingly high overlap with lamina-associated domains – 87% of lowly-transcribed TADs 

overlap at least part of a lamina-associated domain, compared to 12% and 21% of highly-

transcribed and SE TADs respectively (Figure 6.8). This result provides a possible 

explanation for the observed depletion of lowly-transcribed TADs among triplet TAD 

interactions as the lamina may reduce the surface area available for formation of high-

multiplicity interactions. Alternatively, if these high-multiplicity interactions occur 

preferentially towards the centre of the nucleus, lamina association might restrain certain 
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TADs from accessing interaction partners. If either of these hypotheses were correct, we 

would predict that SE or highly-transcribed TADs positioned close to the lamina should form 

fewer triplet contacts. To assess whether this prediction is borne out in the data, we ranked 

each TAD based on the number of different triplet interactions they participated in. We then 

plotted the distribution of lamina association for highly-transcribed or SE TADs in the top 

(involved in the most triplet interactions) and bottom (involved in the least triplet 

interactions) 15% (Figure 6.9). 

 

Figure 6.9 Highly-transcribed TADs or TADs containing super-enhancers have a weaker propensity to 

form triplet interactions if they are located at or near the lamina. Bars show the proportion TADs 

overlapping a lamina-associated domain (darkest shading), within 100 kb of a lamina-associated domain 

(medium shading) or more than 100 kb from the nearest lamina-associated domain (lightest shading). Red bars 

give the proportions for highly-transcribed or SE TADs that are in the top 15% by number of different TADs 

formed, blue bars for the bottom 15%. 

The results of this analysis show that the propensity for SE TADs to form triplet interactions 

depends on their separation from the lamina. Only 7% of the top 15% most triplet-forming 

SE TADs overlap a lamina-associated domain, compared to 36% of the bottom 15% least 

triplet-forming SE TADs. The pattern is slightly more complicated for highly-transcribed 

TADs. In this case, a similar fraction of TADs overlap lamina-associated domains for both 

the most and least triplet-forming 15%. However, there is a large difference in the fraction of 

highly-transcribed TADs which are within 100kb of a lamina-associated domain (9% for the 

most triplet-forming compared to 22% for the least triplet-forming; Figure 6.9). This could 
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indicate that lamina association restrains not only individual TADs from forming triplet 

contacts but also their neighbours, which fits with a model where higher-multiplicity contacts 

are generally active and more centrally positioned. This analysis is of course only correlative 

and therefore the effect could be explained by the reverse causality, i.e. formation of more 

central triplet contacts restrains TADs from interacting with the lamina. Alternatively, the 

effect could be driven by independent correlations of both triplet formation and lamina 

association with a third factor such as chromatin compaction. 

6.2.4 Transcriptional activity correlates with chromatin decompaction 

We next wanted to explore two additional features of chromatin organization that can be 

measured by exploiting unique stereological features of GAM. Firstly, we thought that it 

should be possible to measure chromatin compaction from a GAM dataset. Decompacted 

regions of chromatin will, by definition, either occupy a greater nuclear volume or adopt a 

more elongated conformation. The frequency at which two genomic loci of the same linear 

genomic size are intersected in a population of NPs may therefore differ if they have different 

levels of chromatin compaction. Highly compact loci should be intersected less frequently, 

whilst highly de-condensed loci should be intersected more frequently (Figure 6.10). This 

implies that the detection frequency of a genomic window can be used as a measure of its 

volume. 
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Figure 6.10 Decompacted loci are expected to be found in NPs more frequently than compacted loci. The 

red and blue loci represent genomic regions of identical genomic length. Chromatin at the blue locus is highly 

compacted and occupies a low nuclear volume, whilst chromatin at the red locus is decompacted and occupies a 

higher nuclear volume. The red locus is therefore intersected more frequently by NPs than the blue locus. 

Previous work has suggested that open chromatin is more transcriptionally active than 

compact chromatin. If detection frequency in a GAM dataset is a measure of compaction, we 

should then see a positive correlation between detection frequency and transcriptional 

activity. We divided all autosomal 30 kb windows into four equal groups according to their 

detection frequency and found a clear positive relationship between detection frequency and 

GRO-seq read coverage, demonstrating a genome-wide correlation between chromatin 

volume and transcriptional activity (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.11 Detection frequency is a proxy for chromatin compaction and correlates with transcriptional 

activity genome-wide. Boxplots give the mean depth of coverage from a published mESC GRO-seq dataset 

(Min et al., 2011) over 30 kb windows, divided into four equal groups depending on the number of NPs each 30 

kb window is detected in. 

6.2.5 GAM can estimate chromosome radial positions 

The second additional feature of chromatin organization that can be estimated by GAM is 

radial position. GAM measures the presence or absence of genomic loci across a population 

of NPs. Since those NPs are collected at random orientations, some NPs will intersect nuclei 

close to the equatorial plane (equatorial NPs) and will therefore have the largest volumes and 

the lowest proportion of peripheral chromatin. In contrast, NPs intersecting nuclei close to the 

periphery (apical NPs) will have the lowest volumes and the highest proportion of peripheral 

chromatin (Figure 6.12). We can thus predict that the collection of NPs containing a 

peripherally positioned locus should have a lower average volume, since they are more likely 

to be apically positioned than the collection of NPs containing a centrally positioned locus. If 
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we could measure the volume of each NP, we could use the average “positive” NP volume 

for each locus as a measure of radial position. 

 

Figure 6.12 NPs containing a higher nuclear volume are expected to intersect centrally positioned loci 

more frequently than NPs with a lower volume. The red and blue loci represent genomic regions of identical 

size, but the blue locus is preferentially positioned at the nuclear periphery whilst the red locus is preferentially 

positioned at the centre of the nucleus. Equatorial NPs intersect the red locus more frequently than the blue, and 

contain a larger nuclear volume. Apical NPs intersect the blue locus more frequently than the red, and contain a 

smaller nuclear volume. 

We reasoned that NPs with a large volume would contain a large amount of chromatin, such 

that the number of genomic windows covered by sequencing reads could be used as an 

approximate measure of the volume of the original NP (and therefore of its relative 

apical/equatorial positioning). Applying this principle, we predicted that loci found 

preferentially in NPs with a high genomic coverage are more centrally positioned than those 

found preferentially in NPs with low genomic coverage. We tested this prediction by plotting 

the published radial position of five chromosomes in mESCs against the percentage of the 

genome covered in NPs containing those chromosomes. We find a strong negative correlation 

indicating that the average size of NPs containing a locus can be used as a measure of radial 

position, at least at the resolution of whole chromosomes with the mESC-400 dataset (Figure 
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6.13). Future analyses with larger GAM datasets and matched FISH experiments will be 

needed to explore the precision of this approach in more detail. 

 

Figure 6.13 Average percentage of genome covered by NPs intersecting a chromosome is a measure of 

that chromosome’s radial position. The median published radial position of five autosomal chromosomes in 

mESCs (x-axis; Mayer et al., 2005) is plotted against the mean percentage of the genome covered by NPs which 

intersect that chromosome (y-axis). 
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6.3 Discussion 

In this chapter we used the mESC-400 GAM dataset to investigate aspects of chromatin 

architecture that are not accessible by Hi-C. We began by examining contacts made by whole 

TADs, and identified triplets of TADs that are most likely to form simultaneous three-way 

interactions. As for pairwise interactions, we find that triplet interactions are most likely to 

form between the most highly-transcribed TADs and TADs containing regulatory elements 

with an especially high occupancy of pluripotency transcription factors (super-enhancers). 

We further find that triplet interactions between lowly-transcribed TADs are under-

represented in our dataset. Hypothesising that the under-representation of lowly-transcribed 

TADs might be a result of TAD recruitment to the nuclear lamina, we show that these lowly-

transcribed TADs indeed show a strong overlap with published lamina-associated domains. 

Surprisingly, we uncover a negative correlation between lamina association and formation of 

TAD triplets even for highly-transcribed and super-enhancer TADs, suggesting that the 

arrangements of these TADs in the nuclear space is in some sense a balance between 

peripheral and central localization.  

We next demonstrate the potential for estimating chromatin compaction and radial 

positioning of genomic loci from GAM datasets. We identify a genome-wide correlation 

between locus detection frequency in NPs and active transcription, consistent with the idea 

that the detection frequency of a given locus across a population of NPs can be used as a 

measure of its compaction. Finally, we show that the average genomic coverage of NPs 

containing a chromosome correlates with the radial position of that chromosome, providing a 

way to measure locus radial position from GAM data. Importantly, and in addition to 

comparisons with Hi-C, the analysis of chromatin compaction and radial positioning provides 

independent validation that the relatively small mESC-400 dataset is accurately capturing 

mESC chromatin topology. 
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6.3.1 Model for chromatin organization in mouse ESCs 

Based on the results of our analysis of the mESC-400 GAM dataset, we propose a model of 

chromatin organization in mESCs where the chromatin fibre is organized into topologically 

associating domains (TADs) which make preferential contacts in the nucleus according to 

their local transcription level and modulated by spatial constraints such as their association 

with the nuclear lamina (Figure 6.14). TADs that contain few transcriptionally active 

elements are recruited to the nuclear periphery, whilst TADs that are highly-transcribed form 

multiple simultaneous interactions with other highly-transcribed TADs and/or TADs 

containing high-occupancy enhancers. These different interactions appear to be mutually 

antagonistic, such that a super-enhancer in a TAD bordered by lamina-associated domains is 

restrained close to the periphery and is less able to participate in high-multiplicity contacts. 

The nuclear periphery may not be entirely repressive, for example interaction with 

nucleoporins has the potential to activate transcription (Kalverda et al., 2010), so it is also 

possible that highly-transcribed TADs partially overlapping lamina-associated domains are in 

fact positioned at nuclear pores. At a smaller scale, the interactions occurring at distances of 

<100 nm both within and between TADs are nucleated by active genes and enhancer 

elements. 
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Figure 6.14 Model for chromatin organization in mESCs. Highly-transcribed TADs or TADs overlapping 

regulatory elements highly occupied by pluripotency transcription factors form interacting clusters in mESC 

nuclei. Lowly-transcribed TADs form lamina-associated domains preferentially positioned at the nuclear 

periphery, and restrain nearby SE/highly-transcribed TADs from participating in more central active chromatin 

clusters. Interactions of < 100 nm within or between TADs are nucleated by active genes and enhancer 

elements. 

Many highly-transcribed or SE TADs participate in a number of different triplet interactions, 

often involving many different combinations of a few partners (Figure 6.7). This implies that 

the elements involved are not interacting in triplets, but rather in larger clusters of active 

TADs and regulatory elements. Clustering of regulatory regions in the nuclei of mESCs has 

been previously observed in live-cell imaging (Figure 6.15). In a recent paper from the Tjian 

laboratory, the pluripotency transcription factor Sox2 was fused to a fluorescent reporter and 

imaged in live mESCs (Liu et al., 2014). By examining the dynamics of single Sox2 

molecules it was possible to distinguish chromatin-bound from freely diffusing Sox2, and 

thereby localize Sox2-bound chromatin in single live cells. Unexpectedly, the authors found 

significant nuclear clustering of Sox2-bound elements in mESCs, which we hypothesise 
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corresponds to the multiple simultaneous interactions we observe between TADs containing 

especially high levels of pluripotency transcription factors (including Sox2).  

 

Figure 6.15 Nuclear clustering of chromatin-bound Sox2 observed in live-cell imaging experiments. The 

pluripotency transcription factor Sox2 was fused to a HaloTag and expressed in mESC. Single molecule 

labelling and imaging of the HaloTag was carried out and positions of Sox2 single molecules bound to 

chromatin (resident in the same location for more than 3 seconds) are shown for a single mESC nucleus. Each 

Sox2 localization event is coloured according to the number of other Sox2 molecules in close proximity. Image 

reproduced from Liu et al., 2014. 

Whilst the clustering observed in these live cell experiments is striking, the experimental 

design does not allow for identification of the individual clustered elements in a sequence-

specific manner. Indeed, it seems clear from this data that not all Sox2 bound regions 

participate in larger Sox2 clusters, in fact the majority of Sox2 binding events seem to be 

more evenly distributed within the nucleus whilst clustered Sox2 sites are a relative minority. 
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The advantage of GAM is that we are able to directly identify genomic regions which are 

most likely to be involved in the formation of high multiplicity interactions where many loci 

contact each other simultaneously. We hypothesise that the super-enhancer containing TADs 

that form large numbers of distinct triplets correspond to the genomic regions involved in 

these Sox2 nuclear clusters, whilst those SE TADs that form few triplets correspond to the 

more evenly distributed, less clustered Sox2 bound sites observed in live-cell imaging. This 

hypothesis is currently being tested in our laboratory by performing a DNA FISH experiment 

where 10-20 of the SE TADs forming the greatest numbers of triplets are labelled in one 

colour and an identical number of SE TADs forming the least triplet interactions are labelled 

in another colour. Our model predicts that the most triplet-forming SE TADs should be more 

clustered than the least triplet-forming SE TADs. We also predict that the most triplet-

forming TADs may be positioned more centrally, whilst the least triplet-forming TADs may 

be closer to the nuclear periphery. 

6.3.2 Measuring chromatin compaction from GAM datasets 

We demonstrate that the detection frequency of individual loci correlates with transcriptional 

activity, as expected if detection frequency is a measure of chromatin compaction. However, 

the detection frequency of a single locus also has a probabilistic component. The mean 

detection frequency of all mappable 30 kb windows in the mESC-400 dataset is 26.5 NPs, 

and if the detection frequencies of individual loci were purely probabilistic they would be 

binomially distributed with upper and lower quartiles of 23 and 30 NPs respectively. We 

observe detection frequencies with upper and lower quartiles of 22 NPs and 31 NPs 

indicating that the distribution is almost binomial and that probabilistic variation dominates 

variation due to chromatin compaction. In other words, the mESC-400 dataset allows us to 

look for general correlates of chromatin compaction, but does not allow us to assess the 

compaction of individual loci with great accuracy. 
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Larger GAM datasets containing 2000 or more NPs would significantly reduce the 

probabilistic variability and increase the accuracy with which detection frequency measures 

chromatin compaction. This additional power would allow more detailed interrogation of the 

relationship between chromatin compaction and transcription. For example, comparisons 

between two large GAM datasets across time points in differentiation, or before and after 

drug treatment, could address the extent to which up-regulated or down-regulated 

transcription is associated with increased or decreased chromatin compaction. Importantly, 

this additional information could also be incorporated into the SLICE model to improve the 

identification of loci interacting at above-background frequencies. Currently SLICE assumes 

that all genomic loci occupy the same volume, but this parameter could be tuned on a locus-

by-locus basis dependent upon the detection frequency. 

The biggest advantage of such large GAM datasets would be the potential to mine them for 

single-cell correlations. For example, the question of whether genes are more or less compact 

when in contact with their enhancers could be investigated with a sufficiently large collection 

of NPs. The detection frequency of genomic loci would not be suitable for this purpose, but 

there are other measures of chromatin compaction that could be applied using much larger 

datasets. One of these is the compaction profile approach that has been used to study 

chromatin compaction in Hi-C experiments. The compaction profile is the probability of two 

genomic loci contacting each other, plotted against their genomic separation. The exponent of 

the resulting curve gives an estimate of compaction (Barbieri et al., 2012). The same 

approach can be applied to GAM data by plotting the probability of two loci being found in 

the same NP against their genomic separation. In this way, we could plot the probability of 

two points in a long gene being found in the same NP against their genomic separation, and 

we could do so separately for NPs which also contained the enhancer compared to NPs which 

did not. If two regions of the same gene were less likely to appear together in NPs that also 
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contain the enhancer, we could then conclude that the gene was in a more open state when in 

contact with its enhancer. 

6.3.3 Measuring radial position from GAM datasets 

We demonstrate that the radial position of whole chromosomes is strongly correlated with the 

average genomic coverage of NPs containing each chromosome. Systematic investigation of 

the radial position of smaller genomic elements (e.g. 30 kb windows) would be needed to 

confirm that this correlation holds true at smaller genomic scales. As discussed above in 

regard to chromatin compaction, smaller scales are prone to greater probabilistic variation, so 

it is likely that larger GAM datasets would be needed to measure relative radial position 

accurately for smaller genomic regions in a manner compatible with the extraction of single-

cell correlations. Previous work has suggested the existence of specific interactions between 

Polycomb-repressed genes (Denholtz et al., 2013; Vieux-Rochas et al., 2015), and the PRC2-

associated histone mark H3K27me3 is enriched in lamina-associated domains (Guelen et al., 

2008). It would therefore be interesting to investigate whether Polycomb repressed genes 

have the same spatial partners when they are peripherally positioned compared to when they 

are centrally positioned. This could be achieved by comparing the co-segregation frequencies 

of Polycomb-repressed genes in small (apical) NPs compared to large (equatorial) NPs. 

Genome coverage may not be the best measure of NP size for inferring radial positioning in 

future GAM experiments. Equatorial NPs intersect a greater volume of the nucleus than 

apical NPs, which we assume will equate to equatorial NPs containing a greater quantity of 

chromatin. However, the relationship between NP volume and chromatin content may be 

distorted, as chromatin is not evenly distributed throughout the nucleus. For example, apical 

NPs may be more likely to intersect densely compacted heterochromatin, whereas equatorial 

NPs may be more likely to intersect nucleoli, which are mostly composed of 
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ribonucleoproteins and have low chromatin content. The use of inbred mouse cell lines may 

also have a confounding effect, as equatorial NPs may be more likely to contain two 

homologous alleles that cannot be distinguished from sequencing data. This is unlikely to be 

a significant problem as homolog pairs tend not to associate with one another (Khalil et al., 

2007), and would not affect datasets collected from hybrid mice or patient samples, where 

homologous alleles are generally distinguishable through their unique genomic variants. 

More detailed analyses of radial position would also benefit from direct microscopy 

measurements of NP dimensions taken before or during the laser microdissection step. 
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7 Discussion 

7.1 Summary 

We have presented Genome Architecture Mapping (GAM), a new method for investigating 

chromatin topology. GAM measures the frequency with which two genomic regions are 

found in the same thin nuclear slice and uses this to infer their nuclear proximity. We 

implement GAM by laser microdissecting individual NPs from fixed cryosections (Figure 

3.1) and show that that DNA can be extracted from these NPs by whole genome 

amplification and Illumina sequencing (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.5). We develop a computational 

method that identifies genomic regions present in the original NP from Illumina sequencing 

data (Figure 3.11) and show that 500,000 mapped reads per NP are sufficient to score 

genomic regions as present or absent at 30 kb resolution (Figure 3.15). 

We collected 471 NPs from mESCs and show that setting a conservative threshold to discard 

NPs with a low percentage of mapped reads identifies 408 of the best quality NPs for further 

analysis (Figure 4.3). The detection of positive windows in these NPs at 30 kb resolution is 

not strongly affected by amplification or mapping biases (Figure 4.8) and probabilistic 

variation in the number of times each window is detected across the dataset can be corrected 

by calculating the normalized linkage disequilibrium (Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7). Genome-wide 

intrachromosomal GAM contact matrices confirm published large-scale principles of 

chromosome folding and independently verify the existence of PCA compartments (Figure 

4.13) and TADs (Figure 4.14) with a ligation-free method. 

We applied SLICE, a statistical model developed by our collaborators M. Nicodemi and A. 

Scialdone (Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy), to the GAM dataset and identified pairs of 

loci likely to be interacting specifically at 30 kb resolution, finding that these interactions are 
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enriched for contacts between active genes, between enhancers and between active genes and 

enhancers (Figure 5.11). We also find an overrepresentation of Mediator and cohesin binding 

sites and of regions marked by deposition of H3K27me3, a marker for Polycomb binding 

(Figure 5.13). 

We used the SLICE model to identify sets of three TADs most likely to form simultaneous 

three-way interactions (triplets) and show that these triplet interactions are enriched among 

TADs that overlap super-enhancers or TADs that are highly-transcribed (Figure 6.6). 

Interestingly, we find that TADs overlapping or close to lamina-associated domains are less 

likely to interact as triplets (Figure 6.9), and may therefore be restrained at the nuclear 

periphery, with reduced access to centrally-located triplet interactions. Finally, we show that 

the same GAM dataset can also be used to measure chromatin compaction of individual loci 

(Figure 6.11) and radial positions of whole chromosomes (Figure 6.13). 

In this section, I discuss the implications of these results and explore the future prospects for 

improvement or adaptation of the GAM methodology. 

7.2 Interactions between enhancers and target genes 

Enhancers are thought to regulate their target genes by making specific looping interactions 

and contacting gene promoters, but the prevalence of such enhancer-promoter looping 

interactions is currently debated. Studies specifically targeting enhancer-promoter 

interactions have reported tens of thousands per cell type (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; 

Mifsud et al., 2015), consistent with a central role in gene expression regulation. On the other 

hand, Hi-C studies have identified TADs as the prominent feature of genome organization at 

the scales over which enhancer-promoter interactions are generally proposed to function. 

When examined by Hi-C, TADs contain few specific internal interactions. Instead, all regions 

inside the TAD contact all other intra-TAD regions with roughly equal likelihood (Rao et al., 
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2014). This is consistent with studies showing that reporter genes randomly integrated into 

the mouse genome show similar spatiotemporal expression profiles within large regions that 

do not cross TAD boundaries (Symmons et al., 2014). An alternate model of enhancer 

function proposes that enhancers contact essentially all regions within a TAD, and that 

enhancer-promoter specificity is a consequence of some promoters being refractory to a given 

enhancer, rather than specificity arising from differential looping. 

We identify above-background interactions between enhancers and active genes in mESCs 

(Figure 5.11). It is not currently possible to distinguish direct looping interactions as we do 

not fully separate direct interactions from bystander interactions. For example, an interaction 

between a promoter and an enhancer may bring the whole gene body into close proximity 

with the enhancer. If the gene spans multiple 30 kb windows, we would count one enhancer-

active gene interaction for each of those windows. Additionally, many enhancer-promoter 

looping interactions may take place at a sub-30 kb scale and would not be resolved by the 

current dataset. We detect TADs in the GAM dataset, but they are not as prominent a feature 

and they are less internally homogenous than they appear by Hi-C (Figure 4.14). Our data 

therefore supports the existence of specific contacts between enhancers and their target genes, 

in a manner partially constrained by the presence of TAD boundaries. 

7.2.1 Ultra-long distance interactions 

We identify interactions that link enhancers with promoters over large distances, up to the 

length of whole chromosomes (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.10). Long distance interactions between 

genes and regulatory elements have been identified previously, even occurring between 

elements on different chromosomes (Williams et al., 2010), but they are not thought to be 

widespread. GAM identifies many long-distance interactions. These interactions may occur 

when large genomic regions are recruited to nuclear landmarks (e.g. splicing speckles), 
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bringing regulatory elements into close proximity with active genes that they do not directly 

regulate. However, shared recruitment to splicing speckles is unlikely to be the sole factor 

underlying these long-range contacts since the current SLICE model is specifically tuned to 

detect interactions at <100 nm. Other possible explanations are more compatible with 

interactions at a distance of <100 nm, including shared recruitment to transcription factories 

(Pombo et al., 1999; Schoenfelder et al., 2010) or transcription factor mediated interactions 

in an active chromatin hub (de Laat & Grosveld, 2003; de Wit et al., 2013). 

Alternatively, the association of large active regions with splicing speckles might establish 

non-random partnering of TADs distant on the linear genome, whilst the <100 nm 

interactions detected by SLICE represent gene-gene and gene-enhancer interactions occurring 

between these pre-positioned TADs. A larger collection of NPs, accompanied by 

improvements to the SLICE model to distinguish bystander from direct interactions at a range 

of interaction distances (Section 0), would help to distinguish whether long-range gene-gene 

and gene-enhancer interactions drive the folding of larger megabase-sized regions or vice 

versa.  

7.2.2 Simultaneous interactions of multiple super-enhancer TADs 

By applying the SLICE model to three-way co-segregation frequencies obtained by GAM, 

we are able to identify simultaneous triplet interactions between TADs. Strikingly, we find 

that interactions between three TADs all overlapping super-enhancers are the most 

overrepresented category of triplet. We also find triplet interactions between SE-TADs and 

highly-transcribed TADs, suggesting that genes simultaneously cluster with multiple super-

enhancers in mESC nuclei. mESC super-enhancers are highly-occupied by the pluripotency 

transcription factor Sox2 (Whyte et al., 2013) and clustering of chromatin bound Sox2 has 

been previously observed by live cell imaging of mESCs (Figure 6.15; Liu et al., 2014), 
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consistent with our data. This live-cell imaging study suggested that nuclear clustering of 

Sox2 creates high local concentrations of Sox2 transactivator domains and contributes 

directly to transcriptional activation of target genes. An alternative model has been proposed 

for shadow enhancers, multiple enhancers that regulate the same gene and drive overlapping 

patterns of gene expression. Single deletions of these enhancers may have little observable 

effect in normal lab settings, with strong effects only observed when development is stressed 

(Frankel et al., 2010) and so may confer robustness of gene expression rather than increasing 

transcriptional output per se. 

Exploring the biological relevance of long-range interactions involving multiple super-

enhancer TADs will be important for understanding gene expression regulation. These 

experiments will be challenging, as effects may be difficult to detect. Deletion of one mESC 

super-enhancer was found to affect the expression of only a single gene in cis (in this 

particular case that gene was Sox2; Li et al., 2014b). Our work and the work of others 

suggests that multiple super-enhancers may act redundantly via formation of nuclear clusters, 

so deletion of one specific super-enhancer might not perturb the expression of all regulated 

genes. Instead, the TAD containing the deletion may cease to be recruited to a super-enhancer 

cluster, changing the expression only of the regulated genes within that TAD. 

This alternative nuclear-cluster model for super-enhancer action makes three testable 

predictions. Firstly, the cis-Sox2 locus on the same chromosome as the deleted super-

enhancer should show reduced recruitment to nuclear super-enhancer clusters compared to 

the trans-Sox2 locus. Secondly, restoring association between the cis-Sox2 locus and these 

enhancer clusters (e.g. by targeted recruitment of a looping factor; Deng et al., 2012) should 

rescue expression of the cis-Sox2 gene. Finally, transcription of trans-Sox2 should be down-

regulated by disrupting the interaction with the SE cluster. This could be accomplished either 

by tethering a neighbouring TAD to the nuclear lamina, thereby restricting access of the 
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trans-Sox2 TAD to central enhancer clusters, or by induction of a double strand break in the 

trans-Sox2 TAD, which has been shown to disrupt endogenous interactions in a reversible 

manner (Fanucchi et al., 2013). 

7.2.3 Multiplicity and context of enhancer-gene interactions 

The mESC-400 dataset contains enough NPs to assess pairwise contacts at 30 kb resolution, 

or three-way contacts at 500 kb resolution (Appendix sections S2.2 and S2.3). We identify 

numerous pairwise contacts between windows overlapping enhancers and active genes at 30 

kb resolution, but the current dataset does not afford the statistical power to address two 

important questions.  

Firstly, we cannot yet distinguish whether it is exactly the enhancer sequence within a 30 kb 

window that is specifically interacting, nor can we identify the exact location of the 

interaction point (or points) in the target gene. Enhancer-promoter loops are well established, 

but contacts between distal regulatory regions and other parts of the gene may also have roles 

in transcriptional regulation. Promoters have been found to contact transcription termination 

sites in yeast (O’Sullivan et al., 2004), which is thought to promote recycling of RNA pol II 

to the promoter and increase the directionality of transcription. It is conceivable that distal 

regulatory elements could promote efficient termination by contacting the 3’ end of a gene, or 

alternatively enhance RNA pol II recycling by making simultaneous contacts with both 5’ 

and 3’ sequences. 

Secondly, we cannot yet establish the multiplicity of these interactions at resolutions of tens 

of kb or below. We find many interactions between active genes, raising the possibility that 

these interactions are taking place in the context of a transcription factory. Electron 

microscopy work suggests that we should expect around 8 transcriptional units (which could 

include both active genes and/or transcribed enhancers) to co-localize simultaneously if these 
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interactions are occurring at transcription factories (Pombo et al., 1999). It would also be of 

interest to determine whether groups of enhancers targeting the same gene contact that gene 

simultaneously. Some evidence suggests that multiple enhancers can activate gene 

transcription synergistically (Lam et al., 2015), raising the possibility of multiple 

simultaneous enhancer-promoter contacts, but this has not yet been studied systematically. 

The resolution of a GAM experiment (and the maximum number of regions that can be 

detected as interacting simultaneously) is primarily determined by the number of NPs. Larger 

collections of NPs will therefore be required to address these questions. 

7.3 Future developments of GAM 

7.3.1 Collection of larger datasets of NPs 

In this thesis I have presented a dataset of 400 NPs from mESCs, sufficient to study pairwise 

interactions between genomic loci at 30 kb resolution. Answering some of the most pressing 

questions relating to the cell-to-cell variability and multiplicity of enhancer-promoter and 

gene-gene interactions will require larger datasets, on the order of 2000-5000 NPs. 

Accumulating collections of NPs at the lower end of this range would be feasible but time 

consuming and expensive with the current protocol. Costs could be reduced by decreasing the 

volume of reagents used for each NP, whilst time constrains can be mitigated by automation 

using liquid handling systems. Unfortunately, these two developments are often at odds with 

one another since pipetting accuracy of robotic systems is much lower when smaller volumes 

are used. Single cell RNA-seq protocols have been developed that overcome these problems 

by carrying out library preparation in nanolitre-sized aqueous droplets (Macosko et al., 

2015). It would certainly be worth exploring whether these techniques could be applied to 

GAM, although they would require NPs to remain attached to the laser microdissection 

membrane until the isolated NPs can be sorted into droplets. 
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In the shorter term, one way to increase the throughput of GAM experiments would be to 

microdissect more than one NP into each PCR tube (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.4). In this way, it 

would be possible to reduce the cost and time demands of a GAM experiment by collecting 

say 300 tubes each with 2 NPs instead of 400 tubes with 1 NP. The feasibility of this 

approach can be tested by combining our 408 single-NP datasets into e.g. 204 double-NP 

datasets in silico and attempting to recalculate co-segregation matrices. Preliminary analyses 

indicate that this may reduce the number of tubes required to conduct a 30 kb resolution 

GAM experiment by 30-40% (not shown). 

7.3.2 Applying GAM to rare cell types 

Most genome-wide studies of 3D genome architecture have been carried out in primary cell 

lines, transformed cell lines or in vitro differentiation systems grown either in adherent 

culture or in suspension. We wish to understand how genome architecture influences human 

developmental disease, but whether these cell lines faithfully reproduce the characteristics (in 

particular the chromosome folding) of their in vivo counterparts is unknown. Ultimately, the 

most informative studies will explore the genome architecture of individual patients, and will 

do so by examining the cell populations most directly connected to disease state. 3C-based 

technologies are not easily applicable to disease-relevant tissues derived from individual 

patients, although pioneering work has used 4C-seq to identify enhancer-promoter 

interactions in pancreatic β-cells pooled from multiple donors (Pasquali et al., 2014). 

Unlike 3C-based methods, GAM can be easily and directly applied to small biopsy samples 

taken from individual patients. Tokuyasu sectioning of sucrose-embedded, formaldehyde 

fixed biopsy samples has been demonstrated previously, for example in a study of the 

enterocytes of patients with coeliac disease (Zimmer et al., 1995). Disease-relevant cells 

types often make up sub-populations of a complex tissue and can be extensively mixed with 
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other cell types, so a way to identify the cell type of interest under the laser microdissection 

microscope would be needed in order to apply GAM to these types of samples. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy can be used to identify cell sub-populations in ex vivo tissue 

samples (Figure 7.1). Although some optimization of cryoIF protocols may be required, 

cryoIF is likely to be compatible with DNA extraction from NPs and downstream GAM 

analysis since cryoIF can be combined with DNA FISH (Ferrai et al., 2010b) and therefore 

does not destroy the DNA content of sucrose-embedded sections. Contact matrices for well-

defined sub-populations of cells could then be generated by targeted laser microdissection. 

 

Figure 7.1 Immunofluorescence can identify disease-relevant cell populations in complex tissues. Midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons located in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the ventral tegmental area (VTA) 

are associated with a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders. The same regions also contain GABAergic neurons, 

but the two neuronal subpopulations can be distinguished by immunofluorescence microscopy against marker 

proteins. Dopaminergic neurons are marked by expression of Slc18a2 (A and B, red, top) whilst GABAergic 

neurons are marked by expression of Gad1 (A, green, middle) and/or Gad2 (B, green, middle). These markers 

(among others) could be used to identify dopaminergic neurons in cryosections from patients, allowing GAM 

contact matrices to be generated specific to this cell sub-type. Image adapted with modification from Tritsch et 

al., (2014). 
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7.3.3 Targeting GAM to specific regions 

GAM is a genome-wide method that measures the co-segregation frequencies of all loci 

against all others. In many cases, researchers are interested in the contacts made by specific 

genomic regions. As an example, recent genome-wide association studies have detected a 

genomic variant in a putative enhancer that is associated with high levels of plasma 

cholesterol (Musunuru et al., 2010). Follow-up studies investigating this variant in more 

detail might want to identify likely targets of this enhancer by examining the genes contacted 

by the enhancer in hepatocytes. The contacts made by a single genomic region correspond to 

one row or column of a GAM contact matrix. This row/column gives the number of times 

each window is found in the same NP as the target locus (at a given resolution). Therefore, by 

only isolating and sequencing NPs containing a locus of interest it would be possible to 

construct a targeted co-segregation experiment, yielding information analogous to a single 

row of a full GAM contact matrix.  

Collecting 100-200 NPs intersecting the target locus and sequencing them separately would 

preserve single-cell information about chromatin structure and allow calculation of pairwise 

and three- four-way contacts, as well as differential chromatin compaction or differential 

radial positioning of the locus of interest (see Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). It might also be 

possible to collect all 100 NPs into a single tube and sequence them together, massively 

reducing costs but only preserving pairwise contact frequencies. In order to isolate NPs 

intersecting a target locus, we would require a method for detecting specific loci in different 

NPs before sequencing library construction. Specific PCR could be used, but NPs containing 

the target locus could only be identified after WGA amplification, limiting the potential cost 

savings. DNA FISH could also be used, allowing NPs containing the locus to be identified at 

the laser microdissection stage. This would require optimization of the FISH protocol to 

minimize DNA damage caused by the harsh acid treatment. Alternatively, cells could be 
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transfected with a tagged dCas9 and one or more guide RNAs directed against the target 

locus. NPs containing the locus could then be identified by cryoIF against the tagged dCas9, 

which is potentially less damaging to endogenous DNA. The downside of this approach is 

that it requires transfection of target cells and might disrupt normal chromatin folding at the 

locus of interest. 

7.3.4 Targeting GAM to transcribed alleles 

Contacts between different chromatin regions can occur in only a small fraction of the cell 

population, making them relatively difficult to detect (Simonis et al., 2006). Interactions 

between regulatory regions and genes have been associated with increased transcription of 

the target gene in that sub-population of cells, leading to a variegated expression pattern 

(Noordermeer et al., 2011). Therefore genes might contact their regulatory regions at a much 

higher frequency in the sub-population of cells where the gene is actively transcribed than in 

the cell population as a whole. Identifying and isolating only NPs containing an actively 

transcribed allele of a target gene would allow GAM to exploit this principle and increase its 

power to detect potential regulatory regions.  

NPs containing actively transcribed alleles could be identified by RNA FISH directed against 

introns, thereby capturing the contacts made by the gene when it is active. Alternatively, 

MS2-binding step-loops could be genomically integrated into intron-encoding sections of the 

target gene, allowing identification of actively transcribed alleles by cryoIF against MS2 

protein. This technique would be analogous to RNA-TRAP (Section 1.3.1; Carter et al., 

2002). Simultaneous RNA/DNA FISH against the same gene could distinguish active and 

inactive alleles. Collecting NPs intersecting inactive or active alleles separately and 

comparing them would identify genomic regions that interact with the target gene specifically 
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when it is actively transcribed, and could be a powerful approach for identifying potential 

enhancers. 

7.3.5 Combining GAM with other single-cell technologies 

A number of single-cell technologies have been developed in the past few years that might be 

compatible with GAM. Probably the easiest to implement would be the analysis of DNA 

methylation status by bisulphite treatment of NPs prior to WGA amplification. Bisulphite 

sequencing has been successfully applied to single cells (Smallwood et al., 2014) and is 

compatible with light formaldehyde crosslinking of the type used in ChIP assays (Li & 

Tollefsbol, 2011). Consequently, there is a reasonable chance that some information about 

DNA methylation status could be extracted from single NPs. In the context of a full GAM 

experiment this might allow a comparison of chromatin interactions made by differentially 

methylated alleles. 

Treatment with a de novo GpC methyltransferase prior to bisulphite conversion could even 

allow nucleosome occupancy and methylome sequencing (NOME-seq) on single NPs, 

creating a rich dataset that could be mined for single-cell correlations between chromatin 

interactions, methylation and nucleosome occupancy. Another study has recently 

demonstrated simultaneous extraction of RNA and DNA from single cells (Dey et al., 2015). 

Improved versions of this protocol might be applicable to NPs (in particular NPs from 

unfixed cells; Section 1.4.5) allowing high-throughput dissection of contacts formed by 

transcribed versus silent alleles. 

7.3.6 Single-cell GAM 

The analysis presented in this thesis and the future adaptations discussed in this chapter rely 

on the assumption that sections are collected in random orientations with respect to the 

nucleus and are fully independent of one another. This means that each NP must be obtained 
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from a different nucleus. However, it is possible to collect serial cryosections from the same 

sucrose-embedded sample, and image processing software has been developed that can match 

nuclei across multiple consecutive sections (Vicidomini et al., 2008). It would be technically 

demanding, but not impossible, to collect a large number of consecutive NPs from the same 

nucleus. By sequencing these NPs it would be possible to precisely measure the positions of 

genomic regions along one equatorial/apical nuclear axis. This data would not be compatible 

with co-segregation analysis, but might provide sufficient spatial restraints to determine the 

chromatin conformation and nuclear position of each chromosome by the application of 

polymer modelling techniques. The resolution that could be obtained with such an 

experiment is an open question. 

In summary, the concept of Genome Architecture Mapping does not relate only to a single 

method. Rather, we hope that the results presented in this thesis provide a foundation for the 

development of GAM into a family of related techniques, each with unique and 

complementary applications in the study of nuclear organization and its relation to gene 

expression.
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Appendix 
 

The following appendix details the mathematical derivation of the SLICE model and outlines how it is 

applied to the mESC-400 GAM dataset to extract probabilities of interaction between pairs or triplets 

of loci. It shows how the SLICE model can be used as the basis for a statistical test, and how that test 

is used to identify the most prominently interacting pairs of loci. The material presented in this 

appendix is entirely the work of A. Scialdone and M. Nicodemi (Università di Napoli Federico II, Italy), 

with some input from A. Pombo and R. Beagrie. 
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1 The SLICE model

Chromosomal conformations are constantly changing in the cell nucleus and can vary

considerably both from cell to cell in a population and over time. Hence, population

averaged maps of spatial proximity between loci measure specific as well as random

contacts between distal sites. The nature of GAM data allows us to account for the

random background component of the co-segregation frequency in a quantitative way by

the application of statistical models. Here we illustrate a general framework and a first

simplified statistical method (SLICE) that we have developed to estimate the probabil-

ity of interaction (π) between all pairs of loci genome-wide from GAM co-segregation

frequencies.

SLICE explicitly considers that a given pair of loci can be (a) specifically interacting,

or (b) non-interacting (and thus randomly located) across the cell population of interest.

The co-segregation frequency of a locus pair observed in a collection of randomly-sectioned

nuclear profiles depends directly on the interaction state of the two loci (i.e. how fre-

quently they are interacting or non-interacting across the population). This means that

the expected proportions of nuclear profiles containing two loci, one locus or neither locus

can be analytically determined by mathematical analysis and expressed as a function of

π (see schematic in main text, Fig. 3a). SLICE then uses the predicted proportions of

nuclear profiles containing either zero, one or two loci to find the value of π which best

describes the experimental GAM data. By fitting the experimental data, π is derived as

the proportion of the cell population where the loci are in a state of direct interaction.

Mathematical modeling of the GAM data can also be exploited to find the most

significantly interacting loci and estimate GAM sensitivity. The SLICE method can be

extended to identify multivalent interactions, as shown in the last section of this document

for triplets of interacting loci.

1.1 Introduction

We introduced the SLICE (StatisticaL Inference of Co-sEgregation) model to extract

genome-wide interaction probabilities from GAM co-segregation data. Consider the case

where the GAM procedure is applied to N cells. From each cell a single “slice” or “nuclear

profile” (NP) is taken and put in a tube. For each tube, the GAM method provides

information on presence/absence of essentially all loci of a given genome: e.g., we know

whether tube k (for all k’s) includes a locus A, B, C or not. By collecting the statistics

of co-segregation of loci in the tubes, we can estimate their interaction probabilities via

a mathematical model.

We first focus on the statistics of occurrence of one locus and pairs of loci in a single

NP. We then derive their co-segregation statistics in tubes, introduce the corresponding

parameters and their estimation from GAM data. Finally, the last section is devoted to

the determination of the interaction probabilities of triplets of loci.
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1.2 Distribution of loci in a nuclear profile

a)

d

B
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directly interacting and

are found at an average 
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dI
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at a distance d I

d
dI

a) b)

Figure S1.1: Schematic representation of non-interacting loci A and B separated by

genomic distance d (a) and interacting loci A and B at interacting distance dI (b)

Let us consider two loci A and B. We suppose that they can be found in two possible

states (see Fig. S1.1): a) A and B do not interact directly with each other and are found

in the nucleus at an average distance, d; b) they interact directly (they are “tied”) and

are found at a much smaller distance, the interaction distance dI . To test such a scenario

against experimental data, we have to compute for each NP the probabilities:

- to find or not a single locus (v1, v0).

- to find 2, 1 or 0 loci of a couple of non-interacting (“untied”) loci (u2, u1, u0);

- to find 2, 1 or 0 loci of a couple of interacting (“tied”) loci (t2, t1, t0);

A schematic representation of each probability is shown in Fig. S1.2. Each of these

probabilities are functions of the NP and the locus positions. Since the NPs are taken

at random orientations and include both equatorial and apical sections, if we seek the

average number of NPs including, e.g., a pair of interacting loci, we must average the

value of t2 over all possible configurations of the NPs and the loci. The position of the

NP can be indicated by the coordinate z, i.e., by its distance from the equatorial plane

(see fig. S1.2.a).

In the paragraphs below, we discuss possible methods to calculate the averages (which

we will indicate with the symbol 〈...〉) of the probabilities listed above. Importantly, the

probabilities ti, ui, vi obey a set of normalization relations. For instance, as a locus must

be present in the nucleus, we can state that: v1 + v0 = 1. In the following sections, we

analyse in more detail each of the probabilities ti, ui, vi, and illustrate how they can be

estimated.

Single locus probability: v1, v0

For clarity, we first discuss the case where only a single locus is considered (see Fig. S1.2

top panel). We define:

- 〈v1〉 = probability that the locus is found in a NP

- 〈v0〉 = 1− 〈v1〉 = probability that the locus is not found in a NP
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Figure S1.2: (a) Schematic representation of the probabilities of finding a single locus in

nuclear profiles sectioned at random orientations. z is the distance of the NP from the

equatorial plane, h is the slice thickness and R the nuclear radius. A DNA locus can be

represented in our model by a sphere having a radius rb which depends on the considered

resolution b (see section 1.4 for a discussion on how the resolution b can be accounted for

in the model). (b) Probability of finding a pair of loci (interacting or non-interacting) in

a nuclear profile.

We can derive 〈v0〉 and 〈v1〉 from the geometric properties of the system. If the locus is

randomly located in the nucleus, 〈v1〉 = VNP/VNucleus, where VNucleus is the volume of the

nucleus and VNP the average volume of a NP. For the sake of simplicity, we approximate

the nuclear shape with a sphere, and consider first the case where all nuclei have a radius

R. Under these approximations, VNucleus is constant and equal to (4/3)πR3. Similarly,

the volume of a NP at height z can be computed in a sphere. The volume of a NP at

height z for h/R < 2 is:

VNP (z) =


VNucleus

[
3
4
h
R
− (z+h)3−z3

4R3

]
−h

2
≤ z ≤ (R− h)

VNucleus

[
3
4
R−z
R
− R3−z3

4R3

]
(R− h) ≤ z ≤ R

(1)
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with VNP (z) = VNP (−z − h) for symmetry reasons. By averaging over z, we obtain (see

fig. S1.3):

〈v1〉
(
h

R

)
=

h
R

2 + h
R

, 〈v0〉
(
h

R

)
= 1− 〈v1〉

(
h

R

)
=

2

2 + h
R

(2)

Note that 〈v1〉 and 〈v0〉 are functions of the ratio h/R. This is due to their scaling

properties: they remain unchanged if the radius and the slice thickness are scaled by the

same factor. It can be easily shown that equations (2) for the averages are valid for all

the values of h/R. In the more general case when the nuclei have different radii across the

sampled population, the previous eq.s can be easily generalized to include the probability

distribution of nuclear radii P (R). Alternatively, in a mean-field-like approximation [3],

the radius R in the eq.s (2) can be replaced by the average nuclear radius 〈R〉.

Estimation of average nuclear radius

The average nuclear radius can be estimated from the radii of the NPs. Indeed, when

NPs are randomly sampled from spherical nuclei with a radius R, the average NP radius

is equal to (π/4)R. From this equation, if we consider the case of nuclei with a generic

probability distribution of radii P (R), we obtain: 〈R〉 = (4/π)〈RNP 〉, where 〈R〉 is the

average nuclear radius.

0.3

3

30

0.001 0.01 0.1 1

!v
1
"[%

]

h/R

Figure S1.3: Average probability that the locus is found in a NP, 〈v1〉, as function of

the ratio between the slice thickness h and the nuclear radius R. In the present work,

the average nuclear radius is R = 4.5µm and the average width of a nuclear profile is

h = 0.22µm, so h/R ∼ 0.05.
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Two loci in a non-interacting state: ui probabilities

Let us consider now the case of two non-interacting loci. Under the current model, we

describe below the general equations for ui (note the normalisation condition: 〈u2+2u1+

u0〉 = 1).

Equations for ui - Let us assume that the relative vector distance of the two loci,
~d, has a probability distribution Φ(~d, ~θ), with ~θ being the parameters of the distribution.

The probability that two loci at a distance ~d co-segregate in the same NP at height z is:

u2(z, ~d) =

∫
~x1, ~x2∈VNP (z)

δ
(
~x1 − ~x2 − ~d

)
d ~x1d ~x2∫

~x1, ~x2∈VNucleus
δ
(
~x1 − ~x2 − ~d

)
d ~x1d ~x2

(3)

Then, 〈u2〉 is given by:

〈u2〉 =

∫
dz
∫
d(~d) Φ(~d, ~θ)u2(z, ~d)∫
dz
∫
d(~d)Φ(~d, ~θ)

(4)

The equations for u1 and u0 can be analogously derived. Depending on specific assump-

tions on Φ(~d, ~θ), the ui can be calculated analytically or by numerical methods (such as

Monte Carlo simulations). Below we show the calculation of ui in a simple specific case,

where a closed analytical form can be given.

Loci confined in a sphere - Consider the case where, within the nucleus, the

two non-interacting loci are randomly and independently located in a territory which

we consider here as a sphere of radius Rt. Under this assumption, the average distance

d between the two loci is proportional to Rt, therefore we can use the two parameters

interchangeably. For a pair of loci on different chromosomes, if we hypothesise that the

chromosomes are randomly positioned, the confinement sphere coincides with the nucleus.

For loci on the same chromosome such a sphere could be taken as a rough representation

of the chromosomal territory or as the fraction of nuclear volume proportional to the

DNA content of one chromosome.

Under the assumption that the centre of the territory has a random distance from the

nucleus centre, u2, u1, u0 can be calculated analytically. We discuss the calculation of u0
since u1 and u2 can be derived by similar procedures. u0 is the sum of two probabilities

(see Fig. S1.4):

〈u0〉 = 〈(1− wsphere)〉+ 〈wspherew0〉 (5)

where wsphere is the probability that the NP intersects the sphere where the loci are

confined, and w0 the probability that the loci are not included in the portion of the

sphere cut by the nuclear profile (see Fig. S1.4). These quantities must be averaged over

all the possible NPs and sphere locations.

The calculation of average wsphere is a generalization of the procedure followed above

for v1 (section 1.2):

〈wsphere〉
(
h

R
,
Rt

R

)
=

h
R

+ 2Rt

R
h
R

+ 2
(6)
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(1-wsphere)

+

wsphere w0

u0 =

Figure S1.4: Two non-interacting loci (red and green circles) are confined in a sphere

within the cell nucleus. The probability that a NP does not include either locus is the

sum of two terms: (1 − wsphere), i.e. the probability that the NP does not intersect the

sphere where the loci are (left panel), plus wspherew0, namely the probability that the NP

intersects the sphere multiplied by the probability that the loci are not in the portion of

the sphere included in the NP (right panel).

w0 can be calculated with the help of the analytic formula of 〈v20〉, i.e., the probability

that two loci randomly distributed in a sphere are not segregated in a given NP, again

by averaging over all the possible NPs/sphere positions. For h/R < 2/3, the result is:

〈wsphere·w0〉 =


52

Rt
R

35( h
R
+2)

if Rt

R
≤ h

2R

2240(
Rt
R

)7−1120(Rt
R

)6 h
R
+672(

Rt
R

)5( h
R
)2−140(Rt

R
)3( h

R
)4+42(

Rt
R

)2( h
R
)5−( h

R
)7

1120( h
R
+2)(

Rt
R

)6
otherwise

(7)

Since Rt ' d, the above equations can be re-written as function of the average non-

interacting distance d.

Note that when the confinement sphere coincides with the nucleus (Rt = R), i.e., the

two loci are randomly and independently distributed in the nucleus (as it can be approx-

imately true for non-interacting loci on different chromosomes), it can be shown that the

above equations for u2, u1, u0, as expected, become:

〈u0〉 = 〈v20〉, 〈u1〉 = 〈v1v0〉, 〈u2〉 = 〈v21〉 (8)

Estimation of the non-interaction distance d - The average value of the

non-interaction distance d is determined by complex factors such as the confinement

of the chromatin into territories, the interaction with other genomic loci and/or with

nuclear elements (e.g., membrane, nucleolus), and many more. While the SLICE model

is versatile enough to accommodate these complexities, the simplest approach would be

to assume that the nuclear positions of two loci on different chromosomes are random

and independent from each other (i.e., d ∼ R), whereas the average distance of loci on

the same chromosome scales with their genomic distance g according to the equation:

d = R
(
g
G

)1/3
, (where G is the size of the genome multiplied by the ploidy), which can

be derived by the assumption of an homogenous distribution of the genetic material in

the nucleus. The effect of confinement in the chromosome territory could be taken into

account by imposing a plateau of d when loci are above a certain genomic distance, as
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previously shown [1, 2].

In practice, however, this method of estimating d is probably too simplistic. Instead of

calculating the probabilities u2, u1, u0 for a particular d that is known a priori, we can

instead estimate them directly from the data, as we describe in the following paragraph.

Estimation of u2,u1,u0 from the co-segregation data - The average co-

segregation frequencies of pairs of loci at a given genomic distance can be used to estimate

u2, u1, u0 (see below section 1.5) under the assumption that the average interaction prob-

ability between loci at a fixed genomic distance is small, which is supported by our

analysis of GAM data (e.g., the average interaction probability of loci at a genomic dis-

tance of 1Mb is ∼ 7.5%). In order to account for differences between chromosomes due

to, e.g., different lengths, the u2, u1, u0 were estimated separately for each chromosome

(see Fig. S1.5; as discussed in section 1.5).

hu
2
i[%

]

hu
1
i[%

]

hu
0
i[%

]
Genomic distance [bp] Genomic distance [bp] Genomic distance [bp]

Figure S1.5: Co-segregation probabilities u2, u1, u0 for non-interacting loci estimated from

the data for chromosomes 1, 2 and 12 (see below section 1.5). Note that different chro-

mosomes have very similar values of ui’s.

Two loci in an interacting state: ti probabilities

Let’s now consider the case of two specifically interacting loci. We derive here the prob-

abilities ti (satisfying the normalisation condition 〈t2 + 2t1 + t0〉 = 1).

Equations and estimation of ti - Name ~dI the relative distance vector of the two

interacting loci and Ψ(~dI , ~θ) its probability distribution. The general equations for the

ti’s are similar to those used for the ui. Specific probability distributions, Ψ, can be

chosen for different cases. Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the ti’s with

fixed values of dI and different values of h (Fig. S1.6). Note that, for dI . h, the ti can

be well approximated by:

〈t2〉 ∼ 〈v1〉, 〈t1〉 ∼ 0, 〈t0〉 ∼ 〈v0〉 = 1− 〈v1〉 (9)
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Figure S1.6: The values of 〈t2〉, 〈t1〉, 〈t0〉 from Monte Carlo simulations are plotted as

function of dI/R, i.e., the ratio between the interaction distance and the nuclear radius,

for different values of h/R, h being the slice thickness. In the present study, h/R ∼ 0.05.

The dashed blue lines indicate the asymptotic values of 〈t2〉 and 〈t0〉 for small values of

dI/R corresponding to 〈v1〉 and 〈v0〉. The superimposed continuous lines are fits with

exponential functions.

1.3 Occurrence probability of pairs of loci in single nuclear pro-

files

States of loci in the nucleus

By using the results of the previous section, we now compute the statistics of the presence

of loci in an NP. We consider a pair of loci, A and B: the two alleles are A1 and A2,

and B1 and B2. We describe, for brevity, only the case when the A and B are on the

same chromosome. The case of loci on different chromosomes is derived with analogous

calculations. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider that:

- the interaction probabilities of A and B loci on different chromosomes (e.g., the

homologous loci A1 and A2) is negligible with respect to that of A and B loci on

the same chromosome;

- the two homologous pairs A1, B1 and A2, B2 have the same probability to interact.

Under these assumptions, the loci can exist in three different types of conformations

having probabilities P2, P1, P0 (see fig. S1.7, upper panel):

• P2 = probability that two pairs of loci are present in an interacting state in the

nucleus;

• P1 = probability that one pair interacts while the other does not;

• P0 = probability that no interacting pairs are present.

with the normalization P2 + P1 + P0 = 1. The probabilities Pi can be written as:

P2 = π2, P1 = 2π(1− π), P0 = (1− π)2 (10)

where π is the probability that A1 is interacting with B1 or A2 with B2.
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Figure S1.7: Illustration of the three possible nuclear states when considering a single

locus pair in a diploid cell.

Probability of locus segregation in single nuclear profiles

Consider a set of N independent NPs taken from N nuclei, and let us consider the case in

which we know the number of times that loci A and B are present in each NP across the

ensemble of NPs. By using the above probabilities, we can derive the expected number

of NPs, Ni,j, with a number i of A loci and a number j of B loci (i and j are equal to

0,1 or 2 loci):

N0,0

N
= 〈t20〉P2 + 〈t0u0〉P1 + 〈u20〉P0

N1,0

N
= N0,1

N
= 2〈t1t0〉P2 + 〈t1u0 + t0u1〉P1 + 2〈u1u0〉P0

N2,0

N
= N0,2

N
= 〈t21〉P2 + 〈t1u1〉P1 + 〈u21〉P0

N2,1

N
= N1,2

N
= 2〈t2t1〉P2 + (〈t2u1〉+ 〈t1u2〉)P1 + 2〈u2u1〉P0

N2,2

N
= 〈t22〉P2 + 〈t2u2〉P1 + 〈u22〉P0

(11)

The intervening (auto)correlation terms, like 〈unu
i t

nj

j 〉, can be evaluated by Monte Carlo

techniques as those in section 1.2. In Statistical Mechanics “mean-field” approximations

are often exploited to simplify calculations (see, e.g., [3]) where 〈unu
i t

nt
j 〉 is taken equal

to 〈ui〉nu〈tj〉nt , with i, j = 0, 1, 2. We adopt this simplifying assumption here and we will

omit the average symbols (〈...〉) from now on to simplify the notation.

The equations (11) can be simplified by using eq.s (10) for the Pi and the following

expressions:

c2 = πt2 + (1− π)u2, c1 = πt1 + (1− π)u1, c0 = πt0 + (1− π)u0 (12)
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where c2, c1, c0 represent the probabilities that 2, 1 or 0 loci of an AB couple are segregated

in an NP. From the normalisation equations, it can be shown that the following relations

hold (not only for the averages over the NPs, but also in each single NP):

c2 + 2c1 + c0 = 1, c1 + c0 = v0, c2 + c1 = 1− v0 (13)

By using eq.(12) and (13), the eq.s (11) become:

N0,0

N
= c20

N1,1

N
= 2[(1− 2v0 + c0)c0 + (v0 − c0)2]

N2,2

N
= (1− 2v0 + c0)

2

N1,0

N
= N0,1

N
= 2(v0 − c0)c0

N2,0

N
= N0,2

N
= (v0 − c0)2

N2,1

N
= N1,2

N
= 2(1− 2v0 + c0)(v0 − c0)

(14)

1.4 Coping with finite detection efficiency and resolution

In practical applications our statistical description must also consider effects related to

the limited experimental detection efficiency and finite resolution of loci. This section

expands the model above to accommodate such additional complications.

Detection efficiency

We consider the situation where the detection efficiency of a DNA locus in an NP is less

than 1, i.e., where there is a certain probability that the locus is present in the NP but

not detected by DNA sequencing (see Fig. S1.8). For simplicity, we assume that both loci

A and B have the same detection efficiency ε (the generalization to the case of different

efficiencies for different loci is straightforward). Name N ε
α,β the expected number of NPs

where a number α of A loci and a number β of B loci is detected. If ε < 1, we should

take into account the possibility that in an NP there could be additional undetected loci

with a probability 1− ε. The N ε
α,β are a linear combination of the Ni,j introduced above

in the ideal case ε = 1:

N ε
α,β = εα+β

2∑
i=α,j=β

(1− ε)(i+j)−(α+β) (δα,1δi,2 + 1) (δβ,1δj,2 + 1)Ni,j (15)

δ being the Kronecker indicator-function.
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Figure S1.8: An illustration of the effects of the detection efficiency.

Genomic finite resolution

In the calculations above, DNA loci were approximated as dimensionless points. In real

situations, a DNA locus includes several bases, and can be better approximated as a

sphere having a finite radius. For instance, if the experiment aims to detect contacts

between loci at a given resolution of b DNA bases, these loci can be represented in

our model by a sphere having a radius rb, which contains b DNA bases around it (see

Fig. S1.9). The above equations for v0, v1 (eq. (2)) can be adapted to this more general

case that considers genomic resolution:

〈v1〉 =
h+ 2rb
h+ 2R

, 〈v0〉 =
2(R− rb)
h+ 2R

(16)

which, if rb � R, are well approximated by:

〈v1〉 =
heff

heff + 2R
, 〈v0〉 =

2R

heff + 2R
(17)

with heff = h+ 2rb. These equations are identical to eq.s (2), except for the presence of

heff . This shows that the equations given in the previous sections still hold true when

the finite size of the DNA loci is taken into account, provided that the slice thickness h

is replaced by the effective slice thickness heff (see Fig. S1.9). As seen above, we can

derive an approximation of rb as function of the DNA resolution b:
r3b
R3 = b

G
, where G is

the length of the considered diploid genome.
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Figure S1.9: Schematic representation of DNA loci with a resolution b in the cell nucleus.
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1.5 Co-segregation of pairs of loci in tubes

In the GAM method described, a single NP is put in a single tube, followed by ampli-

fication and extraction of genomic DNA. The DNA in each tube is then sequenced and

the presence/absence of each locus is determined. Below we compute the probability for

each tube to include 0, 1, 2 loci of a pair and show how their interaction probability can

be estimated.

Equations for the tube content

The expected number of tubes with 2, 1 or 0 loci from a given pair of loci (m2, m1 and m0,

respectively) can be calculated by using the equations for the NPs shown in the previous

section. If m is the total number of tubes, and each locus is detected with an efficiency

ε, the following equations hold:

m0

m
= Expected fraction of tubes with neither A, nor B = N ε

0,0/N (18)

m1

m
= Expected fraction of tubes with A or B =

= 2
(
N ε

1,0/N +N ε
2,0/N

)
m2

m
= Expected fraction of tubes with both A and B = 1− m0

m
− m1

m
= 1−N ε

0,0/N − 2
(
N ε

1,0/N −N ε
2,0/N

)
where the N ε

α,β are given by eq. (15) and the symmetry between the two types of loci

(i.e., N ε
0,i = N ε

i,0) has been used.

These equations allow us, in particular, to calculate the expected value of the co-segregation

ratio, i.e., the ratio between the number of tubes that include both A and B loci divided

by the number of non-empty tubes, m2/(m1 +m2).

In addition to π, the free parameters of these equations are the detection efficiency ε, the

co-segregation probabilities for interacting loci t2, t1, t0 and the co-segregation probabil-

ities for non-interacting loci u2, u1, u0. In the following paragraphs we show how these

parameters can be estimated.

Estimating the interaction probabilities of pairs

Importantly, we can use the eq.s (18) to estimate the detection efficiency ε. Indeed, from

our simplifying assumptions about homologous loci (see above section 1.3), and by using

the u2, u1, u0 given by eq.s (8), it is found that the expected average fraction of tubes, f ,

which includes a given single locus is:

f = −ε2(1− v0)2 + 2ε(1− v0) (19)

By solving for ε:

ε =
1−√1− f

1− v0
(20)
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where v0 is given by eq. (17) and f is measured from the data. Fig. S1.10 shows the

detection efficiency obtained for different genomic resolutions, and that we detect 50kb

windows with ∼ 98% efficiency, at the current sequencing depth.

Figure S1.10: Detection efficiency as function of resolution computed from our data (slice

thickness h = 0.22µm, total number of nuclear profiles N = 408).

As we mentioned above, the u2, u1, u0 probabilities can also be estimated from the data

(see above section 1.2). In order to compute these probabilities for loci at a given ge-

nomic distance g, we compared the experimental value of the average co-segregation ratio

m2/(m1 +m2) for all couples at a distance g with the theoretical value we get from eq.s

(18) at π = 0. This was done separately for each chromosome to take into account dif-

ferent folding properties of chromosomes (e.g., different sizes of chromosome territories)

that could influence the values of u2, u1, u0.

Finally, the co-segregation probabilities t2, t1, t0 for interacting loci can be derived by the

v1, v0 for dI . h (section 1.2).

Once the above parameters are determined, the equations (18) describing the tube

content depend only on the interaction probability π, that can be estimated by fitting

the co-segregation ratio m2/(m1 +m2) (see Fig. S1.11).

1.6 Co-segregation of triplets of loci

GAM allows us to measure the co-segregation frequencies of any set of loci. The SLICE

model can also exploit these co-segregation frequencies to extract multivalent interactions

between 3 or more loci. In this section, we show how to estimate the probability of

formation of an interaction between three loci (a triplet). In the first sub-section we

derive some relations between the interaction probabilities of triplets and the interaction

probabilities of pairs of loci. The second sub-section will introduce the co-segregation

probabilities of triplets of loci (analogous to the probabilities ti and ui introduced above

for pairs). Finally, we show the equations for the number of NPs in the third sub-section.
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Figure S1.11: The expected co-segregation ratio, m2/(m1 +m2) as function of the inter-

action probability π at three genomic distances (1, 30, 100Mb). We used the parameters

corresponding to our current experimental setting: slice thickness h = 0.22µm, resolution

30kb, detection efficiency ε = 83.3%, ui’s estimated from chromosome 1.

For the sake of brevity, we discuss in detail only the case of loci located on the same

chromosome.

Relations between the interaction probabilities of pairs and triplets

Let’s consider three loci A,B,C and name π2,AB, π2,BC , π2,AC the total probabilities that

A−B, B −C or A−C are interacting (in pairs, triplets or otherwise). Under the same

assumptions used for pairs about the interactions between homologous loci (section 1.3),

the two triplets of homologous loci can be treated as independent.

When two loci are interacting, they can be either in a pair or a triplet, therefore:

π2,AB = π′2,AB + π3 (21)

π2,BC = π′2,BC + π3

π2,AC = π′2,AC + π3

where π′2 is the probability that two loci are interacting in a pair, and π3 the prob-

ability that the triplet A − B − C is formed. The pairwise interaction probabilities,

π2,AB, π2,BC , π2,AC , can be estimated by the method described in the previous section.

We can use the equations (21) to find upper and lower bounds for π3. Indeed, by impos-

ing that all probabilities vary between 0 and 1, it can be obtained that:

max

(
Σ− 1

2
, 0

)
≤ π3 ≤ min(π2,AB, π2,BC , π2,AC) (22)

where Σ = π2,AB + π2,BC + π2,AC .
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Figure S1.12: Interaction configurations of a triplet of loci with their co-segregation

probabilities indicated at the bottom.

The co-segregation probabilities for triplet interactions

Given three loci A,B,C, there are five classes of conformations in which they can be

found in the nucleus, and for each of them there is a set of co-segregation probabilities in

an NP, i.e., probabilities that 0,1,2,3 loci are segregated in a randomly selected NP (see

Fig. S1.12):

1. none of them is interacting

probability π0, co-segregation probabilities: ω0, ω1,(i), ω2,(ij), ω3;

2. A and B are interacting

probability π′2,AB, co-segregation probabilities: ξAB0 , ξAB1,(i), ξ
AB
2,(ij), ξ

AB
3 ;

3. B and C are interacting

probability π′2,BC , co-segregation probabilities: ξBC0 , ξBC1,(i), ξ
BC
2,(ij), ξ

BC
3 ;

4. A and C are interacting

probability π′2,AC , co-segregation probabilities: ξAC0 , ξAC1,(i), ξ
AC
2,(ij), ξ

AC
3 ;

5. all three loci are interacting

probability π3, co-segregation probabilities: τ0, τ1, τ2, τ3.
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where i ∈ {A,B,C} and (ij) ∈ {AB,BC,AC} are the loci that are segregated in the

NP. Each of these sets of co-segregation probabilities satisfies a normalization condition:

ω0 +
∑

(i)∈{A,B,C} ω1,(i) +
∑

(ij)∈{AB,BC,AC} ω2,(ij) + ω3 = 1 (23)

ξAB0 +
∑

(i)∈{A,B,C} ξ
AB
1,(i) +

∑
(ij)∈{AB,BC,AC} ξ

AB
2,(ij) + ξ3 = 1

ξBC0 +
∑

(i)∈{A,B,C} ξ
BC
1,(i) +

∑
(ij)∈{AB,BC,AC} ξ

BC
2,(ij) + ξ3 = 1

ξAC0 +
∑

(i)∈{A,B,C} ξ
AC
1,(i) +

∑
(ij)∈{AB,BC,AC} ξ

AC
2,(ij) + ξ3 = 1

τ0 + τ1 + τ2 + τ3 = 1

From the eq.s (21) and the normalization π3 + π′2,AB + π′2,BC + π′2,AC + π0 = 1:

π′2,AB = π2,AB − π3 (24)

π′2,BC = π2,BC − π3
π′2,AC = π2,AC − π3

π0 = 1− Σ + 2π3

The general equations for the co-segregation probabilities are very similar to those

written for the ui and ti (i.e., the co-segregation probabilities for pairs of loci), and the

model can include any available information on the spatial organization of loci by using

the numerical/analytical approaches described above.

Consistently with the above calculations for pairs, we consider here interaction distances

. h for loci interacting in couples and triplets. In this case, the ξi and τi can be well

approximated by using the vi and ui. For example, the configuration where only A and B

are interacting is equivalent to a single pair of loci at a genomic distance equal to dBC (see

Fig. S1.12), and therefore the probability that, e.g., the C locus is in the same NP as the

pair AB is ξAB3 ∼ u2(dBC). By similar arguments, all the ξ co-segregation probabilities

can be computed. As we saw for the ti’s, the τ ’s are: τ0 ∼ v0, τ1 ∼ τ2 ∼ 0, τ3 ∼ v1.

The ω’s also can be written as functions of u0 and v0, by using the marginal proba-

bilities that pairs of loci or a single locus are not segregated in the NP. For instance, the

probability that neither A nor B are segregated, u0(dAB), can be written as ω1,C + ω0.

Similarly, the probability that C is not found in the NP, which is v0 by definition, is also

equal to ω2,AB + ω1,A + ω1,B + ω0. Moreover, when the central locus B is in the NP, the

two external loci A and C can be approximated as positioned independently from each

other in the nucleus (yet still constrained by B), which implies that ω3 =
ω2,ABω2,BC

ω1,B
.
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All these relationships, along with the normalization conditions (eq. (23)), allow us

to compute all the probabilities ω as function of u0 and v0:

ω0 =
[u0(dAB)− v0] [u0(dBC)− v0] + u0(dAC)(v0 − 1)

v0 − 1
(25)

ω1,A = −u0(dAC) + u0(dBC) +
[u0(dAB)− v0] [−u0(dBC) + v0]

v0 − 1

ω1,B =
[u0(dAB)− v0] [−u0(dBC) + v0]

v0 − 1

ω1,C = −u0(dAC) + u0(dAB) +
[u0(dBC)− v0] [−u0(dAB) + v0]

v0 − 1

ω2,AB =
[1 + u0(dAB)− 2v0] [u0(dBC)− v0]

v0 − 1

ω2,BC =
[1 + u0(dBC)− 2v0] [u0(dAB)− v0]

v0 − 1

ω2,AC = 1− 2u0(dAB) + u0(dAC)− 2u0(dBC) +
[u0(dAB)− 1] [u0(dBC)− 1]

v0 − 1
+ 2v0

ω3 = − [1 + u0(dAB)− 2v0] [1 + u0(dBC)− 2v0]

v0 − 1

where dAB, dBC , dAC are the genomic distances of the loci in the triplet.
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Probability of locus segregation in single NPs

As we did for pairs of loci, we can define the following co-segregation probabilities for

each of the two homologous triplets:

c0 = π0 ω0 + π′2,AB ξ
AB
0 + π′2,BC ξ

BC
0 + π′2,AC ξ

AC
0 + π3 τ0 (26)

c1,A = π0 ω1A + π′2,AB ξ
AB
1,A + π′2,BC ξ

BC
1,A + π′2,AC ξ

AC
1,A + π3 τ1/3

c1,B = π0 ω1B + π′2,AB ξ
AB
1,B + π′2,BC ξ

BC
1,B + π′2,AC ξ

AC
1,B + π3 τ1/3

c1,C = π0 ω1C + π′2,AB ξ
AB
1,C + π′2,BC ξ

BC
1,C + π′2,AC ξ

AC
1,C + π3 τ1/3

c2,AB = π0 ω2,AB + π′2,AB ξ
AB
2,AB + π′2,BC ξ

BC
2,AB + π′2,AC ξ

AC
2,AB + π3 τ2/3

c2,BC = π0 ω2,BC + π′2,AB ξ
AB
2,BC + π′2,BC ξ

BC
2,BC + π′2,AC ξ

AC
2,BC + π3 τ2/3

c2,AC = π0 ω2,AC + π′2,AB ξ
AB
2,AC + π′2,BC ξ

BC
2,AC + π′2,AC ξ

AC
2,AC + π3 τ2/3

c3 = π0 ω3 + π′2,AB ξ
AB
3 + π′2,BC ξ

BC
3 + π′2,AC ξ

AC
3 + π3 τ3

where c0 and c3 are the probabilities that none or all the loci of a triplet are co-segregated

in the NP; c1,i the probability that only the locus i is in the NP; c2,ij the probability that

the loci i and j are both in the NP. These probabilities obey the normalization condition

c0 +
∑

i∈{A,B,C} c1,i +
∑

(ij)∈{AB,BC,AC} c2,ij + c3 = 1.

Under the assumption that the two homologous triplets are independent, the equations

describing the NP content will be products of the ci’s, similar to those obtained for pairs

of loci. For instance, if we call Ni,j,k the expected number of NPs with a number i, j, k of

A,B,C loci, the probability that an NP does not include any of the loci is N0,0,0/N = c20,

while the probability that a single A locus is intercepted by the NP is N1,0,0/N = 2 c1,A c0.

Similarly to what we saw with pairs of loci, if we consider a detection efficiency ε, the

expected number of NPs where no loci are detected is:

N ε
0,0,0 = N0,0,0 + (1− ε)N[1,0,0] + (1− ε)2 (N[2,0,0] +N[1,1,0]) (27)

+(1− ε)3 (N1,1,1 +N[1,2,0])

+(1− ε)4 (N[2,2,0] +N[2,1,1]) + (1− ε)5 (N[1,2,2]) + (1− ε)6N2,2,2

where the notation [i, j, k] indicates the sum over all possible permutations of the indices

(for instance N[1,0,0] = N1,0,0 + N0,1,0 + N0,0,1). By analogous calculations, the expected

number of NPs with 0,1,2 or 3 loci (m0,m1,m2,m3 respectively) can be written.

Estimation of triplet interaction probabilities - Given the interaction prob-

abilities of all pairs in the triplets π2,AB, π2,BC , π2,AC (that can be estimated by using the
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method outlined in the previous section) and the eq.s (24), the probability of triplet forma-

tion π3 will be the only unknown parameter in the tube content equations. Along the lines

of what we did with the pairs, we define a triplet co-segregation ratio asm3/(m3+m2+m1)

and fit this quantity to find π3. The probabilities of all the other possible configurations

can then be found by using eq.s (24).

1.7 Conclusion

In this Supplementary Note 1, we described the SLICE model and showed how it can esti-

mate the probabilities of specific interactions genome-wide from GAM raw co-segregation

data. Possible confounding factors, such as the effects of genomic distance, limited exper-

imental detection efficiency and finite genomic resolution, can be fully taken into account.

SLICE can be applied to unravel pairwise interactions as well as the complexity of mul-

tivalent interactions to extract specific interaction probabilities.

We discussed a first version of the model, yet refinements can be made by including

further information where available, e.g., on chromatin folding and preferential nuclear

positions of specific genomic loci.
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2 Detection of the most significantly interacting loci

with the SLICE model

2.1 Introduction

The SLICE model can be used to identify loci interacting significantly more than ex-

pected by random effects (e.g. spurious contacts occurring by chance during chromatin

movement) or by sequence proximity alone. We discuss first the case of detection of

interactions between pairs of loci and, in a later section, triplets and multiplets.

2.2 A statistical test for detection of interacting pairs of loci

We consider in this section the case where GAM data is used to infer the interaction

probability π of a pair of loci, A and B, through the SLICE model described in Supple-

mentary Note 1.

To set the notation, we name m0 the measured number of nuclear profiles (NPs) with

neither locus, m1 the number of NPs with only one locus (either A or B) and m2 the

number of NPs with both A and B. We define the co-segregation ratio as the ratio

m2/(m1 +m2), which depends on the interaction probability value, π (see Supplementary

Note 1). We derive the probability distribution of the co-segregation ratio and test the

null hypothesis H0 : {π = 0} against the alternative hypothesis H1 : {π > 0}.

Probability distribution of the co-segregation ratio m2/(m1 +m2)

As described in Supplementary Note 1, the SLICE model allows us to compute the ex-

pected values of m0,m1,m2, which are functions of the the parameters of the GAM

experiment (the total number of NPs, m, and the slice thickness h) plus the detection

efficiency ε and the genomic distance g between the loci A and B. The theoretical

probability distribution of m2,m1,m0 is multinomial with event probabilities m2

m
, m1

m
, m0

m
:

(m2,m1,m0) ∼M
(
m2

m
, m1

m
, m0

m

)
. As the co-segregation ratio m2/(m1 +m2) is a stochas-

tic variable dependent on m0, m1 and m2, its probability distribution, D, can be derived

from M. In Fig. S2.1, we show the probability distribution of the co-segregation ratio

for different values of the interaction probability (for this figure and the following we

used parameters corresponding to the experimental data presented in the main part of

the paper, as derived in Supplementary Note 1, specifically: slice thickness h = 0.22µm,

number of NPs m = 408, nuclear radius R = 4.5µm, resolution b = 30kb, detection

efficiency ε = 83.3% and we took loci at a genomic distance of 1Mb, unless otherwise

specified).

By using the probability distribution of the co-segregation ratio at π = 0, we can test

the null hypothesis H0 : {π = 0} against the alternative hypothesis H1 : {π > 0} for a

given pair of loci. In order to do so, we computed the threshold for reaching significance,

t, as the 95% quantile of the probability distribution of m2

m1+m2
for π = 0, and considered
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Figure S2.1: Probability density functions of the co-segregation ratio m2/(m1 + m2) for

three values of the interaction probability π.

all the pairs with a co-segregation ratio above t as significantly interacting. The matrices

of the interaction probabilities of pairs shown in the main text (Fig.s 3 and 4) include

only the π’s of these above threshold pairs of loci.

Sensitivity of pairwise interaction detection

Having derived a statistical test for identifying significant interactions, we then used

the SLICE model to explore our power to detect interactions of a certain strength and

genomic distance. In other words, given the existence of a particular interaction with a

probability π > 0, we can calculate the probability PR(π) of successfully rejecting the

null hypothesis H0 : {π = 0} after measuring the co-segregation of the two interacting

loci over m NPs:

PR(π) = 1− Cdf [D(π), t] (1)

where Cdf [D(π), t] is the cumulative distribution associated to D(π) calculated in t, which

is the 95% quantile of D(π = 0). PR(π) is a measure of GAM sensitivity, as it returns

the proportion of actual interactions that are identified by the method within the given

confidence threshold. We calculated the behaviour of PR(π) for several combinations of

the parameters. In Fig. S2.2 left panel, PR is plotted as function of the number of NPs for

3 different values of the interaction probability. As expected, sensitivity increases with

larger number of NPs. Moreover, for a fixed value of m, PR is an increasing function of π

(Fig. S2.2 left panel) and the genomic distance (Fig. S2.2 right panel). Indeed, loci that

are close on the genome can have a high chance of being co-segregated in the same NP

even if they do not interact, making it more challenging to identify a possible interaction

in a statistically significant way.

As an example using the parameters of our current study, where the dataset is composed
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of around 400 NPs, SLICE predicts that we are able to detect ≥ 85% of all the pairwise

interactions with π ≥ 50% at or above 1Mb.

Figure S2.2: GAM sensitivity PR as function of the number of NPs for different values of

interaction probabilities π (left panel) and for different values of the genomic distances

of the loci pair for π = 50% (right panel; note that purple circles in the left panel and

orange squares in the right panel are equivalent).

2.3 Detection of significantly interacting triplets

In this section, we analyse the sensitivity of GAM in the estimation of the interaction

probability of triplets of loci. We will show how the sensitivity PR changes with the

probability of three loci specifically interacting in a simultaneous fashion (the triplet

interaction probability or π3) and is affected by the existence of pairwise interactions.

Extending our statistical test to triplet interactions

We proceed here along the same lines followed before for the detection of pairwise interac-

tions. We use the statistics of co-segregation ratio m3/(m3+m2+m1) (see Supplementary

Note 1) to estimate the probability PR to reject the null hypothesis H0 : {π3 = 0} against

the alternative hypothesis H1 : {π3 > 0}.

Sensitivity of triplet interaction detection

The possible presence of pairwise interactions between the three considered loci influences

PR, therefore we discuss two distinct cases describing two opposite extreme situations:

Case 1) the three loci do not engage in pairwise interactions; Case 2) the two loci are

always directly interacting either in a pairwise interaction or in the triplet state (see

Fig. S2.3 left panel). The investigation of such extreme cases allows to identify an upper

and a lower bound for PR. In case the loci are engaged in pairwise interactions, the

number of “false positives” for triplets (i.e., co-segregation in the same NP of three loci

that are not forming a triplet) increases. Hence, in Case 2, PR tends to be comparatively
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lower than in the general case since at least one pair is interacting. Conversely, as in Case

1 interactions can only occur in triplets, PR is expected to reach a maximum.

The right panel in Fig. S2.3 shows PR in the two cases described above as function

of π3. As expected, PR in Case 1 (blue squares) is always larger than in Case 2 (pink

triangles).

The two curves identify a range in which the actual value of PR lies. More precise

estimation of sensitivity can be obtained in specific cases by leveraging the knowledge of

pairwise interaction probabilities that reduces the number of unknown parameters (see

Supplementary Note 1).

AB
C

A

B

C

Case 1

Case 2

A

B
C

A

B
C

No triplet formed
(probability            )

Triplet formed
(probability      )

Figure S2.3: Left Panel - Schematic picture illustrating the two extreme situations

considered to obtain a range in which sensitivity varies. Right Panel - GAM sensitivity

PR for detection of triplets as function of their interaction probability π3 calculated for

Case 1 (blue squares) and Case 2 (pink triangles) discussed in the text and illustrated in

the left panel. Three loci equally spaced at a genomic distance of 1Mb were considered.

The other parameters are the same as in Fig. S2.1.

2.4 Conclusion

The SLICE model can extract quantitative information about interactions between loci

from GAM raw data under different specific situations. As such it can be used to optimise

the application of GAM to different cell types or organisms. In particular, this document

illustrates how the SLICE model can be used to find the most significantly interacting

loci and estimate GAM sensitivity under different specific cases of interest. We showed

in detail how the detection sensitivity can be calculated for both pairs and triplets of

interacting loci as a function of different parameters, such as their genomic distances.

With larger GAM datasets, SLICE can be extended to accomodate additional biological

details, such as different nuclear or chromosomal shapes, association of loci with the

nuclear periphery and other features of nuclear architecture. In this way, the analysis
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of interacting loci across genomic scales can be performed at higher resolution, and the

experimental protocol can be optimized for different conditions and cell types.
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